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Waging peace in the house of God
• By W.D. Cutlip

The most high and mighty prince George Bush, by
the grace of God President of the United States and
King of all the Americas, Commander in Chief of the
Armed Forces, Defender of the Faith, etc., was
worshipping at the First Congregational Church of
Kennebunkport on Feb. 17 when a man named John
Schuchardt began to demand that the United States
"stop this massacre, stop this bombing" of Iraq.
While the president sat in grim and regal silence,
the rongregation attempted to drown Schuchardt out
by singing "God Bless America," a Congregationalist
hymn about the blessings of free speech and other

intangibles. "This is not a political forum," shouted
one churchgoer at Schuchardt. "This is a church of
God. Get out of here!"
Eventually, Schuchardt was hauled off by the
cops. He will undoubtedly be charged with treason,
because, as you know, promoting peace in a place of
worship is a treasonable offense in this country. Just
as most Americans wouldn't think of going to war
without God, God wouldn't miss an American war
for love or money. War after war, God is there in his
fiery F-16 to enforce American foreign policy and
extend it into the spiritual realm. Or, anyway, that's
what some people believe.
But there are a growing number of Christians out
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there who regard the Scriptures as a mandate for
peace. They're known as the Peace Church: the
Bretheren, Mennonites, and the Society of Friends
(sometimes called "Quakers").
There are also Catholics, Congregationalists,
Methodists, Episcopalians and persons from many
other denominations - including Jews and Moslems who believe in a gospel of peace, and their numbers
are growing daily. And they most emphatically do not
believe that God is "on our side." Nor do they believe
that the Gulf War is a "just" war - not even by pagan
standards.
Continued on page 8
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like to hear your opinions
on what makes Greater
Portland a great (or not so
great) place to live, work
and play.
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Pizza driver Phil Rutherford dellven a pie and a l2-pack to a Tyng Street apartment.

CBWrroPl« Harbert
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... from the Domino Theory to mystic delivery
inform us that"rocooning" - formerly known as
staying at home - is the new wave. Home delivery is
What's red and white, six feet tall, romes with a box no longer just a ronvenience for those lacking the
initiative to lift themselves off the rouch. In the '90s,
and won't leave your porch until you pay what you
home delivery is an important marketing trend.
owe?
And in Greater Portland, pizza is the market
No, it's not the IRS. It's your local pizza delivery
leader. There are 19 businesses that will deliver a hot
person.
pie to your living room. Altogether they deliver, by
At first glance, the whole business of delivering
conservative estimates, 117,000 pizzas a year to
pizzas seems pretty silly. After all, isn't any pizza
cocooning Portlanders.
worth eating worth the walk to the pizza joint?
But being an entrepreneurial pioneer can be
No, say the market research experts, who now

• By Mike Quinn

difficult. It's no cakewalk, delivering pizzas. The
hours run late, the streets tum mean and the customers can get ugly. Local pizza drivers tell stories about
being ridiculed, harassed, spat upon, chased from
neighborhoods, propositioned by naked women and
lonely men, robbed at gunpoint and beaten with
baseball bats.
In the process, they've learned a few things the
market experts might not know.
Continued on page 12
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Hearty Fare That's Light on Your Wallet

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY
SOOWaU
Halogen
Torchiere

~

Contessa
Chairs
Regular
$89 each

with down
Ii~ht and
dimmer
Regular $99

Special
$49
each

Special
$49

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: February 12 through 19, 1991.

Doxey Bookcases
Easy to assemble 70"x30"xl2"

3 for $189 (whUe supplies last)
major credit cards • in·store financing • free parking

POKI'LAND

BANGOR
ELLSWOKI'H
288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street. High Street
774·1322
942-6880
667.3615

MOST FOOD
$5
AND UNDER

RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY

Monday· Friday 8-6 • Saturday Q- 4
Mar1<et Street (next to the Oyster Club) OId,Port, Portland· 774-4455

lARGEST lAMP SHADE COllECTION IN MAINE
NEWEST S1YLES

Traditional
Ovals
Bridge
. Chimneys
Coolies
Bouillotte
Candelabra

NEWEST FABRICS

Elegant Florals
Tapestries
Paisleys
Plaids
Solids
Silks
Ubrary Paper

Bring in your lamp and let our friendly staff assist
you in selecting from the largest selection in maine.

F.O. BAILEY
ANTIQUARIANS
141 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine 04101,
(207) 774-1479 or 774-1470,
FAX (207) 774-7914

WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T HURRY LOVE?
Casco Bay Weekly has a new service
available called PERSONAL CALL~.
It's easy as leaving a message on a friends
answering machine . When you place a
personal ad in Casco Bay Weekly ask for
your own personal call number, leave your
outgoing message Cat no charge) and then
see what happens! It's a fun way to meet
people who want to meet you.
For details see page 28 or call 775-6601.

THREE·DOLLAR DEWEY'
S INC.
207-772~3310

Local lawmakers flex
anti-war muscles

446 Fore Street, Portland •

KITCHEN OPEN 11 A.M. - 8 P.M.

George Bush isn't getting much support from Maine's House
of Representatives for his activities as commander in chief of
U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf. At the insistence of a host of
Portland-area legislators, Democratic leaders in the House
deleted praise for the president in a resolution in support of the
Persian Gulf troops adopted Feb. 13.
The initial resolution had been adopted by the u.s. Congress
in late January and passed Maine's Senate before arriving at the
House. It asked members to "commend and support the efforts
and leadership of the President as Commander in Chief in the
Persian Gulf hostilities."
"I couldn't support it and 1 didn't think the Democratic Party
should be supporting a president who initiated a war," said
state Rep. Cushman Anthony, a Democrat from South Portland.
Anthony wrote to Senate MajOrity Leader George Mitchell
for help, even though Mitchell had voted for the resolution in
Congress. Mitchell's office proposed alternative language that
dropped the reference to the president in favor of support for
"the swift resolution of this conflict, with a minimum damage
and loss of life."
House Speaker John Martin agreed to the change after
Anthony and other anti-war legislators threatened to offer
amendments and debate the resolution on the House floor.
"It was excellent leadership," said Portland Rep. James
Oliver, who estimated there were "20 or 30" votes against the
initial resolution. "Anything that would have any meaning
would have to be unanimous."
That's what Martin got, 137-0, as Republican leaders offered
only token complaints about the language change but decided it
would be politically inexpedient to vote against a measure
supporting the troops.
Last month in Congress, U.s. Rep. Tom Andrews of Portland
went along with language that commended Bush as commander in chief just one week after he had opposed the Persian
Gulf war in resolution.
"As it ended up, it was a no-win situation," said Andrews'
spokesman Dennis Bailey. "If you vote for the troops and
you're against the war, the headline will say 'Andrews supports
the president: This was the only time Tom was going to get to
go on record in support of the troops regardless of how he felt
about the president."
Since then, Andrews has joined 43 other House members in
calling for a delay in the ground war until the Soviet-Iraqi peace
initiative can be explored. He has also toured the Togus Veterans Hospital with peace activists and been "very open and
accessible," said Eric Johnson, coordinator of the Maine Peace
Campaign.
&ndy Wilson

Local Arby's settles beef, changes name
The local brothers who own the Arby's in Portland have
broken with the chain, flinging the final morsel in a food fight
that lasted five months. The restaurant that brothers Jim and
Ken Raffel own at the Shop 'n Save Plaza on Forest Avenue is
now known as Raff's, and it serves virtually the same fare it
served as an Arby's.
"We decided instead of fighting legal battles, we'd put our
efforts into a new restaurant," said Jim Raffel.
Those legal battles started last September, after the Brothers
Raffel decided to open Emily K's, a rotisserie chicken restaurant, in a building adjacent to the Forest Avenue Arby's.
Executives bent on uniformity at Arby's sued the brothers in an
attempt to close the restaurant, claiming that selling chicken so
close to the roast beef giant would "blur Arby's image in the
Portland area." Arby's owners in Brunswick, Waterville and
Freeport sided with the corporation, filing briefs in U.S. District
Court stating that they agreed Emily K's confused diners into
expecting rotisserie chicken at all Arby's.
The Arby's chain was founded with a restaurant in Ohio, by
the Raffels' father, Leroy Raffel, and his brother, Forrest Raffel,
in 1964. The senior Raffels sold the chain in 1976.
The younger Raffels opened their first Maine Arby's in
South Portland in 1978. They will continue to run it and restaurants in Auburn and Augusta under the Arby's name.

Pro-war demonstraton In Kennebunkport on Feb. 16.

- CBW(fonee Harbert

Pro-war ralliers offer Bush praise;
anti-war protesters offer broccoli
Mainers both for and against the war
braved bitter cold temperatures during rallies
in Augusta and Kennebunkport on Saturday,
Feb. 16.
About 150 people shivered at a supportthe-troops rally outside the Statehouse. Many
of those who gathered in Capitol Park sang
patriotic songs and swapped the latest news
from their friends and relatives in the 286th
Supply and Service Battalion of the Maine
National Guard and other units overseas.
Color guards, veterans' service groups and
parents with young children stamped their
feet, sipped coffee and took turns warming up
inside vans through the day, displaying
banners and flags proclaiming their support
for participants in Operation Desert Storm.
In Kennebunkport, meanwhile, another
pro-war protest drew approximately 40
people who gathered along Route 9 near the
Consolidated School. American Legion Post
Commander Clifford Higgins, who addressed

Waterfront gets
shipping boost

1

'-

Portland's working
waterfront will work a little
harder next month, when
container cargo shipping
returns to Portland for the
first time in 11 years. City
officials announced Feb. 14
t at the Yankee Clipper will
begin making weekly stops
between Portland and
Halifax, Nova Scotia, with
continuing cargo ship service
to Europe, beginning March
21.
The German-owned ship
will be importing liquor,
wine, beer, clothing, glassware and other products
from Europe, and exporting
Maine products including
shoes, paper goods, blueberries, apples and frozen fish.
Portland Waterfront
Director Thomas F. Valleau
said the new activity could
create 15 new jobs on the
waterfront, as well as adding
another 30 to 40 other jobs
indirectly in freight forwarding, trucking, harbor piloting
and customs work. The city
will also receive $30,000 to
$40,000 a year in docking
fees.
Portland replaces Portsmouth, N.H., on the Yankee
Clippers weekly route to
Halifax on a six-month trial

the crowd with a bullhorn, said, "George Bush
is the greatest president in the history of our
country."
Bush scored lower ratings with about 300 war
protestors who marched within half a mile of his
Walker Point vacation home to beat the drum,
literally, for peace in the gulf. Along with
beating drums, organizers also sounded
cowbells, tambourines and buckets in what
was billed a "drum vigil."
About 25 of the protestors carried large
cardboard cutouts of broccoli, demonstrating
their distaste for the war with the vegetable
George Bush won't eat.
Looking ahead, in the event that ground war
officially breaks out in the Persian Gulf, the
Maine Coalition to Stop U.S. War in the Middle
East has announced that it will stage more
protests. Organizers plan '1arge-scale vigils"
from 7:30 to 9 a.m. and from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at
Congress Square Park near the Sonesta Hotel.

basis. Officials from HapagLloyd American line, which
owns the ship, said Portsmouth was dropped because
it failed to attract 50 or more
30-ton containers a week
needed to support the
operation.

L.L. Bean axes 12
more workers
1.1. Bean Inc. has laid off
12 more manufacturing
workers and shut down its
Brunswick plant for the week
that began Feb. 18. Catharine
Hartnett, an 1.1. Bean
spokeswoman, blamed slow
sales for the layoffs and the
temporary shutdown of the
plant.
A few months ago Bean
laid off about 80 temporary
manufacturing workers and a
few full-time workers.

Rowe Ford charged
for seiling lemon
Rowe Ford Sales of
Westbrook agreed to pay
$8,500 in state penalties Feb.
14, follOwing charges that it
violated the Maine Used Car
Information Act. The law
requires dealers to disclose
serious accident damage to a
car they are selling, and to
post that information on a
disclosure sticker on the car.

But Rowe didn't make such a
disclosure when it sold a
Gorham woman a 1987
Mercury Lynx which had
been in a major collision,
charged Assistant Attorney
General James A. McKenna,
whose office brought the case
against Rowe Ford.
Rowe Ford President
Wallace E. Camp Sr. said the
fail ure to disclose the information was unintentional.
But Camp said he agreed to
pay the penalty to avoid a
'1ong, drawn-out court fight
to prove that it was nothing
more than a clerical error."
According to the state's
complaint, Rowe Ford
purchased the car in 1988
from a Massachusetts man
who revealed the car had
been in a previous accident.
The dealership then sold the
car to Sally A. Morse of
Gorham without telling her
about the previous accident.
Morse learned of the previous front-end accident
damage upon contacting the
former owner.
After trading the Lynx in
for another car, Morse later
saw the Lynx for sale on the
Rowe lot with a sticker again
stating there had been no
prior damage. At that point
she contacted the state's
• Continued on page 4
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Bistro
Atmosphere
Kindred
Experience
Reliable
Service
Tonights
Affordable
Best
Luscious
Entrees

We

Define
Dining

•

434 For. Str••t, Portland
775-0303

Wise
Trading Co., Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"
We Buy Anything Worth Buying

• • • WE PAY CASH· • •
14k Gold $13.95per gram

Use our convenient Lay-Away plan
BtrY·SELL·~E

4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932
330 Lisbon St.. Lewiston
155 Pront St .• Bath

In Water St.,
Augu.~
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With!! or more of Dry Cleaning
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• Free Pick-up & Delivery •

:

Sf!IBIl :

Same Day Service jf dropp,.d off I
Alterations· Reweaving· Shirt Service
i~}/:t~

I 'Elm Street

~'2 .~:).

'Dry Cleaners
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DR. HAUSCHKA
SKIN CARE CENTER

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
$ 5.00 Off e:cpires 2/28/91

W

THERESA BERMAN

Licensed Aesthetician

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
·from our regular menu

HONFST FOOD AT HONFST PRICFS

: The Good Table Restaurant :
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• Continued from page 3

and let others know why you've chosen to
use a cloth grocery bag. These sturdy
Malne·made 100% Cotton Grocery Bags
provide the environmental alternative to
plastic and paper. Send $11.95 & $2 SjH
to Designs for Earth, P.O. Box 1371,
Scarborough, ME 04070.1371.
(ME res. add 5 % sales tax)

2 for 1 Dinners·

Itt .... ..,

• herbal steam
• hot and cold compresses
wi th essential oils
• mask prepared specially
for your skin type
• lymphatic stimulation
BY APPOINTMENT 773-0021

MAKE A STATEMENT ""I

~<>STFREE

•

Experience a
Unique Skin Care Treatment
A Ritual That Refreshes

•

\.. 3 color design, 17'xlZ'x7'

A portion. ofdu: proOm doNted to etlvirorunmc.I,TOIJp!I_

~

ADS CLASSES
ARE HERE.
COME IN
OPEN 5
AFTER
NIGHTS
WORK._ _~~~~_~A WEEK
<WECIAL OffEQ wml TIII~ COUPON

i

$3 Off Shampoo & Cut
$2 Off Hair Cut
5 Off All Perms
$2
Off
Shampoo & Dry
5 Off Frost & Highlight

10 Off Spiral Wave

expiration: March 14, 1991
Free Tan Session with any of our package pun·hases.
seA Wolfe Tanning Equipl1ll'nt.

CALLJtIOW
FOR DETAILS!
10 tans are still $3 0

~

~~~UDion Station
Fitness

The Total Health and Rtness Center
Union Station Shopping Plaza
St. John Street, Portland
879~9114

SYMPOSIUM
"Southern Voices, Southern Visions"
Saturday, March 2
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Moderator: Tom Southall
Curator of Photography at the Amon Carter Museum
and curator ofthe exhibition OfTi11U! and Place:
Walker Evans and William Christenberry.

ROCCO'S
Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
Fine Italian
Cuisine
Steaks &
Seafood
50 WharfSt.
Portland, ME

774-6000

William Christenberry

Ellen Douglas

SPECIALS

only $9.95
• Baked Seafood
Newburg Pie
(Scallops· Shrimp· Haddock)

• Pan Fried Chicken
Parmigiana

Speakers:
Visual Artist
"Literature as Influence"

2FORI
DINNER

Daily Luncheon

Specla1s From $2.95

• Reservations Accepted

Above 2 FOR 1
DINNER SPECIALS
served with choice of
potato or pasta and a
fresh garden salad.

Novelist and Writer-in-Residence at the
University of Mississippi
"Transformations: Real Places in a Fictional World"

William Ferris
Director of the Center for the Study of Southern
Culture at the University of Mississippi
"Tracing the Narrative: Southern Artists,
Southern Writers"

Alan Trachtenberg
Neil Gray, Jr. Professor of English and Professor of
American Studies at Yale University
"The American Scene: Photography and Literature
in the Twentieth-Century."
'nle symposium ill $10 for Museum members, senior citizens, and students
with l.D., and $15 for nOD-members. Prepayment and preregistration are
required. Call 775-614810 .... gi.ter.

Made possible by the Bernard A Osher Lecture Endowment Fund, the
l!Iymposium is pree:ented in conjunction with the exhibition Of Time
and Ploct!: WaGer Evon. on4 Will'am Chrl.tenberry, on view
February 17 through Apri128, 1991.

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

"Southern Views"
A slide lecture by
William Christenberry
Friday, March 1,1991
7 p.m.
Presented in conjunction with the exhibition
OfTi11U! and Place: Walker Evans and
William Christenberry, on view February 17
through April 28, 1991. The lecture is free and
seats are limited. A reception will follow.
Made possible by the Bernard A. Osher Lecture Endowment Fund.

PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART

consumer affairs division.
Rowe Ford subsequently
sold the Lynx to a Portland
man without disclosing the
previous damage. "We
bought the car back from him
once we realized what had
happened," Camp said. "This
is a one itf a million. This just
doesn't happen very often."

So. PO. COp used
excessive force,
suit claims
A South Portland woman
is suing the city of South
Portland and one of its police
officers, whom she said used
excessive force in arresting
her at her home last year.
Kimberly Strout's civil suit
charges Officer Paul Lambert
with pushing her face down
on a couch on top of her 3year-old, banging her face on
the floor several times and
putting her in a choke hold.
Lambert came to Strout's
home on the evening of Jan.
17,1990, to arrest her for
failing to appear in court on a
charge of driving after
suspension, according to Paul
Eggert, Strout's attorney at
the time.
In the 14-count suit, Strout
is also suing Lambert for
maliciously bringing a charge
of assaulting a police officer
against her. Last June, Strout
won the case brought against
her by Lambert. At the time,
Judge Alexander MacNichol
ordered the district attorney's
office to look into the possibility of bringing criminal
charges against Lambert. But
District Attorney Stephanie
Anderson refused to comment on whether her office is
pursuing criminal charges
against Lambert.
Lambert, who in 1989 was
named officer of the year by
his supervisors, is facing a
serond excessive force
charge. Marc Jeffrey of South
Portland has filed a suit
claiming that Lambert and
two other South Portland
police officers used excessive
force after arresting him in
1988,

Portland may snag
Jetport land by
eminent domain
The city of Portland may
exercise its right of eminent
domain to acquire 46 acres of
land for the expansion of the
Portland International
Jetport.
The city plans to pay
B.C.D. Airport Partners $1.7
million for the land, so that
eventually it can expand the
terminal and create extra
parking, but owners say the
land is worth much more.
'When you're offered
$35,000 per acre for land that
has sold for as much as
$250,000 per acre, the discrep-

ancy is so ridiculous it's hard
to comprehend," said Robert
Dunfey Sr., an owner. Dunfey
added the property is
mortgaged at $3.2 million.
Dunfeyand his five
partners submitted a bid to
Blue Cross Blue Shield to
build offices at the site in
1988, but plans were interrupted when the City Council
stepped in to negotiate
acquiring the land.
Portland City Councilor
Linda Abromson said the
expansion is necessary and
there is "nowhere else to
build." She said the City
Council has pondered the
issue of "fair price" for over
two years and hopes to
continue negotiations with
the landowners. '1 know
there is no vote we've been
called upon to cast that any of
us take more seriously ...What
is a fair price? I'm not sure
anyone but King Solomon
could answer that,"
Abromson said.
The City Council will
make its final decision at a
meeting on Feb. 25.

NEW
ANIMATION

cemetery vandal
gets Jail sentence
A former employee of
Portland's Evergreen Cemetery who admitted doing at
least $15,000 of damage when
he vandalized the cemetery
will serve four months and 20
• Continued on ptlge 6

DAVID

AVAIlABLE EXCLUSIVELY
AT VIDEOPORT

MALLETT
IN CONCERT

Sunday, March 10, 1991
Augusta Civic Center

Dog-shocking
light pole no
threat to humans,
says CMP
A Great Dane frothed and
bled from the mouth after
recei ving an electric shock
from a faulty Central Maine
Power Co. light pole on
Congress Street on Feb. 15,
but CMP officials said the
electrified pole posed no
threat to humans.
Witnesses said the 200pound dog was in pain,
howling and wailing until
office workers and a motorist
helped pull the dog away
from the poll and took it to be
treated by a veterinarian.
Sara Hammond, a spokesperson for CMP, said the pole
had become electrified
because a neutral wire had
become corroded. She said
there was no danger to
humans, "because they wear
shoes and are unaffected by
low voltages. Even for
hildren going barefoot in the
summer time, that voltage is
too low to cause harm," she
said.
Hammond said the CMP
was unaware of any previous
cases. She said the CMP does
not inspect poles on a regular
basis but instead "repairs
them when problems develop."
The dog received a 20-volt
shock because it was urinating on the pole in the rain,
Hammond said. Dominic
Rozzi, a Portland police
officer, said he had seen three
similar cases of dogs getting
shocked from Congress Street
electric poles in the last year.

Presents:

3:00pm - Concert
4:45pm - Dessert Buffet Reception
TICKET PRICES: Concert $10.00
Concert & Dessert Buffet Reception S15.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM:
Civic Center 626-2400· Downcast Pharmacy Main
y...>..... '101 Aun: Toni Lynn Norris· All Downcast Pharmacy
Locauons • Any Downeast Pharmacy Consultant Pharmacist

I I ''''gu,,"

o

0

@j'moltij@UO@ITL

P"or:u,,u Benefili!'g: TIN KeM6h D. Robinso" Scholarship F
For sluduus I.1Il~II1 011 ~"t~rIll8 a IOllg-l~rm care profusia".

Appearing for one night

Rltltude LoU
and the"Jroploal llepreSSIonS

Swim Suit Contest!!!
Grand Prize

4 Days & 3 Nites in Sunny
Florida for Two
2nd Prize Whitewater Rafting 1iip for two
with WIlderness Expeditions
Thousands of dollars in prizes
20 visits for sun tanning at Svenska
Hot Tub VlSits, Tapes, CD.s. Etc.. Etc....
Lower Lobby
151 Middle SI.
Portland, Maine

773-1999

~~7at

P4UlT BII·UARDS
39 Forest Ave. Intown Portland 775-1944
Next to Zootz Behind the Sonesta
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A. G Edwards invites you to a

FREE
WOMENJS
MONEY MANAGEMENT
SEMINAR
Learn how to overcome the obstacles of inflation,
taxation and procrastination in this thorough
two-part seminar series conducted by Kerry Courtice.

PART ONE
March 7th from 5:30-7:30 pm
PART TwO
March 14th from 5:30-7:30 pm

Call 774-5626 to make your reservation.
Audience size is limited.

.,A·qB!!1!l!!a~
185 Middle Street, Portland

Seminars to be held at the A.G. Edwards office.
199QA.G. 8MwdI & 8cnI, he.
Member SlPC

AA GS l&-EPM

WeU, at least
at AmaryUisAnd Inwear's Spring
1991 collection, in

)

~nen and

navy!off-1.Vhite
draping rayon, is
elegantly cut with
soft, surprising details.
It's clothing designed
to energize your spirit!

• Continued fro"! page 5
days of a three-year state
prison term.
Robert R. Miller of Portland was charged with
damaging hundreds of
gravestones on six occasions
between November 1989 and
March 1990. He pleaded
guilty to five counts of
aggravated criminal mischief
and one count of criminal
mischief, according to court
documents.
John DiPaolo, Superintendent of Cemeteries for
Portland, said Miller mowed
lawns for the cemetery seven
or eight years ago.
Vandalism has been an
ongoing problem in Portland
cemeteries. '1t (vandalism)
usually happens in the spring
when the good weather starts
and the kids are feeling their
oats," DiPaolo said. "A
couple of hundred stones go
down every year."
Evergreen Cemetery spans
200 acres and has approximately 63,000 burial sites.

Commuter rail
service runs late
Plans to restore passenger
rail service to Maine this
spring have been derailed,
but those plans may be back
on track later this summer.
Maine Coast Railroad, the
company restoring the
passenger service, had
planned to buy used coaches,
but said it is negotiating for
three new diesel-powered
trains from manufacturers in
Germany and Sweden. Those
negotiations are expected to
cause delays.
But railroad officials
reasoned the new cars will
hel p attract riders to the rail
line, which will serve Bath
Iron Works from Wiscasset
and Brunswick.
"It is still conceivable that
we can get going by summer," Maine Coast president
Robert Bentley said. "But
success is more important
than the timing."
That success is particularly
important to TrainRiders
Northeast, a group trying to
restore passenger rail service
between Portland and
Boston. A November referendum will call for $40 million
in state money to help restore
that service, and voters may
be more likely to vote for the
expense if they see an in-state
passenger rail alread y
running successfully.

Lawmakers may
make hunting
deaths a crime

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street. Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available

A bill spawned by recent
acquittals in hunting-<ieath
cases in Maine would create a
new category of crime,
punishable by up to 10 years
in prison, for hunters who kill
other people.
Sponsors of the bill said

they want to change the
public perception that the
state's manslaughter laws are
inadequate in such cases.
"I'm looking to better the
image of the state of Maine,"
said Rep. John R. Marsh of
Gardiner, adding that juries
now are "reluctant to convict
their neighbors who haven't
done anything wrong
before."
"When somebody draws a
bead on a target they better
make sure what that target
is," said the bill's chief
sponsor, Rep. Paul F. Jacques
of Waterville.
The bill would create the
crime of "hunting homicide,"
punishable by up to 10 years
in prison, a $10,000 fine or
both. The bill needs to be
approved by a majority in the
Maine Senate and House of
Representatives before it can
become law.

TGI Friday's says
Maine restaurants
stole name
TGI Friday's Inc., the
national chain which has a
restaurant in Portland, is
suing Fryday's Fish Restaurant for $50,000. Friday's
alleges that Fryday's, which
has restaurants in Lewiston
and Eliot, ripped off its name.
The owner of Fryday's
said his larger competitor can
keep the day of the week, he
just wants to fry fish.
"Fryday's doesn't mean day
of the week, it means fried
fish," said Fryday's co-owner
Steven Spinney of Eliot.
TGI Friday's filed sui t on
Feb. 12 in U.S. District Court
in Portland against Fryday's.
The chain says it wants its
competitor to change its
name.
"Changing the name in
this economy would be
murder," said Spinney. He
called the larger company a
"bully" trying to beat up on a
little business, adding that he
had never heard of the chain
when he and his brother
Craig opened their first
restaurant in 1988.
TGI Friday's opened its
Portland restaurant in April
of last year.
"I had two restaurants
open before TGI Friday's ever
came to Maine," Spinney
said.

Planning office
hires Deborah
Andrews
After years of battling the
Portland Planning Board, exGreater Portland Landmarks
executive director Deborah
Andrews has taken a job as a
city planner.
Andrews' preservationist
role sometimes meant
opposing planning board and
City Council decisions. In
1986, Landmarks sued the
city over its approval of the
Long Wharf project.
"I developed a good
understanding of the balancing act required in planning,"
Andrews said. "I'd like to
think that's why <the planning department) saw me as

a positive candidate. I don't
see planning as significant! y
different from what I was
doing with Landmarks - but
rather as an expansion of
that."

Industry group
rushes
environmental
permits
An industry group that
wants to speed up the
environmental permit
process and environmentalists who say that would snub
public participation squared
off before the Maine Board of
Environmental Protection at a
public hearing on Feb. 13.
The Economic and
Environmental Council of
Maine, a new group comprised of some of Maine's
largest industries, submitted
the rule changes. The group
said its goal is to "assure that
environmental laws and
regulations are reasonable,
practical and consistent in
their application to Maine
businesses and individuals."
Current rules require the
Department of Environmental Protection staff to act as
"expeditiousl y as possible"
on applications, but the rules
set no firm deadlines. The
council's proposal includes
rules which would limit the
DEP to 60 days for accepting
public comment and 30 days
to decide on whether to hold
a public hearing on an
application.
"These rules have been
systematicall y designed to
cut (the public) out of the
process," said Ronald
Kreisman, a lawyer for the
Natural Resources Council of
Maine.
The BEP is not expected to
hold another public hearing
until April. No date has been
set for a final vote.
Reported by Eric Hannelius,
Rosalie Mulligan, Andy New71llln,
Randy Wilson and the
Associated Press.

PORTLAND'

Greater Portland Is
• unique .nd beautIful are. filled with .11
sorts of Interesting
people - like )IOu, for
Instance. We want to
know what )IOu think
represents the best
(and _nt) Portland
has to offer. In fact,
we want your opinion
so badly that we're
going to give away
some great stuff to
lucky readers chosen
at random - Just for
retumlng this ballot.

__________________________________________________

~tphorograph~----------------------------------------------

_________________________________________________
__________________ ______________________________
jeweler __________________________________________________
~t clothing designer ___________________________________________
art gaIlery ______________________________

~tpotter

~t~ul~or

~

~t

~t

~tartopming -----------------------------------------------

__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
______________ ________________________________
Best theatre company ____________________________________________
~t theatrical production _______________________________________
______________________________________________
~tact~s

~tactor'

~tdUector

~

.. Sheriffs deputies responding to a series of 911 calls
from a home in Blacksburg,
Va., discovered they had been
summoned by an overripe
tomato in a hanging basket
that had been dripping juice
onto a telephone answering
machine below. The police
figured the juice from the
tomato shorted out the
machine~s dialing system,
causing it to call the Sheriff's
emergency line. "I didn't
know the answering machine
could even dial out," said
homeowner Linda Hurst. "It's
supposed to take messages."

BEST MEDIA
~t advertising agency----------------------------------------Best radio deejay ____________________________~--------_________
Best local romedy act
~t media personality ___________________________________________
Best radio station: classical _______________________________________
~t mdio station: noncommercial __
~t radio station: rock ___________________________________________
~t 1V hair _________________________________________________
Worst 1V hair _________________________________________________

-=-________________________________

~t1Vnewsbloo~-------------------------------------------~t

typo in a local publication ______________________________________

~tgr.Ufiti---------------------------------------------------

~tfictionwrit~

~t~------------------------------------------BEST FOOD 61 DRINK
~tbngkfustpint---------------------------------------------

~tdinnerpint-----------------------------------------------

lunch pint ________________________________________________
~t vegetarian cuisine _________________________________________
ethnic food _____________________________________________
______________________________________________
___________________________________________________

~t

~t

BEST GOVERNMENT

activist _________________________________________________
~t abuse of taxpayer's money' ______________________________________
~t city/town council member'______________________________________
~t Jock McKernan pke __________________________________________
~t state legislatoT ______________________________________________
~t stu pid political stunt _________________________________________
Most idiotic new law ___________________________________________
Worst polIut~ _________________________________________________
~t

~tnUxeddrin~

~tbread

____________________________~~--------------~Bestchowder _________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Bestbillg~

Bestroff~

~tdessert

~tmuffin

~tp~--------------------------

Bestseafood ________________________________________________
Bestsubs ____________________________________________________
~t~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

BEST PEOPLE

Bestbartender _________________________________________________
Best waitperson ________________________________________________
Best cabbie _________________________________________________
Bestcop _____________________________________________________
~t panhandler ________________________________________________
Best-<iressed public figure _______________________________________
Worst-d~sed public figure ________________________________________
~tpersontopunchout------------------------------------------

Best person to ignore ___________________________________________

BEST MUSIC

Best acoustic band ______________________________________________
~t blues band ______________________________________________
Bestdanceband _______________________________________________
Best~mgeOOmd----------------------

weird news

What great stuff? Two tickets to the Mad Horse Theater's production of
"Tent Meeting" (which will run from April 4-28), two tickets to ski
Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, a $30 gift certificate for Alberta's, a $30 gift
certificate for the Dry Dock and a $25 gift certificate for Conceits.
You don't have to have an opinion on everything listed below, and you
don't have to explain your choices. Feel free to tell us what you think;
written responses will be considered for publication, so it's OK to be
creative and opinionated. Attach extra sheets of paper for longer responses
if you like.
Try to keep your choices current and, above all, local. Do not refer to
places outside of southern Maine or events before January 1990, and please
do not nominate artists or personalities who do not live or work in Greater
Portland.
Mail/fax/bring us your ballot by March 15. The results will be printed
in the March 28 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Good luck!

BEST ART
~tpainter

7

tre~eband---------------------------------------------

_____________________________________________
BestweITdband ________________________________________________
~trockband

Best symphony orchestra _________________________________________
Best local chamber music ensemble _________________________________
Best local vocalist _____________________________________________
Best solo acoustic performer _______________________________________
~t local recording studio _______________________________________
BEST PLACES

Bestbar _____________________________________________________
~t bowling alley, _____________________________________________
~t building _________________________________________________
Worst building ________________________________________________
~t dance dub ________________________________________________
Bestmomandpopmore-----------------------------------------Best place for people watching ______________________________________
Bestpublic~troom-------------------------------------------

Bestpbcetobealone-------------------------------------------~t pbce for a condom machine ____________________________________
~t neighborhood to garbage-pick in ________________________________
~tp~etobe~n-------------------------------------------

Best pbce to be treated like dirt _____________________________________
Best place to find Significant others _________________________________
~t pbce to hear live music _______________________________________
~t place to take visitors __________________________________________
Best place to send tourists _________________________________________

BEST STUFF

antique store _____________________________________________
Best auto repair _______________________________________________
~t

Bestba~~shop------------------------------------------------

Best bicycle store _______________________________________________
Best clothing store: children's _____________________________________
Best clothing store: men's __________________________________________
Best clothing store: women's _______________________________________
Best lingerie store _____________________________________________
Best grocery store _____________________________________________
Best movie theater ______________________________________________
Best haIT salon _______________________________________________
Best musical instrument store _____________________________________
Best record store _______________________________________________
~t retail bookstore ___________________________________________
Best thrift store _______________________________________________
Best used bookstore _____________________________________________
Best video store ________________________________________________

BEST READER INFORMATION

Name _______________________________________________________
Add~s

___________________________________________________

zip ____________________

Phone _____________________________

Mail or drop off ballot to:
Best of Portland
Casco Bay Weekly
SSlA Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
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THE GOD WAR
Continued from front page

Tom Ewell is the executive director of the Maine Council of
Churches. He coordinates and oversees various "ecumenical" or
multidenominational projects, and generally facilitates communication between churches. This gives him an angel's-eye viewalbeit a low-flying angel's-eye view - of what's happening in
Maine's ecclesiastical community.
Ewell is also a member of the Society of Friends, sometimes
known as Quakers. "The Quakers have been pacifist for about
300 years," he said, "and the Mennonites about the same. I'm
not sure about the Bretheren. I don't think there are any
Bretheren in Maine.
'Theologically, Quakers start out from the position that God
is in every person, and that everyone is therefore sacred," he
said. "We believe that God is in every part of life, therefore we
believe in the sanctity of life. We believe that all life is a communion, all life is a baptism. Out of respect for the God in
human beings, we could not kill them.
"All three peace churches came out of severe persecution,"
he said. "In various ways, we found that we could express
power in love more forceful than military, violent force. However the church becomes or does not become involved in
contemporary life, it remains one of the threads of the peace
movement, one of the participants."
Ewell believes that the most powerful weapon in the
pacifist's armory is something called the "gospel of reconciliation," which he calls "the cornerstone of the church."
"Christ," he said, "had opportunities to join in the armed
revolution of his time, that of the Jews versus their Roman
conquerors. But he accepted individual Romans, and his
acceptance went deeper than their psychopathic behaviors or
their socioeconomic situation and went right to the core. He
recognized that they were potentially people of faith, and so
those individuals were reconciled to God.
"The key to reconciliation is some sort of sacrifice," he said.
'That might be an apology, it might be restitution at some
point. But in order to work, it's got to be truly sacrificial. Before
you can really make peace, you have to risk something to the
extent that your vulnerability is more pronounced than your
powerfulness. That's what reconciliation is about.
"That's just as true if you have a fight with your neighbor or
a family member," he said. '1t may take a long time. But at
some point in that relationship, maybe two or three generations
down the line, someone shakes hands and finally says, 'Well
maybe we're both wrong somewhere, but I've had enough: It's
the same approach for neighbors and nations. That doesn't
make it easy to know that, but that's the key."
Will we ever be reconciled to our Arab neighbors?
"We're certainly making it more difficult with this declaration of violence against them," he said. "It will take many
.generations to forget the hating, the blood, the loss of family
members, homes and sacred places. It's an attack not only on a
people, but an attack on their history, their homeland. So I think
that if there's any way that we will ever be reconciled to the
Iraqis, there'll have to be a lot of people sacrificing something as
an expression of good will."

A sword with two points
Bruce Martin, mild-mannered, bespectacled minister of the
Church of the Servant on Munjoy Hill, speaks in the reasonable,
even tones of a man long used to explaining himself aloud.
Seated in his claustrophobically tiny wedge-shaped, book-lined
study, you may get an impressionistic family portrait of the
generations of quiet scholars who have shaped religious
thought thus far.
'The Mennonite or 'Anabaptist' Church is one of the oldest
Protestant churches," he said. "It came out of the Reformation,
out of the three main groups that broke with the Catholic
church in the first quarter of the 16th century. The first group to
break away were the Lutherans, of course, led by Martin
Luther. The second group was the Reformed tradition, led by
John Calvin. Then the third group to break away was the socalled 'Anabaptist' church, the radical reformers, the left wing
of the Reformation.
'The name 'Mennonites' comes from the name of a Dutch
Anabaptist priest, Menno Simons, who was very, very intelligent and articulate, and just happened to survive the persecution," he said. ''Most of the early Mennonite leaders were not so
fortunate. They were drowned or burned by state and church
authorities."
'The first distinctive of Anabaptism was believers: or
'adult' baptism:' he said. "It was something that Christians
died - but did not fight - for. Pacifism is the second distinctive
of Mennonites. We believe that there is no justification for
violence in the Scriptures. Jesus clearly forbade the use of all
violence."
So where do people get the idea that Jesus thought war was
OK?
'The Scripture people generally use to justify war is Luke

(chapter) 22, just after the last supper, where Jesus tells his
disciples about his coming death:' he said. "At one point he
tells them to sell their coats and buy swords. And one of them
says, 'Well, here are two swords: and Jesus says, That's
enough.'
'Think about that for a minute:' he said. 'The Roman army
has considerably more than two swords, and they're about to
put him to death. How can two swords be enough? The truth is
that he's setting his disciples up. He wants to make this point:
that the way of the world is contradictory to the way of God's
kingdom.
"A little later, Jesus and a few of his disciples are in the
Garden of Gethsemane, when Judas leads a group of wellarmed men in to arrest Jesus," he said. "Peter pulls out one of
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Pastor Bruce Martin
Church of the Servant
those two swords and takes a swipe at Malchus' head and cuts
his ear off. Now, depending on what translation you use, Jesus
either says, 'No more of this: or 'This will cease.' Clearly he's
telling his diSciples not to use violence.
"Jesus then heals Malchus:' Martin said, "after which he
goes quietly to the cross, not fighting, not resisting. This is
Christ's final word on the use of violence."
If so, it would seem that war is not in fact a godly pursuit. Is
it pOSSible, then, that God is not on our side?
'There's a big problem with the God-is-on-our-side argument," he said. "God is on God's side. God loves the Iraqis as
much as he loves Americans. The kingdom of God transcends
all bounds and borders, every class and race. And, as Christians, our loyalty and allegiance is to that kingdom."
So where does the "just war" theory come from?
'The 'just war' theory comes from the fourth century:' he
said. "St. Augustine formulated it, and its roots are in pagan
and Christian tradition. But it really goes back to when
Constantine went off to war against his brother, and supposedly had this vision: He had a dream the night before a battle,
and in this dream, a voice told him that he would conquer in
the name of Christ. He had his army paint crosses on their
shields, and he marched off to battle the next day and conquered. After that, he embraced Christianity as the religion of
the state.
"Augustine came along at that time with the 'just war'
theory. Now, one of the most clearly documented facts in the
history of the earl y church is that Christians refused to take part
in war in any way. When the fourth century ended, you had to
be a Christian to be in the army at all:' he said, sighing deeply.
''This was one of the most tragic times in church history," he
said.
Without a doubt. The question is: are we living through
another of those "most tragic times"? And another thing: In
retrospect, Augustine seems to have been a lot less saintly than
many a rotten sinner, if only in this one area.
Just who decided that Augustine was a "saint"?

The not-50-JUst war
Pax Christi is the peace movement within the Catholic
church, a movement founded by Bishop Patas, a French P.O.W.
in World War II who tried to get his fellow French P.O.W.s to
love their German captors. Pax Christi has grown steadily since
then, and has generally focused its efforts in South America,
Central America and the Caribbean Basin. There are now 10 Pax
Christi"communi ties" in Maine.
William Slavik was the state coordinator for Pax Christi from
1987 to 1990. His current contribution to the cause centers
around the writing of articles on peace and social justice for
Church World, an internationally published Catholic newspaper, as well as standing in the ranks of protesters and keeping
various prayer vigils.
Slavik is quite conscious of the Catholic church's "war
church" history, and is well aware of St. Augustine's uneven
legacy. "The Christian church in virtually all of its manifestations has compromised the teaching of the Gospel, which is
nonviolent," he said. "Jesus was nonviolent. Jesus was a
pacifist. Jesus said love your neighbor, love your enemy, tum
the other cheek, walk the second mile. BaSically, the whole
Gospel argues against violence.
"So, for 1700 years, the church has been compromised," he
said. "Ever since Constantine became a nominal Christian, ever
since the church moved into the seats of power and began using
armies, governments and kings to serve its purposes, we've
been compromised.
Continued on page 10
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'That compromise was formalized by St. Augustine's
development of what is now called the 'just war' theory. It's
often been misunderstood. St. Augustine did not say, This is a
Christian justification for war'; he was saying, This is a philosophiall justification which people can employ as a rational
argument to justify war.'"
What does a "just war" entail?
"H you have a just cause, if you're seriously wronged, if
every nonviolent means has been tried and has failed, if it's so
important that the good you expect to achieve by the war
significantly outweighs the harm that has been done, if you're
not going to target civilians, if it's declared by a legitimate
authority, if you're willing to respond favorably to a suit for
peace - if you meet all those conditions, then you can cal1 it a
just war. Very few wars in hiStory have met al1 those conditions.
'The Vietnam war brought a lot of people back to the just
war theory. We bombed the hel1 out Vietnam. What is it, four or
five million people that we kil1ed? Was it worth it?
"Certainly the 'just war' theory was employed wi th regard to
our aid to the ContTas," he said. "And Bush called the Panama
war 'Operation Just Cause: He'd gotten the message that there
were people out there moral1y judging wars."
What about the Gulf War? Is it "just"?
'1t is not a 'just war," Slavik said. "Somebody said recently
that the legitimate authority clause of the 'just war' theory was
violated because Congress wasn't al10wed to declare this war.
Bush let negotiations hang over their (Congress') head till the
very last week before they were free to debate. Then Bush's
ultimatum ran out, by which lime Congress said, 'It's too late,
the die is cast. The administTation has laid down the gauntlet.
We have no choice but to back the president:
"You could also argue that the legitimate authority clause
was violated by the arm twisting and bribing we did in the U.N.
Security Council. We forgave Egypt $7 billion in debt, decided
we'd be friendly with China again, played up to Syria - al1 kinds
of deals were cut, we'l1 never know how many.
"Did we exhaust al1 means of diplomacy? It's very clear that
we did whatever we could to prevent negotiations from
working," he said. 'We blocked every effort. We didn't want to
negotiate. Bush said in August that he would not negotiate, he
said in January that he would not negotiate.
"Bush also leaves out whether the good he expects to achieve
from this war outweighs the harm that wil1 be done," he said.
'The estimates I'm seeing now are 300,000 casualties in Iraq,
10,000 military dead - God knows what it will actual1y be before
the thing is over. Is it worth that? We are bombing the hell out
them, and when it is all over and done we will have alienated
the whole Arab world," he said. 'We wil1 not have created
peace in the Middle East."
True. And isn't peace in the Middle East what we're fighting
for? George Bush thinks so. Saddam Hussein allegedly thinks
so. Does God think so?
Good question. In their own way, both leaders have cal1ed
this war a holy war - a God war. But, with the majority of
Moslem religiOUS leaders looking askance at Saddam Hussein,
and with the majority of Christian leaders (those able to
discriminate between the Gospel and the pledge of allegiance)
looking at George Bush the same way, there is clearly room to
doubt the holiness of this war. The fact that both men refer
(ostensibly) to the same God only serves to increase the world's
growing anxiety.
This war is, in fact, a powerful echo of the Age of Anxiety, a
period of doubt and distTess that found its roots Nietzsche's cry
of "God is dead," and culminated in the First World War: the
war of Christian nations. Every nation in Europe marched off to
ki1l the other in 1914 with God supposedly in lock step in each
army's ranks, though the dullest moron in Christendom knew
that this was mathematical1y impossible, to say the least. People
wondered: Is God really dead after all?
The answer that would have served best then is the same
answer that serves best today. To borrow a phrase from novelist
Joseph Heller: So far as war goes, it makes no difference
whether God is alive or dead. We would use God no differently
either way.
• W.D. Cutlip is II pacifist until dinner, lit which time he is wont to drlZW
line in the grllvy lind III/lICk.
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You don't have to
be a millionaire

... to read
Casco Bay Weekly.
T. DAVID FRANKUN gained national fame by
promising to give away a million dollars to start
Portland-area businesses. Unfortunately, his plans
were doused after Casco Bay Weekly discovered his
pockets were not as deep as he said,
Nowadays David passes the time reading Casco
Bay Weekly. Why? Because it's freel
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True, Sherlock, the rah-rah ads in the yellow pages boast
about free delivery in practically every case. Legally it is free,
just as you're not required to tip in a restaurant. Most upstanding, decent folk still do anyway.
Method, philosophy, training and style of pizza delivery will
vary. But this one thing most local pizza deliverers have in
common: these drivers are busting their pepperonis for you.

The Domino Theory

Greg Nisbet leayes Domino's with a

PIZZA RACE
Continued from front page
In the wired world of pizza delivery, anything can happen. It
doesn't take a blue moon to find weird or animated customers.
Portland drunks are plentiful and rude every Friday and
Saturday night to many a local pizza driver. This is standard
operating procedure because drunk people are known to get
quite hungry; actually they're better off using a telephone
instead of a steering wheel. To their credit, almost all boozers
pay.
That's more than local drivers will say for the rest of the
pizza-eating public. Despite the bizarre events cropping up
from time to time, pizza delivery for the most part is an underpaid and underappreciated occupation. Local drivers eSti.mate
their earnings at around $8 an hour, including tips. It's a Job
that depends heavily on tips. But, according to drivers interviewed for this story, only 60 to 70 percent of customers tip
drivers.
There may be an ongOing educational problem here. In case
you're wondering whether you're supposed to re~ard a ?izza
person monetarily for driving halfway across the CIty to f~nd
your impossible-to-find house in sub-zero weather, the Pizza
Protocol Board gives that query a resounding YES.

In the geopolitical world, the Domino Theory used to mean
that if one country fell to communism, sooner or later they all
would. In pizza circles it used to mean that if one house on your
block ordered a delivery from Domino's, soon they all would.
Thirty years ago, Tom Monaghan was bored in college and
came up with this nifty pizza delivery idea. Originally he called
it "Dominick's." Eventually the brain trust in marketing
simplified the name and the box to their famous one-two
domino dot combination. For the longest time there was no
competition. Domino's was the AT&T of pizza delivery - before
the infamous divestiture.
Wes, a 22-year-old Domino's manager serving suburban
Portland, has delivered for two years. He offered, "Uniforms
are very important to give us that professional look and respect.
I feel that our distinctive colors are an advantage. We must
always be courteous, maintain the money well, and be on the
lookout for developing situations. Quality and quantity of pizza
are key. People love us and trust us to handle a larger event like
a graduation or special party."
Bill, a 23-year-old manager in South Portland, was equally
sincere yet corporate, saying, "Basically, the customer is always
right. Customer service means good business. For 2 1/2 years I
have felt proud of our quality pies, always made a certain
special way (top secret of course). Our drivers have collision
insurance and work hard to make a good living." Dean, a
Domino's veteran with a couple years of road experience on the
Portland peninsula, contributed, "Our specialized training
program is hard to beat. Uniforms and rules are the proper way
to go."
Domino's has incredible visibility and has all the right
people saying all the right things. Their rigid standards provide
an undeniable consistency that would make founder Tom
Monaghan proud. To this day, Domino's management still
enforces dress code standards as specific as grooming guidelines for facial hair. Posters inside their stores say, "Safety and
delivery leadership go hand in hand." One gets the feeling
Domino's won't fall until Armageddon goes down.

Mystic pizza delivery
But Domino's is not for everyone. Phil, a 27-year-old journeyman, left Domino's a few years ago and began delivering for
Aunti Leoni's Pizza. Phil is a combination of the Bill Murray
groundskeeper character and Chevy Chase's happy-go-lucky

Phil Rutherford boxes an Auntl LeonI's pizza for dellyery.
golfer in the film "Caddyshack."
Actuall y the golf course is central to the way Phil views
pizza delivery. Consider this refreshing yet mind-boggling
analogy: "You have to plan in advance. Every delivery is like a
hole in golf. Each shot must be mentillly rehearsed.
"1 see the city, I see the street, I sec the number," says Phil.
"Hell, I'm there before I even leave."
Phil remembers the old days. "At Domino's, because of the
clothes, I always thought I was lit up like a flaming Christmas
tree. I prefer this casual attire because I don' t draw so much
undue attention, and after a delivery I can fade back into the
night like anybod y else."
Good driving would seem to be a prerequisite for this job;
well, sort of, says Phil: "When I say I'm a safe driver, that's safe
as in the sense of never getting into an accident or getting a
ticket; not safe as in safe driving practices. Short bursts of highenergy speed make up a lot of extra time and allow me to
weasel out of a lot of difficult traffic situations. Driving fast
across town is the hard part. The actual contact with the
customer only takes a minute to 90 seconds. Restaurant waiters
have more time with their customers, but they are certainly not
risking their sanity and physical well-being in bumper-tobumper madness and lousy weather conditions."
If you've ever thought for a second that pizza delivery is a
straightforward and singularly mundane job, you need to speak
with Phil. The pizza laureate explained, "Sure I romanticize this
job and come up with elaborate explanations of psyching
myself to perform. The bottom line is I love the money I can
make in three or four days a week That's why I do it. In the
process, I have fun delivering Ernie's whole-wheat pizza,
among other things. We started this whole yuppie karma health
kick thing a while back, and I suppose that's good. I went to
New Mexico for a year, came back, and was able to get my job
again. Amazing, huh?"
Strip away all the extras and all his off-the-wall stories of
cosmic significance and fancy footwork, and one fact remains:
Phil cares about doing his job well and pleasing his customers.

And then there were 17
Domino's and Aunti Leoni's may well represent the extremes in style and philosophy of Portland pizza delivery. In
between there are a band of 17 others all singing their own
special songs.
Frigate Pizza in Monument Square features Heather in the
role of senior pizza delivery person. In a predominantly male
profession, Heather is not fazed at all: "It's no big deal. I run
into a few problems from time to time but the secret is knowing
how to handle yourself. I've done this for 18 months. Be really
polite to people but don't go in their house. It's nothing personal. Just personal safety."
Is Pizza Hut part of the local delivery club? Nationally yes,
but in Portland, not yet.

Derek Berlew and Dayld McDougal take orders at Dominos' phone bank.

Pizza Time is cooking, however, and their Portland manager
Matt was upbeat with his customer-oriented comments:
"Personality is so important to a pizza carrier. Get involved.
Joke with the customer. Mention their kids, even hand them the
pie sometimes. Little kids often look up to us like they would a
fireman.
"If Dale Carnegie delivered pizza," continued manager Matt,
"he'd say, 'Boy, that pizza looks good. I would sure like to have
a bite myself.'"
Charlie, a clean-cut young man over at Harbor View by the
South Portland Bridge, has about a year of delivery experience.
He started the hard way: "My first delivery, I left an extra $20
bill on their counter by mistake. I went right back but they said,
'What twenty?' You know it's hard to make money that way.
Besides watching the money closely, being friendly and helpful
would be my advice to a new carrier."
One of these market leaders is offering a new twist, just to
spice things up a bit. Enter Reali's Pizza. Owner-managerbottlewasher and sometimes road warrior James Reali started
delivering back in June. The 41-year-old veteran created a
package deal which, in addition to pizza, also includes the
delivery of munchies, soda, beer, games and movie-videos. (ID
is required when beer is ordered.) Reali has made it possible
never to leave your house again. ''We take a little bit longer
than some of the others, maybe 45 minutes instead of their 20
to 30," said Reali. "I feel we're worth the wait because of our
handmade pizza and array of other services. It still comes down
to being courteous and getting the money first. There's no
magic to this business. More than one nut on the street has
thrown a pizza at me."

To call, or not to call
Pizza has been around longer than dirt. The World Encyclopedia of Food states that "Pizza began as an open-faced pie of
Italian origin, probably in Naples, although no one knows for
sure." And, in all fairness, it's worth pointing out that a few of
the pizzas being delivered in the Portland area don't have much
more nutritional value than dirt.
But that news can hardly be blamed on the messengers who
bear your pie. They offer these pizza-buying tips: call around
for the best prices; verify exact delivery areas when you call;
and be prepared for personalities ranging from A to Z, from
manic to depressive.
Pizza will still be around when we're waiting by the door for
the Ultimate Deliverer in Pjzza Heaven. Until then, local drivers
are just hoping you'll tip more than your hat.

Mike Quinn gained 15 pounds while researching this story. This good
Catholic boy is giving up pizZil for Lent.

Photos by
ronee Harbert
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The traffic of two' cities
In the days and weeks ahead, the cities of Portland and South Portland will
each review important aspects of their respective downtown plans. But as you
listen to the well-laid plans of these twin cities, you will hear the sound of one
hand clapping.
South Portland City Hall has been filled with the voices of residents urging
their planning board and council to support a new Fore River bridge that will
reroute traffic around the Knightville neighborhood. They favor a bridge that
would touch down just west of the sewerage treatment plant, run along the
water's edge parallel to and about a block west of Waterman Drive, and
ronnect with Broadway near the armory.
Such a bridge would give South Portland the chance to reclaim its downtown from Portland-bound road warriors and rebuild the district into a livable
neighborhood for residents and businesses. Regretfully, the state's strong
environmental regulations threaten South Portland's plans.
Casro Bay Weekly has always advocated and will rontinue to fight for
strong environmental legislation. We believe that large portions of native
habitat in the Casro Bay bioregion must not only be protected, but must further
be reclaimed and restored to its pre-colonial rondition.
But we do not believe that the three acres of Fore River wetlands that would
be destroyed by this bridge project are worth further ruining the human habitat
in downtown South Portland. This section of the Fore River is the most heavily
polluted marine environment in the state, rivaling even infamous Boston
Harbor for its levels of heavy metal rontaminants. There is nothing to be proud
of here, but, by the same token, there is little to protect.
Therefore we support a western route for the new Fore River bridge. And as
we lend our support to the sensible South Portlanders who are trying to build a
greener, more livable Knightville, we implore them to include the restoration of
their remaining Fore River wetlands in plans for South Portland's revival.
Meanwhile, the city of Portland is also ronsidering aspects of its thoughtful
and articulate downtown plan, which we strongly support.
But Portland's "Downtown Vision" plan is more notable for what it lacks
than for what it includes. Incredibly, it disregards the already heavy traffic flow
across the Million Dollar Bridge - and rompletely ignores the inevitable traffic
increase that would follow the completion of a new bridge.

The Parkside Neighborhood, which sits between Longfellow Square and
Deering Oaks Park in Portland, bears the brunt of the same traffic that plagues
South Portland's Knightville. In a November letter to City Councilor Anne
Pringle, the directors of the Parkside Neighborhood Association pleaded:
"Traffic is a rommon complaint at neighborhood meetings. People complain
about the noise, air pollution, safety and the declining quality of life ...
"The High Street/State Street rorridor is especially worrisome. Any increase
in traffic will create new pressure to widen State Street and alter Longfellow
Square. The pedestrian is handicapped by lessthan-adequate crosswalks, too-high speed limits
(or unenforced speed limits), and too-short walk
lights. In addition, we have the absurd situation
of a state highway bisecting an historic park (Deering Oaks) with no pedestrian
crosswalk at all."
But while South Portland planners and rouncilors spent years working to
remedy their traffic problem in Knightville, their Portland rounterparts didn't
even see fit to include one mention of the problem in their downtown improvementplan.
As the Portland City Council sits down to ronsider an otherwise excellent
"Downtown Vision" plan, they should draw a lesson from their neighbors
across the river. And they should take this opportunity to begin the painful
process of determining how to reroute traffic bound for the soon-to-be Billion
Dollar Bridge. For if they do not, their well-intentioned downtown plans may
drown beneath a river of cars flowing across Portland, bound for downtown _
South Portland.
Ultimately, these twin cities remain joined at the hip of the Fore River. And
one day, the cities of Portland and South Portland must begin to work together
toward regional solutions to their common problems.
Rebuilding the Million Dollar Bridge will not in itself solve the transportation
difficulties facing these two municipalities. That will require regional mass
transportation, better integration of residential and commercial zones and new
attitudes toward the personal use of automobiles.
But by working together to build a new bridge across the Fore River, we
might just learn how to build a sorely needed bridge between the two great
cities of Casco Bay.
(MP)

An open letter to George Mitchell
• By Paul Kilrr

Dear Senator Mitchell:
I can't believe my ears. Did I really hear you say
on national TV, in your response to the president's
State of the Union Address, that in America "we
can build better VCRs"? And, pardon me, did you
really say it in the same breath as "we can build a
high-speed train"? My goodness. Well, perhaps I
heard wrong; for a minute there, those stories
about immigrant families coming to the land of
opportunity had me convinced I was listening to a
Dukakis stump speech ...
Over the past two years you've positioned
yourself as the environmental senator, and rumor
has it you'd like to be the next environmental
president. Fair enough. But before you do, I'd like
you to explain a few things.
First, why did you vote "yes" on the resolution
rom mending Commander in Chief Bush, thereby
approving of his war decisions? Bernie Sanders of
Vermont didn't, and neither did 11 other (mostly
black) rongressmen who had the rourage to
protest the president's motives and methods.
Certainly we all support the troops, but many here
in your home state don't approve of the intervention - a few even believe Iraq's claim on Kuwait is
legitimate. Besides the obvious loss of life, I don't
have to remind you that in hindsight this war is
already turning out to be an erological disaster.
And are more VCRs really the future of this
country? Is that the kind of "cause" we're fighting
for? Perhaps that reference was inappropriate in
the rontext of war. I don't think you really believe
that cranking up American industry to produce
cheap, consumable goods will solve our problems.
It won't - and the planet will pay a higher price
than ever.

Your new book, "World on Fire," does indicate
that you care about the threat of global warming
and its possible repercussions. Complete with a
burning tree on the cover, it mouths all the right
warnings about a
world where sun
block is no longer
optional. But I have
a few questions. For starters, the book seems to have
been partly Gargely?) researched and written by
someone named Jack Waugh. How much of this
book is his? How much is yours?
And while I'm glad you call for alternative fuels,
stricter clean air standards, reduced CFC use, and
other tough measures, I've read that you ride to
work in a car which fills up at a special wholesale
gas pump on Capitol Hill, a privilege the rest of us
do not enjoy.
More to the point, the Clean Air Act of 1990, over
which you presided, goes easy on automobiles, a
major source of smog, acid rain and greenhouse
gases. Granted, administration and industry opposition were strong. But this law is weak on tailpipe
emissions and renewable alternative energy sources.
It rontains no provisions for making U.S.-built cars
more fuel-efficient. Most disappointing of all, it does
not rontain any taxes, subsidies, or incentives to
disrourage auto use and promote mass transit or
bikeways. (The law does set aside big bucks to
compensate auto workers and others displaced by
these tougher standards.)
So this law does not adequately address oil
consumption; it treats symptoms instead of the
cause. Maybe that's why, when you held a December book-signing in Brunswick, peace activists
picketed the store. Or why Gulf of Maine Books
won't even carry it. Many of us here in Maine will
expect tough leadership this year as we try to get off

citizen

the rountry's oil fix, including local groups and
individuals advocating for peace, train lines and
wind power.
The book briefly mentions '10w-input sustainable agriculture," as though that were easy to
attain. Food is a major environmental issue, and
here in Maine we realize this: the practice of smallscale, organiC agriculture has acquired a strong
grass-roots follOwing. You'll soon have a chance to
speak to this nationally when the USDA begins
writing standards for labeling organic food
products. As you know, the USDA has long been
in the back pocket of agribUSiness. This is the
agency that helped the United States waste twothirds of its topsoil, and inject its food supply with
hormones, pesticides and drugs, by opening the
doors to huge industrial meat and vegetable
farms. Now it's feared the USDA will load the
organic labeling rommittee with chemical and
fertilizer rompany reps who will dilute the
standards. Will you address this?
The Bush administration - particularly Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
Louis Sullivan and National Institute of Health
(NIH) honcho Frederick Goodwin - have rome out
strongly against animal rights. Several national
bills on this issue were diluted, tabled or killed last
year. Keep an eye on this.
One more idea. Do you want to save thousands
of gallons of water every year, protect rivers and
global temperatures, and slash oil imports? Don't
put more teeth in the EPA; that agency is already a
hopelessly tangled bureaucracy.
Instead, become a vegetarian.

Paul KilTT, poet and environmental writer, says he's voting
Lawless for senator in 1992.
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Twenty-five of an estimated 300 anti-war protesters sported broccoli-shaped cutouts
as they marched to a barricade near President George Bush's vacation home In
Kennebunkport on Feb. 16. They chose the vegetable George Bush won't eat to
symbolize their distaste for the war.

Jock says thanks
On behalf of Peter's
mother Judith, her husband
Tim Vigue, Olympia and our
families, I want to express
our gratitude to so many of
your readers for the overwhelming response of
concern and affection
following our son Peter's
rollapse and death ...
The words of enrouragement, affection, sorrow and
hope have helped sustain us
during these past few weeks
and will rontinue to provide
romfort in the days and
weeks ahead ...
Please know that we are
grateful beyond measure for
the kindness everyone has
shown us.

~
GOvernor of Maine

Roberts needs
treatment
Michael Roberts must
have been laying a "put on"
on us with his ''The 50 worst
hits of the rock era" (CBW
2/7/91).
If not, he needs treatment.
True, some he listed were
indeed awful. But to list such
great numbers as Willie
Nelson's "All The Girls I've
Loved Before" is outrageous.
After we read some of the
other "worst" songs, I turned
to a friend and said, 'This
guy Roberts would call
Debbie Boone or Barry

Manilows best songs bad."
I couldn't believe it! The
fifth and third worst songs,
according to Roberts, were
two of the greatest hits of the
last 25 years: "You Ught Up
My Life," by Debbie and "I
Write The Songs," by
Manilow. Most serious lists
of great songs of all time
would place those two
numbers in the top 20.
But what finally ronvinced
us that is was indeed a "puton" was when Roberts
criticized Debbie's father, Pat
Boone, as being "bad."
Although Pat lost his voice at
a relatively early age, Pat
Boone was one of the 10
greatest singing talents ofthe
20th century, not to mention
a much-needed rounterbalance to the sleazy entertainment industry.
/()~ ;;r',
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Warren L. Brown
Portland

Cutlip killed
rock 'n' roll
What can you say about a
reporter who spends half an
article penning the rise and
fall of Rolling Stone and the
other half giving Script-play
to MTV? Don't they get
enough airplay already? It is
this kind of media coverage
that is killing the very spirit
of the local musicians and the
clubs trying to promote them.
Just once I would like to
see one of you very removed
music critics go to a gig

featuring great Portland
bands like The Whigs, Steel
Cow, Wild Hearts, Marvin
Boone, The Trout Brothers,
Barry Arvin-Young Band,
Darien Brahms and the
Soulminers, Boomshanka or
The Brood, just to name a
few. Go to the gig from
sound-check to enrores and
report what you see and what
you hear - just uncel
Maybe then scouts from
record labels would look to
the North Country like they
used to for new talent to Sign.
Hash!!! Music has to be
pressed to be heard! If Rock is
Dead in Portland, it is the
media or lack of it that is the
murderer!
When are you folks going
to do what the media is
supposed to do? Even Jimmy
Olsen at least saw Superman

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.

~ease keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (100 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, 551A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04101.

seen
fly - too bad we couldn't say
the same for you, Mr. Cutlip.

&,....6 /;tron
Barb Moran
Booking Agent
Geno's, Portland

Audience killed
Sonic Youth
I am writing in response to
the Neil Young, Sonic Youth,
Social Distortion roncert at
the Civic Center on Feb. 10.
I was upset to hear the
"booing" that erupted during
Sonic Youth's set. It's too bad
that members of the audience
chose to fault the band for
what was, in reality, a
combination of horrendous
Civic Center acoustics and an
early show for a sound crew
that didn't know what they
were up against. Despite the
audio trouble, Sonic Youth
mustered up a thoroughly
enjoyable and entertaining
set...
But even more unfortunate, in my opinion, is the
fact that the crowd didn't
even give Sonic Youth a
chance. The "booing" was, in
fact, just plain rude. Sonic
Youth is a well-established
band with enough experience
behind them to warrant our
respect. Just because we
recognize Neil Young's use of
feedback doesn't mean it's
any more valid than Sonic
Youth's.
In an age where we are
constantly bombarded with
MTV mannequins lip-

• By Tonee Harbert

synching the same old
garbage, it's not often you
come across a band like Sonic
Youth that really has something worthwhile to say. I
find it ironic that this event
comes on the heels of an
article in Casro Bay Weekly
stating that rock 'n' roll is
"brain dead." Maybe it's not
always the musicians who
are to blame.
;; . I--/,? I~, f,,;
J. Nichols-Pethick
Portland
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The real
strength
Congratulations on the
addition of Peter Weyl and
Margot McWilliams to your
staff. Their thorough, welJwritten and unpretentious
reviews are a real strength of
your paper.

ELtZA- -mUJ\J'8t;\J1::>
Eliza Townsend
Portland

Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be received In
writing on the Thunday prior to publkatlon. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to: Ellen L1burt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
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• Stretch them legs: The
Maine Outdoor Adventure
Club (MOAC) wants to take
you for a walk around Back
Cove this evening. (They
know the way; they do this
every Thursday.) Meet the
nice MOAC folk at Payson
Park at 6 p.m., dress
warmly and wear your
booties. It's good for you!
Fun, too. For more information, call 829-4124.
• Stretch them brain cells:
The K. Barry Saunders
Group, local bop phenomenon and source of much
pleasure hereabouts, will
bring their good sounds and
deep depths to the Cafe No,
a bit of Bohemia right here
in the land of the lobster.
The beat goes down precisely at 8 p.m. Lean back,
sip a glass of red wine and
you will definitely feel like
you are somebody somepillee. For more information,
call m-8116.

NO I.D.

• Wait until dinner: Vintage Repertory Company
presents Frederick Knott's
classic thriller "Wait Until
Dark," the chilling story of a
blind woman relentlessly
pursued by a gang of
gangsters (Gaggle of
gangsters? Group of gangsters?) The performances
take place at The Portland
Club (156 State St., Portland), and include cocktails,
dinner and show. Tickets
are $28.50 per person. (See
Stage listings for further
performances, dates and
times.) For reservations, call
773-7113 or 773-7857.

- An Affair of the Heart," a
rocking maritime shindig at
the Sonesta Hotel (157 High
St., Portland), to benefit the
Preble Street Resource
Center. The Red Light
Revue will be there - if you
can still dance after a
sumptuous dinner. There'll
be live entertainment at The
Boatswain's Cabaret, and
fiscal entertainment at The
Captain's Own 'Win, Lose
or Draw Casino." All this
. and more, starting at 6:30
p.m. Tickets for this affair
are $65 per person, $125 per
couple. Semi-formal attire
requested; eye patch and
parrot optional. To reserve
your berth, call 772-2811.

• Hair for culture: Good
grooming is now more than
essential. .. it's extremely
helpful. Out & Out is
sponsoring a Cut-A-Thon
today, from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., to benefit the second

50%
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a comic, upside down
look at loss and hope

• Culture vulture verdure:
Bowdoin College presents
"Mark Twain, Thomas Hart
Benton, and Jackson Pollock," three of America's
most influential thinkers
and one of many very fine
installments in the college's
American Art and literature lecture series, today at
4 p.m. This free lecture will
be held in the Visual Arts
Center' s Beam Classroom.
For further information, call
725-3000.
• Quick question:
Wherehouse? Wherehouse
at 29 Forest Ave., Portland.
What is Wherehouse?
Wherehouse is Portland's
first affordable, mul tifunctional performance space,
gallery, private party site,
lecture hall and what-haveyou kinda place, and it's
officially opening tonight at
8 p.m. in a Openhouse
party. Refreshments will be
served, and a very special,
secret surprise entertainer
will be there as well. For
more information, call 874-

BY LEE BLESSING

MARCH 7 .24
"The author of A WALK
IN THE WOODS has
created a touching
account of the
Telationship between
grandmotheT,

mother {/

Feb. 7 - Mar. 3

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
WED. & THURS. UNTIL 7PM
SUNDAYS 12·5

797-3338

555 CONGRESS SfREET
PORTLAND • 761-3930

You've heard It on
radio and seen It on TV.
Now you can experience
It for yourself: electronic
audience participation!
You're Invited to the
WPOR Sunday Night
Live Grass Simulcast,
Feb. 24 at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction (865
Forest Ave., Portland).
Millions of listeners will
hear you shout pithy
and appropriate things
like "Yahoo!" and "Yeeha!" It's quite a thrill,
believe me.
But you won't just be
playacting this wild
enthusiasm, pardner.
Allen McHale and the
Old Time Radio Gang
will be sharing the stage
with AI Hawkes and the
Nltehawks. Now, there's
a thrill.
Tickets for this event
are SS. How's that for
cheapness? For more
information, call 7736886.

9770.

• Smash your piggy bank,
grab your wallet and motor
over to the Maine
Children's Museum Auction at the Portland Regency
Inn (20 Milk St., Portland).
The theme of this annual
benefit/auction/ raffle is
"Up, Up and Away: An
Evening Dedicated to Fun
and the Spirit of Youth."
The silent auction begins at
6:30 p.m., the live auction
begins at 8 p.m. and the
really loud/lively auction
begins at 8:05 p.m. Tickets
are $20 per person in
advance, $25 at the door.
For more information, call
797-5483.
• Remember that Schooner
Fare concert on Feb. 16? The
one that was called off on
account of some viral
violence suffered by the
long-suffering Chuck
Romanoff? Well, it's on
again! Hear Maine's premier folk ensemble at the
City Theater (205 Main St.,
Biddeford), tonight at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $8 for adults, $5
for children and seniors. For
more information, call 282-

(

• Vision auction: You need
art. Don't take my word for
it; just look at that bare spot
on the wall. You can fill that
space while filling a deep
need by coming to "Visual
Aid: An Art Auction for
AIDS Education and Direct
Support Services." The
venue for this event is the
Sonesta Hotel' s Cumberland Hall (157 High St.,
Portland). The auction
begins at 7:30 p .m., and Rob
Elowitch will be the auctioneer. This auction will
benefit the AIDS project
and, a little less directly,
your wall, your soul and the
country. For more information, call 774-6877.
• Yoga suprema: Patricia
Walden, a master teacher of
yoga who gives workshops
throughout the country,
will be giving a Yoga
Weekend Workshop for
yoga students at all levels.
This workshop is sponsored
by both the Yoga Center
and the Portland Yoga
Studio, the folks who have
made life bearable for so
many Mainers for so long.
The workshop runs through
Sunday (March 3). For
reservations and more
information, call Jennifer at
799-4449, Vickie at 775-{)975
or Elaine and Francis at 797-

0849.
• From the dynamic
acronyms dept.: INVERT
(Institute for Nonviolence
Education, Research and
Training), an organi zation
which promotes non violence and social change
through education,
training and research
programs, presents "Solutions Through Solidarity:
Organizing for a Change,"
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today
at the Winthrop St. Universalist Church (69 Winthrop
St., Augusta). This conference covers everything from
the fundamental tools that
shape change, to the ideological "isms" that keep us
apart. For more information, call 827-3107.

5684.
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THEATRE COMPANY

presents

Cheap thrill: on the air

Why Is the Ice melting?
See Sunday, Feb. 24.

ALL
CALENDAR

• Eco-energy think tank
talk: The Maine Group
Sierra Club presents a panel
discussion called "Reducing
Energy Demands." National
energy consultant David
Moskovitz will speak on
making conservation
profitable; Central Maine
Power and the Maine P.U.c.
will discuss conservation
and energy management
programs. What will you
discuss? For information,
call 865-3648.

• Lovers of la musica mas
bonita, alert! The Portland
Symphony Orchestra will
perform Mahler's Symphony No.5 this evening at
7:45 p.m. at City Hall
Auditorium (30 Myrtle St.,
Portland). Conductor
Toshiyuki Shimada will
give an informal lecture
(free to all ticket holders) on
Mahler's masterwork at 6:30
p.m. onstage. Tickets are
$10, $16, $21, $25 and $28.
(If you haven't heard the
!'SO in person yet, this
would be a really good
night to do so: Mahler +
Shimada + PSO = great joy.)
For more information, call
773-8191.

• Wymmin's health confab:
USM Lifeline is sponsoring
"Women and Heart Disease," a panel discussion
with a cardiologist, a nurse
practitioner and a dietitian,
today from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in
the Portland Campus
Center, Rooms A, B & C. It's
free! Cholesterol and blood
pressure screenings will be
available before the discussion for a small fee. You
could learn a lot from this
pane\. What is more important, you could live longer and better, too. Everyone is
welcome. For more information, call 780-4170.

• The sound of round:
Once again, it's time for A
Circle of Sound, a concert of
diverse folk music folks,
held this time at the lovely
Saco River Grange Hall on
Salmon Falls Road, Bar
Mills. Tonight's concert
features Castlebay, A Joyful
Noise, Dick Dufresne,
Richard Johnson and
Colleen Hoyt. Tickets are $6
in advance and $8 at the
door. Kids under 12 are
half-price. For more information, call 929-4879.
• Round sound: The
Portland Community
Chamber of Commerce
presents "The Captain's Ball

HdfH~

annual Maine Lesbian &
Gay Film Festival in May.
For a mere $25, Brenda
Broder - an artist with a
keen eye for an appropriate
and appealing angle - will
cut and style your hair at
Amore, located on the third
floor of One Gty Center,
Portland. Call Amore at
774-1774 to book your
appointment.
• Fire on ice: Today is your
last day to see the Ice
Capades at the Cumberland
Civic Center (Free St.,
Portland). If you haven't
heard by now, this year's
show features Olympic and
World Silver Medalist
Elizabeth Manley, as well as
Natalie and Wayne Seybold,
Krystan Lowery & Chip
Rossbach (1989 World Ice
Gold Medalists), and
several other hot skaters more or less. (Barbie the
Barbie Doll is here, as well
as the skating Simpsons
family. Y'know, bug-eyed
Bart and company. On ice,
yet. Sheesh, what a travesty.)
Shows are at 1 and 5 p.m.;
tickets are $12.50, $10.50
and $9. For more information, call 775-3458.
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We\cometo
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new advertisers
help support us in our
endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.
.CenlerForlnner
Healing, Yarmouth
• AnUques Trade
Show, Augusta
• Baker's Table,
Old Port. Portland
• J·Dollar Dewey's,
Old Port. Portland
• Roc:co's, Old Port,
Portland
• Polygram Records
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• great music
• great grub
• great wine

With Entrees Starting
Under $\0 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week.
(Except Monday)

BUY YOUR CHI,ESECAKE
DIRECTLY FROM USi
T

AWARD WINNER AT THE
-CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989.1990
T

FEATURED IN SELECT
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS
T
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103
T

207-797-9990

Till.
02/21 K.Barry

Saunders Quintet
02/22 Scott Reeves
Quartet
02123 Closed
02126 Poetry Reading
by Roy Zuricchi &
Carolyn Page
20 danforth It. • 772-8114

9

,,,(j"'C~-_
. ~

WEQT
CJIDE
III '\1\1 l'\\\

' ~I

Open Every Night But
Monday. Also Breakfast,
Lunch & Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street
773-8223

LIVE J\T
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Entertainment

RESTAURANT & BAR
Visit us for Portland's
Finest Fresh Seafood and Prime Rib
Reservations welcome • 773-3760
Comer of Middle & Market Streets In the Old Port

~.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.

DIETS DON'T WORK
Diets don't work for many women because food Is a
powerful substance often used to satisfy Important
emotional needs and make us feel good.

CRITICAL KEYS TO WEIGHT LOSS
• ucept yourself regardless of your weight
, undersWld how you use food to protect
yourself and feel safe
• recognize the difference between biological
hunger and emotional hunger
• learn how to satisfy emotional needs
without food
• share personal experiences in a supportive,
caring environment

FOCUS
The focus of our small weekly therapy group
Is to examine the emotional/psychological
components to weight loss.

FACILITATOR:
Mouyanae VltaJlus. M.5.Id., M.5.W., specializes In women's
Issues, eating disorders, autonomy and relationships. She
works with couples, Individuals and groups and has taught
courses In communication skills, assertiveness training and
the development of Intimate relationships.

GROUPS NOW FORMING
10c.Ulon

78 MaIn St • Yarmouth, ME 04096 • 846-6624
$2S/sesslon

--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--

More
professionals
see it our way.
FILM PROCESSING
• Color Slides (3 Hr. E6 Processing)
• Color and Black &White Negatives
• Slide Dupes/Transparancies
CUSTOM PRINTS
• Cibachrome from Slides
• Ektacolor from Negatives
• Black & White
• Murals & Bulk Printing
• Mounting &Laminating
PHOTOGRAPHIC COpy SERVICES

portland
photographics
FREE PARKING. CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST
774 -6210 fax 761-4227 85 York SL, PO Box 7527 D1'S, Portland, ME 04101

Seen" from a Mell While shopping with

Home AIon. The sleeper hit of the season, full of cartoon violence set against a
Christmas backdrop. WHh Joe Pesci and
Daniel Stern.

WHERE
Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets,
Portland
772·9751
First, third and fourth shows
only Mon-Fri
All shows Sat-Sun
Silence of the Lamb. (R)
12:25, 3:45, 6:50, 9:35
L.A. Story (PG 13)
12:35, 4:05, 7:35, 10
White Fang (PG)
12:45,4:15,7,9:45
Dances With Wolves (PG 13)
12:15, 3:35, 7:15
Awakenings (pG 13)
12:55,3:55,7:10,9:50
Allee (PG 13)
1:05, 4:25, 7:25, 9:35

. new
starts out
snappy,
up sappy. A decade too
late, the Woodman rails against Yuppie
materiaism as Mia Farrow, a rich , mousy
housewife, meets a myslerious Chinese
herbalist (the late Keye Luke), falls in
love with ajazz musician (Joe Mantegna)
and finds her spiritual self. It's all just too
precious for words. The time has come
to demand a moratorium on all movie
Cop
Arnold
references to Alice in Wonderland (and Klnderg.rten
Schwarzenegger is a cop who goes unDorothy too. for that matter) .
dercover as a kindergarten leacher - for
about 20 minutes. Beware of any film
that is released still bearing its initial
concept tag .
King Relph A royal pain . That lovable lug
John Goodman stars as a Las Vegas
entertainer who becomes King of England when a freak accident wipes out
the royal family. After some predictable,
ham-handed, bull-in-a-china shop gags,
the laughs die out quickly. With Peter
O'Toole and John Hurt. who must have
needed the money.

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, South
Portland
774-1022
Kindergarten Cop (PG)
9:50 pm only (through Feb 21)
Hamlet (PG)
1:15, 4:05, 7, 9:50
(through Feb 21)
White Fang (PG)
12:45, 3, 5:20, 7:40, 10
(through Feb 21)
He Said, She Said (PG)
12:45,3,5:10,7:25, 9:40
(from Feb 22)
Scene. From A Mall (R)
1:15, 3:20" 5:25, 7:30, 9:35
(from Feb 22)
King Ralph (PG)
1,3:15,5:20,7:35,9:40
Nothing But Trouble (PG 13)
1,3:05,5:15,7:20,9:25
Green Card (PG 13)
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30
Once Around (R)
1 :30, 4, 7, 9:30
Home Alone (PG)
12:45,3,5:20,7:40, 10

The Movies
10 Exchange St, Portland
The World Within
Feb 20-24
Double feature:
Feb 23-26
The Ten-Ve.r Lunch
Sat-Sun Mat 2:45
Sun-Tue 7, 8:45
Francia Steloff:
Memol,.. of • Bookseller
Sat-Sun Mat 3:45
Sun-Tue 8, 9:45
Sweet lorraine
Feb 27-Mar2
Wed·Sat 7,9
Sat Mat 1,3
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Awak'tnllna. A man
Nlro)
awakens
a 30-year coma and his
doctor (Robin Williams) helps him meet
this brave new work!.

L.A. story Fans of Steve Martin's
ironic slapstick wiN love this movie. written
by Martin and directed by Mick Jackson.
Ifs a soft, romantic ode to Los Angeles,
seen here as a magical place where TV
weathermen give toupee reports and
even freeway shootings are funny. With
Victoria Tennant as a visiting British
jou malis!, and the charming Sarah Jessica Parker as an exuberant L. A. toolsie.
Nothing But Trouble Chevy Chase and
Demi Moore take a wrong tum s0mewhere In New Jersey's rust belt and find
themselves in Valkenvania, a bizarre
iunkyard fl9fdom ruled by a senile,liverspotted Dan Aykroyd (who also wrote
and directed this horror-eomedy). Unfortunately, Aykroyd is no Tim Burton: the
movie is inventively surreaNstic, but lacks
the charming humor of "BeeUejulce,"
which it resembles in spirit.
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Seven Congress Square
Portland
775-6148
Vertigo
Feb 21
7pm
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"Reckless"
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"Skate" on over after the Ice Capades!
Show us your tickets and get a FREE Burger or Fish
Sandwich with french fries for your child.

Make it a Family Bvent!

• Mad Horse Theater Company

955 Forest Ave., Portland
Through March 3
Ah, the theatre. You may attend plays and other traditional
theatre productions for any number of good (or bad) reasons. You
may feel a guilty cultural prompting to take in the arts; you may
feel the need to be entertained by something that has no knobs,
antennae or commercial breaks; you may feel the need to be
diverted from the dull crunch of everyday existence; you may even
go to the theatre just to make contact with that venerable medium,
the Stage, once again.
Here's a good reason to attend the Mad Horse production of
Craig Lucas' "Reckless" : you can be absolutely amazed (and totally
entertained) in your own backyard. God bless repertory theatre.
"Reckless" is the story of a well-meaning. sparky/happy/goofy
housewife who discovers, one Christmas Eve, that her husband has
hired a hit man to kill her. The
play then follows Rachel
through a decade of game show
encounter.;, sporadic employments, an occasional brush with terrorists and frequent encounters
with a great variety of therapists, and sundry events. It's great fun;
it's very poignant.
The acting in this production is engaging and fir.;t-rate. Terry
Drew's portrayal of Rachel, Lucas' recklessly hopeful heroine, is a
tour de force, a beautifully sustained neurotic rush across the stage.
Drew has great power and empathy. Walt Dunlap appears in six
different roles and kills in all six. Randy Aromando's portrayal of
Lloyd is wonderfully understated and natural. There are very few
weak spots in this play, and no disappointments.
However, I must confess that I am a bit bemused by Michael
Howard's direction. "Reckless" is billed - and staged - as a fantasy,
an extended dream. Yet the events in the play - murder and
attem pted murder, lovers lying to each other, marriages failing - are
not the stuff of fantasy. A careful review of the sctipt will tell you
that the playwright, while not interested in realism (whatever that
is), wants his audience to identify with and respo.nd to Rachel's
suffering. The superimposition of a dream motif necessarily
weakens that identification and abstracts those responses.
(In particular, the last scene - which I will not reveal - could not,
in a century of fiery blue moons, make sense as a cap to a dream
sequence. I know, you know, Lucas knows, that the worst ending of
all is .....and the little girl fell out of bed and woke up." It's the
worst cop-<>ut in literature.)
The psychedelic smearing of the play's details, while pleasing in
themselves as secondary directions, do not in the least extend
Lucas' theme. What people find so compelling in their own dreams
is not the unreality of the dream world, but how real things seem
inside that unreality. A few more concrete details would have been
more effective. Lucas would not have minded, I'm sure.
Donal Henehan, chief music critic of the New York Times, once
said that there is a great difference between interpreting a work and
spray painting ideas on it. Howard, though a capable and brave
director, seems to have stepped over that line.
But the end result will not make you unhappy, believe me. If you
miss this play, you will have done yourself a great disservice.

STAGE

"Deathtrap"Vintage RepertoryCOIT'4'any
presents "Wait Until Dark,' the classic
thriller by Frederick Knott. on Feb 22-23.
an!! March 1-2 and S-9. The performances include cocktails, dinner and
show atThe Portland Club, 156 State St,
PorUand. The cost is $26.50 per person.
For reservations, call 773-7113 or 7737657.
"Lady Day at Ernerwon'. Bar .. GrlU"
by Lanie Robertson Portland Stage
Company presents a play about Billie
Holiday through Feb 24 at PorUand Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.
PorUand. Performances are Tue-Thu at
7:30 pm; Fri at6; Satat5 and 9; and Sun
at 2. For ticket information. call 774-

0465.

Onc.AroundRomanticcomedystarring
Holly Hunter and Richard Dreyfus. A
hardheaded Bostonian (Holly Hunter)
marries an overbearing salesman (Richard Dreyfus), much to her fam
. 'Iy's chagrin.
.

\,

Terry Drew and Randy Aromando In a lCene from "K,ec~:les;s,"
whkh runs through M.rch 3 at the Mad Horse Theatre Co.

HELP US LIGHTEN
THE LOAD!

stage

London's story of a boy
who
a wolfldog critter in the
Alaskan wilderness. With Ethan Hawke
and Klaus Maria Btandauer.

Dance. With woi_ Kevin Costner's
epic revives the Western from a Native
American perspective. BeautifuHy filmed,
wHh a stirring narrative, even Hthe issues
are somewhat oversimplified. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast.
Francl. st.loff: M.molrs of a Book. .1I.r Documentary about the founder
and force behind New York's renowned
Gotham Book Mart, a center of avantgarde literature and literati since 1920.
Directed by Deborah Dickson.
Green Card A Frenchman marries an
American expressly for the purpose of
obtaining a "green card' from immigra·
tion. With Gerard Depardieu and Andie
McDowell.
Hamlet Mel Gibson is not a great Dane,
but acquits himself honorably in the role
of Shakespeare's tragic prince. Directed
by Franco Zeffirelli, with Alan Bates. Ian
Holm, Paul Scofield, Helena BonhamCarter and Glenn Close.
He "'d, She s.ld A huband and wife
find that their new job as a talk show
hosllhostess team is very hard on their
marraige. And it should be. With Kevin
Bacon and Elizabeth Perkins.

.I

his wife for an anniversary girt, an unfaithful husband decides to tell all to his
wife. With Woody Allen and Belle Midler.
SlIenc:. of the Lamb. With outstanding
performances from Jodie Foster as an
FBI agent and Anthony Hopkins as a
criminally insane psychiatrist. director
Jonathan Demma ('Something Wild")
creates a darkly disturbing movie about
serial killers. Demma gives the audience
a clear, objective view of events while
simultaneously plunging us deep inside
them, and the overall effect may be more
than some moviegoers can handle.
Nevertheless, it's a brilliant. scary piece
of entertainment.
Sweet Lorraln. A small hotel in the
Catskill Mountains is in the last stages of
decay, and its owner. Lillian (Maureen
Stapleton), is helped by the arrival of her
grandaughter. With Trini Alvorado,
Freddie Roman and Lee Richardson.
The Ten-Year Lunch Academy Awardwinning documentary about the
Algonquin Hotel's literary clientele - to
name a lew: Harpo Marx. George S.
Kaufman, Dorothy Parker and Robert
Benchley • who would meet every day
and discuss art. politics and IHerature
over lunch. Directed by Aviva Slesin.
Vertigo Alfred Hitchcock's 1958 thriller
casts Jimmy Stewart against type as an
obsessive San Francisco detective.
driven to extremes in his pursuit of the
mysterious Kim Novak. While not among
HHch's best, this is a must-see for any
serious movie lover. Showing Feb. 21
only at 7:00 p.m. as part of the Portland
Museum of Art·s 'Modern Masters' series. (On March 7. it's 'Blow-up,"
Antonioni's influential but now rather
dated foray into '60s' sensibilities.)

"Lest of the Red Hot Lovers" Studio
Theater of Bath presents this vintage
Neil Simon play abouta47 -year-oldman
Myetery Caf. Solve "Murder at the
who wants to join the sexual revolution
care Nolr" ovet' a gourmet dinner at
betore it passes him by. But Barney is a
PorUand's only dinner theater, Saturgentle, sobersoulwithatrue-bluewife of
day nights at The Baker's Table. 434
23 years and absolutely no experience
Fore St. Portland. For more information,
in this revolution, so naturally his three
call 683·1035.
attempts are doomed from the outset especially as they have to be conducted ·RRId...• Mad Horse Theatre Company announces the opening of Reckbetween the hours of 3 and 5 pm in his
less, a comic fantasy. The story begins
mother's apartment. Feb 22. 23 and
the nig ht before Christmas in Rachael's
March 1-2 at 6 pm, and Feb 24 and
middle-class, suburban home where
March 3 at 3 pm. At the CUrtis Little
the children are nestled and snug in
Theatet' at the Chocolate Church. 604
their beds. Along comes a hit-man . and
Washington St, Bath. For more inforRachael is chased out of her home into
mation, call 442-8455.
a dream, where TV hosts, therapists,
"M)' On. and Only" Portland Lyric Thequadriplegics and terrorists rule the
ater presents the musical featuring mulandscape. "Reckless' isa modem Alice
sic by Gershwin ('Strike Up the Band.'
in Wonderland. a hilarious sendup of
' Funny Face' and " S Wonderful) with
the chaos 01 modem life. in which we all
book by Peter Stone. This show runs
struggle to lind hope and balance.
through March 3. Friday and Saturday
Playing through March 3, Thursday,
performances start at6 pm and Sunday
Friday & Saturday at 6 pm. Sunday at 7
matinees at 2:30 pm. For r8S9IVations.
pm. Tickets are $12-$15. Mad Horse
call the box office at 799-1421 or 799Theatre, 955 Forest Ave, Portland. 7976509 Mon-Fri, from 10 am-2 pm, on
3338.
Sundays lromnooo-2:3O pm.The theater
is located at 176 Sawyet' St. S. Portland.
For additional information, can 799-6509.

W.D. Cutlip

AUDITIONS
Actors N.eded for "Coastal Distur·
b.nce." Auditions Feb 24 and 25 at 7
pm for the Studio Theatre's spring production . Play will run at the Chocolate
Church April 26-26 & May 3-5. The
Chocolate Church is located at 604
Washington St, Bath . For further information, call Jim Colby at 662-6339.
Actress. . and Actors needed for experimental read-through of a new comedy. For more information, call Julie at
775-3539.
Performers for LP.E.'. Sumrner Events
Intown Portland Exchange is accepting
applications for entertainers to perform
in the Old Port Festival, June 9: Sundays
in the Old Port, through July & August:
and the Noontime Performance Series,
summer-long . Anyone intereslad in performing may obtain an application by
writing to I.P.E. at 477 Congress St.
04101 , or by calling 772-6626 .

• Continued on page 20

BIKE
76 Portland Street
Portland (207) 773-6906

GREAT MOMENn in

RAOUL'S HISTORY
1984 RAOUL'S OPENS
1985 RAOUL'S opens downstairs poolroom
1986 RAOUL'S opens OJtdoor patio
1987 RAOUL'S books national entertainment
1988 RAOUL'Svoted #1 nightcub in Maine
1989 RAOUL'S expands to 27 5 seats

, ", RAOUL'S VOTED MAINE'S I' NIGHnPOT!
THANK-YOU, MAINE!

*

UPCOMING CONCERTS

*

2121 .. Sarah Hickman &. Clill Eberhardt
2/22 & 2123 ... Broken Men
2124 .. AI Hawks & The Nilehawks and
Allen McHale &. The Old Time Gang
311 .. Blues Prophets
312 .. Sleepy LaBeel
3/4 .. Richard Thompson
Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Dayl
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Entertainment MONDAY 2.25
• Co"ti"ued from page 19
538 Congress Street
Rare and Used Books
Maps and Prinls
Boughl & Sold
Highesl P.rices Paid
Search Serv ice
Tax & Insurance Appraisals
Single Ilems or large collections wanted

BROWS£RS AlWAYS WElCOME
10 am to 5: 30 pm Mon .·Sat.
Antiquarian BooMs.eIe" Association o f America

1-800-228-1398
761 · 2150
.538 Congre.. St.

646·8785
Route I, Wett.

CLUBS

THURSDAY 2.21
K. Barry Saund.... Qulnt.t Gazz) Cale
No, 20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Tall Richard (blues) Gritty McDuff's. 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739.
Catl. Curtis (acoustic) Horsefeathers,
193 Middle St, Portland. 773-3501.
PanIc Station (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144.
Broadcaster (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Tony Botra Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel. Maine Mall Rd. S.
PorUand. 775-6161.

FRIDAY 2.22

SATURDAY 2.23

Mondar Night at the Movies (flick) A Circi. of Sound (diverse folk) 8 pm.
Moose Alley. 46 Market St. PorUand.
Saco River Grange Hall. Salmon FaIts
774-5246.
Rd. Bar Milts. Performers will include
Altitude Lou and the Tropical DeCastlebay. AJoyfui Noise. Dick Dufresne.
Richard Johnson and Colleen Hoy\.
p ....lon. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 7744144.
TIckets are $6 advanced/reserved and
$6 at the door. Kids under 12 half price.
Op.n Mlc with Randy Morabito (b.y.o.
929-4879.
jam) Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave. Portland.
Th. Mu.lc Educators' Jazz/Jam
773-6886.
Sesalon2-4 pm. at Verrillo's Reslaurant.
Open Mlc with Ken Grlmllley (b.y.o. jam)
Tumpike Exit8. RiversideSt. Westbrook.
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773Held every Saturday through March.
0093.
Features a house band; open to all students and pros to sit in. This week: guest
artist Crazy Ed Agopian on sax. March 2,
Tony Bolla on guitar. 84&-9741 .

TUESDAY 2.28

Poetry reading: Ror Zurlcchl and
Carolyn Pag. (words) Cafe No. 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Danny Gravl. (blues piano) Gritty
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St. Portland. 772- Old-TIme Radio Gang (radio music or
'3Os & '40s) 6 pr.":. Raoul's Roadside
2739.
Alltaction.
865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773Th" New Waite.. (rock) Old Port Tavern .
6886.
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444 .
Open Mlk. Night with Pet.r Gle8llOn
(b.y.o.jam)Spring Point Cafe. 175 Picken
St, S. PorUand. 767-4627.
Soilltic. (acoustic) Wharf's End. 52 Wharf
SI. PorUand. 773-0093.
Portland Symphony Orchestra (classical) 7:45 pm. at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Mahler's
Symphony No. 5. Informal lecture on
program by Shimada on stage at 6:30
pm for all ticket holders. Tickets are $1 O.
AcoustIc CISIIlllc: Lisa Gallant, Ken
$16. $21. $25 and $28 . 773-8191 .
Grlm.ley. Brenda Moore (acoustic)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. Portland.
773-3501 .
Bachelor Night (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
The N"w Walters (rock) Old Port Tavern. Portland Symphony Orchestra 3/2191
11 Moulton St. Portland . 774-0444.
(concert version of musical) 8 pm. at
Blue. Party (blues review) Raoul·s. 865
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
S\. "Fiddler on the Roof: with ' Bernard
Wurger as Tevye. Tickets are $12. $17.
Zana Michael Rav.n (acoustic) Wharfs
End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093.
$26 and $30. 773-8191 .

SUNDAY 2.24

TUESDAY 2.28

WEDNESDAY 2.27

Scott Reevell Quartet (jazz) Cafe No.
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-6114 .
Red Light Revu. (rock. r&b)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. PorUand.
773-3501.
The Boyz (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market
St. Portland. 774-5246.
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St. Portland. 7744144.
Brok.n Men (rock) Raoul·s. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
Blue. Camp (blues) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
straight Lac. (rOCk) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. Maine Mall Rd, S.
PorUand. 775~161.
The H.retlx, Darien Brahm. and the Th. Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
SOUlmln.... (rock)Zoolz.31 ForestAve.
cover. 871-{)663.
PorUand. 773-6187.
Salut... 2O MilkSt. Portland. Open nighUy
until 1 am. No cover. 774· 4200.
T-Blrd·•• 126 N. Boyd St. PorUand. FriSat. Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed. Contemporaries. 773-8040.
Ten C.nt Tango (rock) Horsefeathers. WherehouII8 Chem Free Dance Club.
29 Forest Ave. PorUand. 874-9770.
193 Middle St. Portland. 773-3501 .
The Boyz (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market Zootz. 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed :
Progressives. Thu: Jump. Fri : D.J.llive
St. PorUand. 774·5246.
Music; Sat: Cutting Edge Dance; Sun :
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11
Request Nigh\. 773-8187
MOUlton S~ Portland. 7744144.
Brok.n Men (rock) Raoul·S. 865 Forest
Ave. Portland. 773-6886 .
Blue. Camp (rock) Sprtng Point Cafe.
175 Picken St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

UPCOMING

DANCING

SATURDAY 2.23

SUNDAY 2.24

CON

&

FOUR

GENERATIONS

Daniel Wong

144 Cumberland Ave., Portland
Closed Monday

Community
Cable Network
. . . 012/22/11

Living Tapestries: Elderly
Issues Updates (1/2 hr)
USM Closeups:
Pluralism (1/2 hr)
Power & Steele
on Theater.
Reviews of Local Theater
Productions (1/2 hr)
Sebago Magazine:
Stress (1/2 hr)
The Savings & Loan Crisis
(1 hr)
Programs premiere Fri. 7·1Opm,
and are repealed Sat. - Mon.
1·4 & 7·10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am·noon.

Cable Channel 37 In PorUand, SO. Pori·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &Scar·

borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

OPENING
The Cryofth. Loon Gallery. Route 302 .
Casco. Opening March 3. from 2·5 pm .
for works of David Cedrone and Evelyn
Winter. Cedrone works in acrytic; his
style is cartoon-like. whimsical and exploratory. Winter's paintings are influence by her love of the spiritual and
mystical qualities of nature - animals.
plants. ancient archetypes, motifs and
vibrant colors figure prominently in her
work. Showing through March 31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sun. 9 :30 am-5:3O pm.
655-5060.

Caf. No Jazz Jam. open Jam "'lIlon
with rhythm Hetlon (byo jazz) Cafe
No. 20 Danforth St. Portland. 772-6114.
TIm Lerett. (rock) Crabby Lobster. 10
School St. Freeport. 865-9606.
Desp.rate Avlkadoz (rock) Gritty
McDuff·s. 396 Fore St. PorUand. 7722739.
AItltud. Lou and the Tropical Dep ....lon. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St, Portland. 7744144.
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom (clas- Artarla Quartet (classical) 8 pm. at
Sical) Portland Regency. 20 Milk St.
Williston-West Congregational Church. A1b.rta's Caf•• 21 Pleasant St. Portland.
PorUand. 774-4200.
32 Thomas St. Portland. All Mozart
Kathleen Sweeney exhibits her work
Allan McHal. " the Old Time Radio
programreaturing theDuartetind. K.421,
through March 15. 775-1514.
Gang. AI Hawk. . andtha Nltehawk.
the Duartet for oboe and strings. K.370. Area Gallery, University or Southern
(bluegrass) Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave.
with guest James Bulger. and the OUartet
Maine's Portland Campus Center. PhoPorUand. 773-6886.
in B flat. K.589. Tickets: $5 adults. $3 for
tography exhibit. "The Devil's Music:
seniors and students. available at door.
K.n Grlm.l.y and J.r.my L ••ter
Portraits of the Blues: by Myron
92&-0094.
(acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St.
Samuels. Myron Samuels, disc jockey
PorUand. 773-0093.
on WMPG's "Finger Uckin' Good Blues.'
compiled this collection of black and
white photographs of black American
blues players over a 15-year period.
Exhibit runs through March 1. Free and
open to the public. Gallery hours: MonFri. 7 am-l0 pm; Sat & Sun. 10 am-l0
pm. 780-4090.
Barrlclotr Gall.r.... 26 Free St. Portland. Selections by gallery artists. featuring new work by Stuart Ross and
Mark Hallof and a selection of 19th- and
20th-century American art. Through
February. Hours: Mon-Fri. 10 am-5 pm ;
Sat 12-4 pm. 772·5011 .
The But.. Gall.ry. Portland School of
Art. 619 Congress St. Portland. "Other
Voices: Mediating Between Ethnic Traditions and the Modernist Mainstream.'
includes 35 works by artists of African
American. Japanese American . Chero·
kee, French-Cree Shoshone and Latino
heritages. On view through March 3.
Gallery hours are Tue-Sun 11 am-4 pm.
open till 9 pm on Thursdays. Free admission. Call 775-5152 for more information .

CERTS

SINCE
1938

ART

FRIDAY 2.22

AROUND TOWN

Congrell. Square Gall"ry, 42 Ex·
change St. Portland. Gallery artists
showing through Febru:wy. Gallery hours:
Mon-Fri. 11 :30 am-5:3O pm; Sat 12-5:30
pm. For further information. call 7743369.
Th. Good Egg Cafe. 705 Congress St.
PorUand. Group show through March
15.775-1514.
Evans Gallery. 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
Industrial Strength Group Show including works by 20 different photographers.
black and white and color. from the Depression era to the presen\. Works by
photographers including Todd Webb.
Eliot Porter. Jeff Becom. Eliot Porter.
Mario Giacomelli. Richard Misrach, Rose
Marasco and Tonee Harnert. Showing
through March 23. Gallery hours: lOam6 pm. Tue-Fri ; 11 am-4 pm Sat. 8790042.
Greenhut GallerIes. 146 Middle St.
PorUand. Group show consisting of works
by gallery artists. Through February.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 10:30 am-5:30
pm. 772-2693.
Icon. 19 Mason St. Brunswick. "Eros: a
group show on the theme of love. with
works by Tom Comell. Pall Franklin.
Dewitt and Patt Hardy, Jane Gilbert,
Tom Paiement. NancyNevergole. Abbott
Meader. Sigmund Abeles. Alice Steinhart
and others. Showing through March 14.
Gallery hours: 1·5 pm weekdays. Sat &
Sun by app\. 725-8157.
The Jewell Gallery. 345 Fore St. Portland. Watercolors by Bill Jewell. Joseph
Cousins;oilsby Paul Btack and Rebecca
Cuming ; stained glass by Bert Weiss;
jewelry by Vicki Woodruff. Through
February.Galleryhours: 11 am-5:30pm.
Mon-Sa\. For further information. call
773-3334.
Maine National Bank, Lobby Art Ga~
lery. 400 Congress St. Portland. Works
donated by Maine artists to the AIDS
Project. for upcoming benefit auction
March 1 at the Sonesta Hotel. On view
through Feb 27. Lobby hours: 9 am-4
pm. Mon-Fri. 775-1000. ex\. 2120.
Main. Pott.rs Market. 376 Fore St.
Portland. Handmade ponery by 15 Maine
pollers. Hours: 9 am-9 pm. Mon-Sat ; 10
am-6 pm Sun. 774-1633.
Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry. 367 Fore St.
Portland . Featuring ceramic artists
Joellyn Rock. James Watral and Barbara
Diduk. Mon-Fri. 10 am-5 pm; Sat lOam6 pm. 775-3822.
Th. Pin. Tr.. Shop and Bayvl.w
Gallery, 75 Market St. PorUand. Group
show featuring recent work by Bear
Blake. David Clough. Carol Hayes-Conti.
Doug Howe. Suzanne Knecht. David
Little. Scott Moore. Helen S\. Clair. Carol
Sebold. Matthew Smith. Nina Sylvia and
Orrin Tubbs. Also on display will be a
group of framed. limited edition prints
and fine art reproductions. Through
March. Hours: Mon-Sat. 10 am-6 pm.
For more information. call 773-3007 .
Portland Museum of Art. Seven CongressSquare. Portland. Hours: Tue-Sat.
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission : adults $3.50. senior
citizens and students with ID $2 .50.
children under18$1. group rate $3 . Free
admission Thu from 5·9 pm. 773-2787 .
"Vincent Canade Pastel still-lires. landscapes. and an oil portrait by this artist
discovered in the 1930s by Jose ph Stella.
who arranged a New York exhibition
where Canadeachieved much-deserved
critical recognition . Through May 12.
"Of TIm. and Place: Walk.r Evan.
and William Chrlst.nberry. an exhi·
bition featuring over 50 of their works. By
juxtaposing photographs these two artists made in Hate County over a 5O-year
period. the exhibition explores the vision
and common ground the two found in
their studies of sharecroppers' lives in
the heart of Alabama's rich cotton region.
The exhibit stunningly documents an
economic and social structure that endured in the South for generations. Runs
Feb 17-Aprtl 28.
"Robert Indlana'lI "Hartley Elegl .. "
series. a portfolio of five large-scale prints
relating to a series of paintings by
Marsden Hartley. Known as the "German Officer Paintings: Hartley's works
were motivated by the impact of war and
the sudden loss of his close fMend Kart
Von Freyburg, an officer in Ihe German
army. who was kiHedduring World War I.
On display through March 24. in the
museum's Great Hall.
"Impr... lonlsm and Bayond: The
Scott M. Black Collection features
Pagans et Le Pere de Degas (Pagans
and Degas' Father). an oil on canvas
recently acquired at Sotheby's by Port·
land native Scott M. Black. The exhibit is
on permanent loan .
*'Norks by American and European
M ..t .... an exhibition that explores the
unusualy strong dialogue between artists in the United States and Europe
during the early twentieth century. Works
by Georges Braque, Fernand Leger.
Marc Chagall. Jean Arp. Pablo Picasso.
Marsden Hartley and Stuart Davis.
Through April 14.

You don't have to
read the personals
"Country Stor., Vicinity of Moundvlll.... On .xhlblt at the
Portland Museum of Art through April 14"

Making do in Hale County

• Of nme and Place: Walker Evans
and William Christenberry
The Portland Museum of Art,
Seven Congress Square, Portland
Feb. 17-April 28

This exhibition of photographs by Walker Evans (1903-1975)
and William Christenberry (b . 1936) can only be described as a
documentary on the endurance, the bottom-line dignity, and the
indominitable essence of human nature. It is also about a specific
place - Hale County, Alabama, the rural, impoverished southern
countryside, the land of cotton-growing sharecroppers.
In Evans' photographs the focus is not only a specific place, but
a specific time. Evans traveled to Hale County in 1936 with James
Agee, on assignment from Fortune MagaZine to document the
system of tenant farming. For one reason or another their article
was never published in the magazine, but appeared in 1941 as the
collaborative book, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men. While Agee
wrote prolific, subjective and detailed prose, Evans took stark,
unsentimental photographs of the daily lives of three sharecroppers and their families. The combined effect of these two pairs of
eyes is profound. For Evans photographs them without pity or
condescension, but rather ifl a
matter-of-fact, respectful way.
He doesn't over-glorify or
mythologize them, either, or
lend any grotesqueness, as is sometimes present in the photographs of Diane Arbus. He simply portrays the human spirit at
work at the business of surviving.
Evans manages to photograph not only the faces of the farmers,
but their values as well. Poverty or no poverty, these people
preserve order, cleanliness, their deep religious faith, their sense of
community, and a fine aesthetic. Their belongings are sparse, but
in a Zen-like way honor is paid both to their function and to their
isolated attractiveness. The beds in the Burroughs' house are tidily
made, and in "Kitchen Comer, Burroughs Home," homely objects
are placed in such a way as to create an artistic composition. A
broom, a towel hanging squarely from a line, a kitchen chair and
two other objects I couldn't identify, form a pleasing, comforting
balance. And in "Fireplace, Burroughs Home," a crudely handcarved wooden mantle, topped with and surrounded by a
matching pair of urns, a few artifacts and a calendar, form an
almost alter-like setting. A pair of shoes neatly placed on a shelf
underneath brings it all down to earth. Although at first glance the
photographs seem to say that what mankind needs are merely
food, shelter and clothing, they are really saying that out of these
three primary components man will manifest both his metaphysical and aesthetic sel f.
The juxtaposition of Evans' photographs with those of William
Christenberry brings to this overall composition the fascination of
the time continuum. In the first place, Christenberry's photographs, which are taken of the same place, Hale County, are taken
30 and 40 years later. Thus, by looking at the photographs of the
two men generations apart, one is struck by the endurance of a
way of life in an otherwise rapidly changing nation. Second,
Christenberry chooses for his iconography of Hale County not the
faces of its people, but the faces of its buildings. And these he
photographs in series, articulating the passage of time. He shows
with poignancy the progressive dilapidation of the buildings and
the encroachment of both time and nature.
In ..Storefront, Stewart," for example, a series taken over a 26year span, the busy storefront, peppered originally with advertising signs, eventually becomes a sagging building with doors
hanging open, daylight shining through the roof, and the signs
gone, replaced by graffiti, with vines and grasses perforating the
wood. In documenting the passage of time, these four pictures are
worth thousands of words.
Perhaps the most poignant item in Christenberry's exhibition
(he also has collected other icons of a passing age, specifically a
marvelous collection of rusted, shot-at advertising signs), is a cross
to mark a grave. "Making 00" is the theme, for the cross is
constructed, with all reverence, of styrofoam egg cartons and
plastic flowers. Its placement next to a photograph of a child's
grave awash in muddy runoff confirms Evans' commentary on the
subsistance level of existence of the people of Hale County. But
like his predecessor, Christenberry offers no pathos. His photographs are in luxuriant color, and like Evans, he speaks of the
grandeur and nobility of an impoverished people.
~rgotA1cvvaIUuns

• Co"tinued ~ page 22

••• to love
Casco Bay Weekly.
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SFYL. (single. female. yellow lab) looking for
elusive puppy love. Are you a 5MBL who enj oyslf;J..1t{
chasing cars, terrorizing cats, or gnawing a soft

II :t)lJ

I' 1rmI'J

slipper? If so, please write me at Box 600, right
away! Otherwise, I'll continue reading Casco Bay
Weekly's personals (as long as my owner keeps _
putting them under me.)
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
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Casco B"Y Weekly
MUMUm of Art, Olin Art. C.nt.r,Bates Art, History enc:f Scl.nce on DI.play
College, Lewislon. "Elizabeth Murray:
The Yorklnstitule Museum'scollections
Prints: a comprehensive exhibition of
indude 18th-and 19th-century paintings.
prints by New York artist Elizabeth
furniture , period rooms, stuffed birds.
Murray. known for her colorful shaped
rocks, minerals and fossils. 371 Main St,
canvases depicting abstract and symSaco. Hours: Tue and Wed, 1-4 pm;Thu
bolic imagery. Showing through March
1-8 pm. 283-3861.
8. Regular museum hours are 10 am-5 Bicycle Cere lind M.lnt.n.nce USM
pm. Tuesday through Saturday, and 1-5
Lifeline is offering a three-week intropm Sunday. Free admission . 786-6158.
ductory course that will leach how to
• Omlinwd from p<lge 20
choose, maintain and care fora derailleur
bike. Learn about your bike from the
inside out and avoid costly shop visits.
Course runs for three Tuesdays, March
5, 12 and 19, from 7-10 pm in the USM/
Bill of Right. exhibit Need. Art Union
PorUand campus center. Fee is $50.
of Maine Visual Artists is planning an art
Registration deadline is Feb 26. Call
exhibit around the theme of the Bill of
780-4170 for more information or regisTh. Renal..llnce G.II.ry, 576 ConRights, whose 200th anniversary is this
tration.
gress St , Portland. Group show with
year. Artists interested in participating Th. C_co Bay are. . . Monthly meetJohanna Moore, Bonny Nason, Adam
should contact Deane Woodward as
ings are held every third Sunday of the
Clarl\, Eilene Elowitch, Laurie Austill,
soon as possible at 9 Noble St.
month, at 6:30 pm, on the seCond floor of
Sara Cox, Jennifer Wagnis. Josh
Brunswick, Me 0401 1, tel. 729-6449.
the Peoples Building, 155 Brackett St.
Outerbridge, Elizabeth Jabar, Samm Craft Demo. . tratlon. Old Port Artisans
PorUand. The public is invited to attend.
Hawley, Marc Pellegier , M ichael
wil be offering free craft demonstrations
For more information. call 774-4599.
Hofheimer, Jamie Salomon. Chris
through the end of March. They are held Th. C.fe R.vI.w Poets and publishers
Heilman , Beth Zebol and Michael
on Saturdays at 1 pm. and in the neXl
Carolyn Page and Roy Zarucchi will
Wolstatt and Margo Kellar. Gallery hours:
couple of weeks feature Basic Jewelry
perform their worl\ on Feb 26, at 8 pm, at
Tues-Sat,ll :3Oam-5:3O pm. 773-1964.
Techniques: history, information and
the Cafe No, 20 Danforth St. PorHand.
Th. Spirited Gounn.t, 142 St. John St.
current uses of precious and semi-preCarolyn and Roy are the proprietors of
Porlland. Mixed media showing by
cious slones with Cheryle Cafiero of
Nightshade Press In Troy, Me. Admission
Earth's Treasures, March 2 ; Porcelain
Joanne Agrillo, Anne Bernard, Paul
is $2. For more Information, call Paul
HoMingsworth, Randall Harris and Arlene
Jewelry with Pat Eigee. March 9. Old
Lichter at 772-8114.
Morris. Through February. Hours: MonPortArtisansarelocatedat 18 Exchange
Cre.tlng Nonviolent SocI.1 Chllflg. is
Fri, 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-5 pm. 773St. PorUand. For more information. call
the subject of two evening sessions of2919.
871-1090.
fered by the USM Department of ComTh. st.ln G.II.ry, 20 Milk St, PorUand. N.n Goldin L.ctures .t Portl.nd
munity Programs. On Feb 25, the topic
Bruce Pizzichillo: colorful SCUlptures
School of Art Goldin is the author of
will be Building Organizations and Allicombining blown glass shapes. cast and
The Ballad of Sexual Dependency, Feb
ances, the nuts and bolts of grass roots
slumped glass pieces. Featuring a vari21, at7 pm. Free. The Baxter Building.
organizing. The March 4 session will be
619 Congress St, PorUand.
ety of techniques and materials, includNonvioientAction : An Alternalive to Fight
ing glass. brass, aluminum and telephone 1l1li1 Annual Jurled exhibition w~1 be
or Flight. The sessions are held on the
wire. Through Feb 28 . Gallery Hours:
juried in April and calls for actual work
USM Portland campus from 7-9 pm. The
Mon-8at, 11 am-6 pm; Sun 12-5 pm.
entries on AprilS and 6, or slide entries
fee Is $15 for one session or $25 for both.
772-9072.
from now up until April 5. Up to two worl\s
Call 874-6500 for more information.
may be entered per artist. There is no EI.mentary Educator.' Conf.rence
entry fee. Any Maine artist wishing to
Focus is a futuristic conference for
enler may request a form by telephoning
educators of grades 4-6. to be held at the
Rockport's Maine Coast Artists . the
Stephen Manchester/Arlington School ,
sponsoring gallery. at 236-2875.
Winc:llam. on March 15. Focus members
Bowdoin ColI.g. Mu . .um of Art, M.II Art Show .t Ohio University (but
believe in the education of the whole
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. "The Handyou can mail in your works). No jury. no
child and the conference's keynote
Held Camera' (through March 3) and
retums. Documentation to all. Dead~ne
speakers, Dr. Marge Bumpus and Murray
"Recent Acquisitions in Photography:
is April 1. Send your nutty stuflto Patty
Banks. will address this subject. A vari1987-1991' (through March 30) feature
Mitchell, 355 W. State St, Athens, Ohio
etyofworkshopswillalso be held the day
90 photographs from the Museum's
45701 .
olthe conference. For more information,
permanent holdings. Exhibitions include M.lne "'rcent for Art Competition.
contact Joyce Parl\er. c/o Manchester
works by Man Ray, Berenice Abbott and
Artists interested in receiving a proSchool, 709 Roosevelt Trail, Windham,
painter John LaFarge. Also, 2Oth-alntury
spectus for projects should send a SASE
ME 04062, or call 892-1830.
arl from the collections through Mar 31 .
to the following schools: Percent for Art Ethlca for the Appr.l .... A two-day
The museum is open to the public free of
Competition. c/o Jim Bums, Principal.
seminar on licensing requirements will
charge. Museum hours: Tuesday-SatManchester Elementary School. Route
be held on March 7 & 8, from 8 am-4 :30
urday. 10 am-5 pm; Sunday. 2-5 pm. For
17, P.O. Box 217, Manchester. Me
pm, at Michel's. 202 Larrabee Rd. in
further information, call 725-3275.
04357; Topsham Elementary School
Westbrook. Sponsored by the Center for
The Chocolat. Church Art Gall.ry,
Percent for Art Competition, MSAD 1/75,
Real Estate Education at USM . The cost
804 Washington St, Bath . "Flights of
122 Main St. P.O. Box 475. Topsham,
is$ 15O. For further information , call 874 Fantasy: a juried show of sculpture
Me 04086 ; Turner Primary School Per6520.
(driftwood and stone) , oils. watercolors,
cent for Art Competition. MSAD 1/52, Ex.mlnlng Bush'. "New World Order"
masks and collage will be exhibited
R.R. 1 Box 1220, Turner. Me 04282. All
from the Midde East to EI Salvador, a
through March 2. Open to the public.
preliminary proposals due March 8.
talk given by Gladys Sibrian. represenGallery hours: 10 am-4 pm, Tues-Fri; J>ya.nkyCI _ _ - Ukranian Easter Eggs
tative of SNLN, opposition EI Salvador.
noon-4 pm, Sat. 442-8455.
will be taught by Amy Visenti n of Visentin
Feb 28, at 7 pm, at USMlPortland's
OW-r Ubrery, York Institute Museum, 371
Designson Feb 24, March3and 10 from
campus center. Free. For more inforMain St, Saco. Atraveling exhibit entitled
2-5 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
mation, call Pausica at 773-7873.
' Roule 1, 1990 - Kittery to Bru nswick - a
Church . 133 Pleasant S1. Por~and . Cost Focus on Wom.n's Health Issue. will
Senior Perspective: will show through
is $20 for all three sessions, includes all
be the Iopicforthe next N.O.W. of Greater
Feb 2B. The show is organized by the
supplies. Class size is limited. preregiSPorUand meeting. on Feb 26 at 7 :30 pm,
Danforth Gallery (34 Danforth St. Porttration required. For more information,
at the Portland Y.W .CA, 87 Spring St,
land), and consists of paintings and
call 882-4048.
Portland . For more information , call
photographs submitled by professional VI.u'" AId, an art auction for AIDS eduKathryn at 879-0877.
and amateur arlists 60 years of age or
cation and direct support services, will Free Money Managem.nt &emln.rfor
over. Library hours: Mon, 1-5 pm; Tue &
be held March 1, from 7:30-9:30 pm, in
Wom.n A.G. Edwards & Sons is sponThu, 10 am-8 pm; Wed & Frl, 10 am-5
Cumberland Hall of the Sonesta Hotel,
soring this two-part seminar to help
pm; Sat. 9 am-12 noon. 282-3031 or
157 High St, PorUand. Preview at noon.
women overoome the obstacles of in283-3861 .
All proceeds to benefit the AIDS Project.
nation,
taxation and procrastination.
EI.m.nt. G.II.ry, 56 Maine St ,
Auctioneer will be Rob Elowitch . For
Featured speaker is Kerry Courtice. who
Brunswick. "Masks: The Hidden Se~: a
further information, call 774-6877 .
has over seven years experience planmixed media group show of contemponing investment strategies for dients
rary masks and sculpture by Maine artthroughout Maine and New England.
ists. showing through March 2. Gallery
Parts I & II of the seminar will be held on
hours: Tue-8at, 10am-5pm. 729-1108.
March 7 and March 14, from 5 :30-7 :30
L.nc •• t.r Loung., Moulton Union,
pm, at the A.G . Edwards ollices at 185
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Art and
Middle St, Portland. Audience size will
needleworl\ designs by Irv Brobeck of
be limited. _For more information or to
Wiscasset. Showing through February.
register, cal 774-5626.
Hours: 8:30 am-5 pm daily. 725-3253.
H.lp With Your T .... Andover College
M.ln. Audobon Socl.ty, Gilsland Farm,
students and graduates who have taken
118 Route 1. Falmouth. Handweavings
the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
bySharonGraffandAbenakiSweetgrass
program offered by the college will oller
Baskets by Rhonda Anderson. Graffs
their services 10 taxpayers Fridays from
worl\ includes a variety of woven pieces
8:30 am-12:3O pm. through April 15.
A.'
.A..'
•
Those
Inlerested
in
instruction
from
depicting Maine's natural shapes and
This service is performed on a walk-in
the A '.A.'. , The Order of the Silver Star.
colors. Anderson's baskets are woven
basis at Andover Coilege, located at 901
as laid down by Aieister Crowley and Mr.
over original molds ~g brown ash or
Washinglon Ave, Portland. Taxpayers
Karl Germer and who feel it is their Will to
cane. and are decorated with deer antwishing to take advantage of this free
become Probationers should write to
lers coIlec1edaf1er they are shed in winter.
service are advised to bring their tax
P.O.
Box
15086,
Portland
04101
.
The
Through Feb 28. The exhibit may be
forms .
A '.A'.Is a continuation of the Rosicrucian
viewed from 9 am-5 pm, Mon-Sat, and
C.G. Jung C.nt... for studl.s In An.lineage
through
the
Golden
Dawn
and
from noon-5 pm on Sundays and holi1yt1c.1 PaJIChoiogy is offering a memteaches a mixture of Qabalism, Tarot,
days. For more information, call 781 bership lecture series, Destiny as Myth
Astrology, Yoga and many other eso2330.
in Astrology, with Wendy Ashley. Slideteric practices.
lecture presentation to explore personal
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash
mythologies in individual horoscope.
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
March 3. at 3 pm. Members free. Also:
uniled in anger and committed 10 nonArchetype and Individuation in Writers,
violent, direct action to end the AIDS
archetypal pattems and paths of indicrisis. ACT UP meets every Monday
viduation in the literature of Bronte,
from 7-9 pm at the People's Building,
Wharlon, Chopin, cather, Jewett and
155 BrackettS1. Portland. New members
Woolf. Seven Thursdays, starting March
are always welcome. For more infor7, from 7-9 pm. Cost is $95. Held in the
mation , write to ACT UPlMaine. P.O.
Faculty Room. Massachusetts Hall,
Box 5267. PorUand04101 , tel. 774-7224
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Moullon
or 774-5062.
Union, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For
Alnn..ty Int.matlon'" II you need a
Information , call 729-0300.
more
1991 membership fonn or know of anyone inlerested in Amnesty Inlemational.
PorUand chapter. contact membership
coordinator Bill Stanlon at 775-0020.
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We're
Free
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay
Weekly's PERSONAL CALL~. On FAX FREE
THURSDAY you can fax your ad of 30 words or
less to 775-1615 between gam and 4pm and get
your PERSONAL CALL* ad absolutely FREE!
(Thursdays only)
For more information
about Casco Bay
Weekly personal ads,
PERSONAL CALL* and
FAX FREE THURSDAY
call us.
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I775-6601
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SENSE

Maine Coalition to stop U.s. War In T.klng Action: The Statue of Gra..Roots Org.nlzlng In the 'IIDa Marcy
theMldcl1e Eeat In the event that ground
Meyer of AC.O.R.N. (Association of
war breaks out in the Persian Gul!, the
Community Organizations for Reform
coalition plans 10 hold large-scale vigils
Now) will speak on Feb 26, at 8 pm, in
from 7:30-9 am and 5-6 :30 pm at the
Daggett Lounge. Wentworth Hall,
parl\ located at the corner of Congress
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
and High streets In downtown Portland.
open to the public. For further InformaThese vigils will occur the day ground
tion, call 725-3000.
war begins or (if k begins at night) the
following day. All concerned c~izens are ToahlyuklShI.".... LuncheorH-ectUN
enoouraged to attend. For more inforThe PSO's Ovation will sponsor a lunmation, contact the office of the coalition
cheon-lecture w"h Shimada discussing
at 772-0680.
and playing excerpts from Mahler's Fifth
Symphony. Feb 25, from noon-l pm. at
Mark Twain, Thom. . Hert Benton,
Raphael's, 36 Marl\et St, PorUand. Open
.nd .lackaon Pollock is one in a series
to all music lovers, the luncheon costs
of American art and literature lectures at
$12, $10 for Ovation members. ReserBowdoin Feb 27, at 4 pm, in the Beam
vation deadline is Feb 22. Call the PSO
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
at 773-8191 .
College. Brunswick. Free and open to
the public. For further information , call Tran.por1etlon In M.ln. " Optlo .. for
• World at RI.k will be discussed at a
725-3000.
Portland League of Women Voters pubMemorl. . Into M.molrs This one-<la.y
licmeeting , Feb 27. Dinnerwillbeserved
workshop sponsored by Maine Writers &
at 5:30 pm and costs $15. The panel
Publishers Alliance will help participants
discussion begins at 6 :30 pm and is free ,
record their memories in a lasting work.
but reservations are needed to provide
Instruclor Denis Ledoux is the author of
adequate seating. Reservations fordiner
Mountain Dance and What Became of
and forum should be made by Feb 22.
Them, two short story collections which
Held at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88
make use of family stories. Participants
Spring St. Checks should be made ou110
should bring a written memory (three
League of Women Voters. For informapages, double-spaced) for sharing and
tion and reservations, call Emily Farley
writing. Feb 23, from 10 am-3:3O pm at
(112 Parsons Rd, Portland 04103). at
the Maine Writers Cenler, 19 Mason St.
774-3289.
Brunswick 04011. Cost is $35 for members and $40 for others. For more information, call 729-6333.
The New Europ.: What Rol. for the
U.s.?The World Affairs Council of Maine
wil host this lecture by Paul Hare, Con sul for Investment of the British Consulate General in NY. The program is the
first of the six-part Great Decisions series which will run through April 1 and
explore important intemational issues
facing the world today. Feb 25, from
7 :30-9 :30 pm in the Parish Hall of St.
Luke's Cathedral, 143StateSt, Portland.
Admission is $5 for the general public
and free to WAC members and USM
faculty and students. For more Information. call 780-4551 .
Orgenlzllll for • Cheng.: Solution.
Through Ch.rIty Invert (Institute for
Nonviolence Education, Research and
Training), is holding a conference on
organizing for social change from the
fundamental tools 10 the ideological
"isms' that keep us aparl and apathetic.
Workshops will include Organizing lor
Social Change In Maine. Expanding Your
Circle of Innuence, Demystifying the
Legislative Process, Change - Revolution or Reform. and others. March 2.
from 6:30 am-5 pm. at Winthrop Street Advocate for Vletl .... of Se.ual g.
Universalist Church. 69 Winthrop St.
..ult Six-week training provided by the
Rape Crisis Center. Volunteers needed
Augusta. Cost of attending the conlerence is $10 for those with incomes less
for24-hourhoUineandspeakers bureau.
than $10,000 ; $20 for incomes over
Call 774-3613 for application and inter$10,000, and $30 for incomes over
view appointment.
$20,000. Reductions in cost available Alt.rnatlv. Mediums 1111U needs volwith early pre-registration. AI participants
un18ers: artists to exhibit work; performrequesting child care or Interpretation
ers; writers; administrative persons and
must preregister and prepay. For more
enthusiastic people to do gallery and
stage prep, sell program advertisements,
information . call 827-3107.
OV.rcomlng Gend.r-Role st.reotyppublic relations, and more. Alternative
Inll In the Workpl.ce A panel discusMediums is a non-profit organization
sion for women and men, Feb 28, 7-8:30
dedicated to providing and promoting
pm. with reception immediately followservices 10 people with AIDS and AIDSing. Beam Classroom, Visual Arts Cenrelated illnesses, advocacy regarding
ter, Bowdoin Colege, Brunswick. Free
AIDS-related issues, and AIDS-related
and open to the public. For further inforhealth education and Information to citimation , call 725-3000.
zens of Maine. The Intent of the organiRalnfo..... AlII.nc. Leclure by Daniel R.
zatlons is not only to eam money for
Katz, cofounder of Rainforest Alliance, a
AIDS, but equally to provide artists with
membership organization whose goal is
a space, opportunity and reason to exto alert people to the urgency of saving
hibit and/or perform thei' work. VoIunthe world's tropical forests. Feb 26, at
teers are needed for an evening of al7 :30 pm, in Kresge Auditorium, Visual
temative performance and exhibition of
Arts Center, Bowdoin College .
visual art being developed and planned
Brunswick. Free and open to the public.
for March 28. 1991 . Starting Jan 9,
For more information, call 725-3000.
meetings will be he ld every Wednesday
Reducing Energy Dem.nds, a discuseve at 8 pm at Zootz, 27 Forest Ave,
sion meeting, will be held byMaineGroup
PorUand. For more information. call 775Sierra Club as part of its winter series.
1514.
C.M.P. and the Maine P.U.C. will dis- Cookl. . for U_S. Am.rlc.n troops In
cuss conservation and energy manageS.udl Ar.bl. are sick of MREs (Meals
ment programs. David Moskovitz, naReady to Eat) . Cookies for U.S. is trying
tional energy consultant, will speak on
to keep up troop morale by sending
making conservation profitable. For incookies. Cool<iesforU .S. says. "Let's all
formation . call 865-3648.
hope and pray they come home quickly
SCORE (Service Corps of Retired Execuand safely, but until then, we're baking
tives) will hold a workshop Feb 28. from
cookies: Any donations Ioward shipping or ingredents greatly appreciated.
1-4 pm, entiUed How to ReallyStarlYour
Own Business. Score is a national nonPlease send to Cookies for U.S ..v c/o
profit organization providing business
American Legion Hall. Post 57. 141mpecounseling and guidance to smaU busirial St, Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064.
ness owners, prof. and non-profit orga- Give Blood The PorUand Red Cross is
nizations, and future owners - at no cost
looking for blood donors. 524 Forest
It is the counseling arm of the SBA _ Ave. For more information, call 775(Small Business AssocIation). Score
2367.
basically works with two groups: people Th. Gre.t... Portl.nd Inform.tlon
who want a business of their own. and
C.nt... Nead. Volunt_rs. The center has very nexible hours and most
people who are in business but have
problems. Score holds 1-112 hour apshifts are available. Have fun while
pointmentsdaily, Mon-Frl, and Islocaled
helping others. Volunteers should call
at 86 Pearl St, Room 210, Portland. For
Elizabeth althe Convention and Visitors
more information, call 772-1147.
Bureau, 772-4994.
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H.lp Peopl. WIth AIDS All donations of
items big or
will be appreciated for
men , women and children who are living
with AIDS In Greater Portland. All gifts
can be received at 377 Cumberland Ave,
PorUand. 04102. For more information,
call David at People with AIDS Coalition
of Maine , 773-8500.
High School Mentor The South Portland
School department is in need of a mentor. This person would teach a hearing
student to sign so that the student could
teach her peers 10 communicate w«h a
hearing Impaired student within her
school. The volunteer must know sign
language and be willing to worl\ with a
gifted student who wishes to learn the
basics. One volunteer wortdng one hour
a week between the hours of 9 am-3 pm
is needed. For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015.
Maine's Pa ..... Nead Volunt .... The
Student Conservation Association. a
New Hampshire-based national organization, is offering 12-week,expense paid
volunteer positions at Acadia National
Park. Baxter State Parl\ and the Maine
Appalachian Trail Club. Duties include
presenting educational programs for
visitors ortrail construction, maintenance
and patrol. The minimum age is 18, and
applications are due March 1. The SCA
also has 800 similar positions available
throughout the United States. Request a
Resource Assistant Program listing of
positions and an application from SCA,
P.O. Box 550, Charsetown. NH 03603.
tel. (603) 826-4301. SCA also offers
opportunities throughout the country for
16 10 ls-year-old high school students
through its High School Program. I! interested, write to the above address.
Project. for Community Agencies The
Center for Voluntary Action has a list of
community projects available to businesses, civic groups, churches and high
schools. To receive the booklet, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at874-1015.
Ral.. Money for Big Broth.ralBlg
Slat..., which is holding its annual BowIfor-Kids'-Sake Challenge on March 10.
The goal of the event Is to raise $20,000
to tund the program that provides mentorsfor young ch Udren who lack adequate
adult supervision in their tives. BBIBS
encourages everyone to challenge coworl\ers, neighbors and friends to come
out and bowl for a good cause. Each
team of four is encouraged to get $400 in
pledges. For team sign-up and pledge
sheets, call Sue Briggs at 874-1016 or
674-1018.
The Aetlred Senior Volunt . .r Pr0gram places people 60 and older in
fulfilling jobs helping others. Only two to
four hours of your help will make a difference. For more information, call
Priscilla Greene at n5-6503.
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LA ARTS 90·91 PERFORMANCES

HELP

A.A. T .8. Anonymoua is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to form a support g roup that meets every Mon at7 pm
at St. Luke's Cathedral, State S1. Portland.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Support
Group meets the first and third Sun of
every month from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
Hospital basement auditorium. 144 State
St. Portland. For more information , call
775-2219 or 625-8412.
Displaced Homemakers' Program Any
older woman who needs to improve her
communication skills. become more
assertive and generally build her selfesteem can attend six workshops being
offered by the Portland offlO8 of Maine's
Displaced Homemakers' Program.
Starling March 4 , the series will be held
from 9 am-noon on Mondays and
Wednesday for three consecutive weeks.
All materials are free . Age is the only
qualifICation. Early registration is urged
as space Is very limited. For more information in the PorUand area, call 7733537. Outside thlsareabutin Maine. call
1-800-442-2092, ext 333, and identify
your interest in the Portland older
women 's program.
F....... lnc_tSUrvivar Support Group
The Rape Crisis Center will be offering a
10-week support group for adult femate
incest survivors. Low-income women are
especialyencouraged to participale. The
free, co-facilitaled, psycho-educational
support group will provide information
and offer opportunity for mutual support
It will be held one evening a week for 1 1/
2 hours. Free child care and assistance
with transportation are available. For
more information , call 774-3613 (collect
calls aocepted).
Grieving Support Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
loved one. Meets in Portland Tuesday
eves from 7-8 :30 pm. Donations. can
Kristine Watson. M.A.• at 775-Q366.
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CENTER FOR INNER HEALING
Paul Marks lic,Ac, & Lisa Love RN, BSN
are pleased to announce the opening of
their new

Entertainment

HEALTH CARE PRACTICE
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1991
offering affordable health care which aclivates the healer within
• acupunclure • yoga • energy medicine.

You are invited to attend our
!
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OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1-5 PM
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LA ARTS 90 ..'1 PERFORMANCES

HELP
Heenh lnaur....ce Aulst_ Clinic.
Project Maine Neighbor, a federally
funded partnership between Maine's
Bureau of Elder and Aduh Servioes, the
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
and other community groups, is opaning
the flt'st two in a series of health insurance assistance c~nics for older pecple.
Trained volunt99rs will be available to
answer questions about Medicare,
Medicaid and Medicare supplemental
health insurance and to assist people
with claim forms. Clinics will be held on
the first and third Thursdays of the month
at Mercy Hospital, 144State St, Portland.
To make an appointment for one of the
dinics, call 1-800-427-7 411 or 775-6503.
Help Peopl. In Crl.l. F991 good about
yourself and learn new skills. Make a
difference. Volunteer for Dial INFO and
help people who are in crisis, All work
can be done from your horne viii telephone. Complete training and resources
provided. Next session begins March 2.
Call Ingraham Volunteers at 874-1055
for more information,
H,O,P,E, self-help support groups with
facilitators meet weekly to help heal the
emotional pain associated with chronic
or serious diseases, injury, life, death
and childhood issues, Group meets at
Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, Portland,
from 5:3G-7:3O pm: and at the Unity
Church 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on
Thu~ys from 10 am-12 pm, There is
also a support group for the family and
friends of the ill which m99ts every other
Thursday from 7-9 pm, For more information, call1-8oo-339-HOPE.
Individual. WIth Dlubllnl . . Meeting
on social security WOOl incentive programs, such as PASS and IRWE,
sponsored by Alpha One, Center for
Independent Living, Watch video presentation by attomey on living wills and
power of al1Omey, The third Monday of
each month, from 7-9 pm, Community
Room, 51 Landry Village, WestbrookSt,
5, Pordand. For more information, call
Cress at 767-2189.
Ingrahem Volunt..... Help available by
phone 24 hours a day, cal 77 4-HELP,
Injured Workera MHting for workers
having diffICulty with workers' comp,
system, 7:30 pm every Wed al Goodall
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
comer of Lebanon and Malne streets,
Sanford.
Maine'. Firat Breln Tumor Support
Group w~1 m99tevery Thursday evening
at 7 pm at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-Portland),
13 Charles St This new group has been

Senior Out...ach Servlc. . In response
to the needs of older pecpte, Southern
Maine Araa Agency on Aging is providing Senior Outreach Services to the following locations: Warren Congregational
Church, 810 Main St, Westbrook, first
Monday of each month, for residents of
Westbrook and Gorham, from 9 am-12
noon: Ross Center, 38 Washington S~
Biddeford, fIrSt Tuesday of each month,
for residents of Biddeford, Saco & OOB,
from 9 am-12 noon. An Elder Advocate
wil be available to assist residents with
their aging-related issues and concerns,
such as Medicare, insurance, housing,
social security, etc, This service is provided fr99 of charge, 775-6503 or 1-800427-7411.
Th. Path of Recovery Portland Sufi Order offers a series of small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. M99tings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome anyone with a desire to recover from addictionsorcodependency. M99tingsare
Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 pm at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donationsareweicome. For more information,
call Jan at 878-2263, Robin at 767-2315
or Ell at 774-1203,
Th. Singi. Per.nt.' Hom. Schooling
Support Group m99ts once a month.
Any single parent interested in home
education is welcome to anend. For more
information, call 772-7269.
Southern Maine Single. Socials Group
M99ts on weekends at various locations
• from Portland to Biddeford, Meet new
friends ages 35 and over, No fees. Please
call 934-1692, 284-9327 or 77&-1553.
Speclellnt_tAAMeetlng for peopl.
living wnh AIDS m99ts weekly on
Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
377 Cumber1and Ave, Portland. M99ting
designed to provide a safe spac:e. in
which to discuss HIV issues, while liVIng
positively sober, This m99ting is open
only to those who have tested HIVI
Positive or have b99n diagnosed with
AIDS, For more Information, call 8719211.
WINGS, a non-profit organization ded~
cated to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place, providing day care for children from infancy to eight years in South
Pordand, Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more Information,
call 767-2010, Also, W99k1y support
group helps set goals that lead to selfsufficiency and to facilitate discussion of
problems single parents encounter.
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, 5,
Portland and Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11
Day St, Westbrook,
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special needs of adults with brain tumors
and their families, Interested participants should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary interview, People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000,
ext. 542.
MB-R.teWd VIsual Probl.m. by Dr.
Robert 0, Wesoon will be the second in
a series of fr99, monthly Informational
talks sponsored by the Maine chapter of
the Nat'l MS Society, for persons who Adult H.anh SC ....nlng. Community
Health Services will sponsor screenings
are minimally affected or newly diagfor diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer,
nosed with MS. The talk will be held Feb
blood pressure andcholesterollevet,
high
26, at 7 pm, in the Dana Bldg, Maine
Two or more tests per person are avai~
Medical Center, Portland, For more inable, time permitting, Donation. The
formation, call 761-5815 or Hloo-5815.
screenings
will be held at the following
O.C.D. Support Group m99ts weekly on
times and places: Feb 25, 1-3 pm,
Fridays at 6:30 pm, Williston West
Scarborough Town Hall: Feb 27, 9:30Church, 32 Thomas 51, Portland. Free,
11 :30 am, Gorham St. Anne's Church.
outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
For more information, call 77&-7231 ,ext
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
551, or 1-800-643-4331.
Youth, offers support and information for
young people 22 and under, in a safe Buddhl.t·Orl.nted Meditation Group
now m99ting every Sunday, from lG-11
environment, every Friday from 7:30am, at 1040 Broadway,S, Portland. SmaJ
9:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
donation. Formoreinformation , cal774comer of Preble and Cumberland av2174,
enues. For information, write or call:
Chines.
GoJu is a form of the martial arts
Outright, P.O, Box 5028, Station A,
seeking peace, love, harmony, truth and
Portland 04101, tel, 774-HELP.
knowledge through a blending of body,
mind and spirit. This style combines the
beauty and grace of Chinese fonns with
the power and hardness of other Asian
forms in a spiritual practice. Ctasses for
all ages and levels taught in a beautiful
dojo in Topsham. To become a peaceful
warrior, call 729-7399.
Chronic Peln Reduction By using only
gentle talk, the Chronic Pain Clinic has
been able to reduce or relieve the pain of
bursitis, cancer, colitis, pinched nerves,
rrigraines and back pain . The clinic will
give you or your physician all the information in one phone call: 934-9411 ,

NESS

Compulsive Eating Group Diets don't
WOOl for many women because food is a
powerful substance often used 10 satisfy
important emotional needs and make
women feel geed. The focus 01 tlese
small, w99k1y therapy groups is 10 examine the emotional/psychological
components to weight loss, The groups
wi' be facilitated by Maryanne Vitalius,
M.S. Ed" M,S.w" who specializes in
women's issues, eating disorders, autonomy and relationships. Groups are
now forming and will be held at 78 Main
St, Yarmouth, $25/session. For more
inlormation, call 846-6624.
Fr.. Dining out Guld. by the American
Heart Association for people with special dietary concems: a guide to hearthealthy eating when dining _away from
home, the bockIet offers information on
41 Greater Portland restaurants and
covers such information as availability of
dishes prepared without salt, as well as
whether or not vegetables can be prepared without buner. For a copy, call 1800-244-4202 or write: American Heart
Association, Maine Affitiate, 20 Winter
St, p,O, Box 346, Augusta 04332'{)346.
Gym Actlvltl . . Program USM lifeline is
offering memberships to the general
public. Weight training, squash, racquetbal, basketball and use of sauna
and locker rooms, For more information,
call USM Lifeline at 78G-4170.
H.ed, Neck end Shouldera Workshop
Offered USM Lifeline will offer a course
to teach beginning as well as experienced
participants to identify appropriate massage strokes for maximum relaxation
and/or stimulation, and to perform massage strokes correctly, Feb 28, Irom
6:30-9 pm in the USM/Pordand campus
center, F99 is $16. Pre-registration requ ired. call 780-4170 for more information,
Health Insuranc. Problem.? Health
Claim Assistance is a new Portland
business that assists and educates
people about the processing of their
health insurance claims, Health Claim
Assistance is located at 607 Brighton
Ave, Portland. For more information, call
Lindy Bolio at 77 4-55n.
A Heelthy Day for Men A day-long conference for men, sponsored by USM and
Mercy Hospital, that will include workshops on the following: Forgiving. the
Sins of Our Fathers, Men and RelatIOnship, Transcending Your Biology, Seasoning of Man's Life, The Right to Feel
Bad, The Warrior and the Shaman,
Celebrating Friendship, Men and Intimacy and many more, March 16, from
8:30 am-3:45 pm, at USM's Portland
campus, Fee of $55 indudes lunch. Early
registration is encouraged, Make checks
payable to USM and mail to Community
Programs, USM, 68 High St, Portland
04101 . For telephone registrations or
information, call 874-6500,
Iyenger Yoga CI_ Wife/husband leam
Elalne and Francis McGillicuddy of Portland Yoga Studio are offering ongoing
Hatha Yoga for People with AIDS, to be
held at Woodford's Congregational
Church, on Wednesdays from 12:351 :45 pm, through March 20. Cost for
those who can afford it is $1, For more
information on eHher of the above, call
797-5684.
Krtpelu Yogelnner1ight's winter offerings
include regular sessions of Kripalu yoga
classes through March 30, as well as
Kripalu yoga Saturday intensives and
Individual yoga therapy sessions.
Inner1ight is a celebration of empowerment and integration of body, mind and
spirit. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 lor
further information.
Nourl.hlng Oura.lve. offers series of
six bi-W99k1y sessions addressing body
image, weight and nutrition, Led by Marji
Greenhut, art therapist, and by Elizabeth
Pallen, a lioensed dietitian, at Freeport
Medical Center, 149 Main St, Fr99port.
For dates and times, call 833-6391 or
86&-1988,
Sehala Yoga Medilation Weektym99tings
every Tuesday at 7 pm in the Faculty
Lounge, Student Center, USM, Bedford
St, Portland. Introduction first and third
Tuesday of each month, Always fr99 of
charge , For more information, call 7674819,
Shletau for Aches end Peln. Workshop
offered Feb 23, from 10 am-noon, by
Ann FosterTabbull, Shiatsu Practitioner
AOBTA, Cost is $20. Upcoming: Shiatsu
for Sinus Conditions & Headaches,
March 2, 10 am-noon, also $20. 0Ide
StroudwaterGrange, 1711 CcngressSt,
Portland. Spaoo is Wmited: register ahead.
For further information, call 799-9258.
Str.tch end R.lex Ongoing Yoga
Classes 8-W99k winter session through
Feb 27, with classes held on Wednesdays from 9-10:30 am. The lee for a
single class is $10. 119 Main St, Kennebunk, For more information, call
Jeanette Schmid Lahan at 499-7515.
rei Chi Chuan is an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts system based on meditation
in movement. Excellent for health, relaxation, stress reduction and self-defense.
Classes for beginners through advanced
levels, including ongoing push-hands
class, For information and sign-up, call
GeM Golden at 772-9039,

Women ....d H.art 01• • • • USM Lifeline Is sponsoring a panel discussion
with a cardiologist, a nurse practitioner
and a dietHian. Cholesterol and blood
pressure screenings will be available
before the discussion for a small f99,
Feb 25, from 7-8:30 pm, in the Portland
campus center, Rooms A, B & C. Fr99.
All are welcome, For more information,
call 780-4170.
Yoga Weekend Workshop Patrician
Walden, a master teacher of yoga who
gives workshops throughout the country, wll be giving one for aN level of yoga
students. Sponsored by both the Yoga
Center and the Portland Yoga Studio.
March 1 ,2& 3, For more information, call
Jenniferat799-4449, Vickie at 77&-0975
or Elaine and Francis at 797-5684,

Chilton's Annual
February Sale
Every Piece of Unfinished Furniture

10%·500/0 OFF

Fiddler

the Roof

(concert version)

Sat" Mar, 2, 8 pm
Sun" Mar. 3, 3 pm
Portland City Hall
Auditorium

OUT
SIDE

PORTLAND
SYMPH()\JY
ORCHESTRA
TOSHIYUKI SHIMADA
I.1U"!( [)Iltl( llllo! A «(}-.DU(TOIo!

E SAVINGS ON
EVERY PIECE OF FURNITURE
~~:~~?::!
f!!~!~~~.
Freeport

+1

Scarooroul(h

open

883-3300
Thurs 'til Bpm

B65-4308
open

Fri 'tilBpm

Both Store" Open 7 Day"l
Delivery and Fint3hing Available

LL. Been is hosting a series of programs
on Ihe following topics and dates:
"Rooltops of the Americas: 'Fly Fishing
for Trout: Argentine Style," Feb 21: and
·Lumbering Tales and Indian Legends of
Katahdin, • Feb 22. These lectures wi II be
held at the L.L. Bean Casco Street Conferenca Center located on Casco Street,
112 mile south of the L.L. Bean store
(signs will be posted). All lectures will be
held from 7:3G-9 pm, For further information, call 86&-4761 ext. 7600, or 1800-341-4341, ext. 7800.
Main. Outdoor Adventur. Club
(MOAC) offers the following events:
Thursday night walks around Back Cove,
m99t at Payson Park at 6 pm, call 8294124: spontaneous day hikes during the
w99k, call Hal al 883-5984. People interested in ice dimbing this wintershould
call Carey at 772-9831.
Main. Women Outdoora For info on trips,
or if you'd like to be a trip leader or have
acamp to lend for a fal orwinterw99kend
trip, call Leann at 547-3919,
Natur. Cent.r: W.II. National Ea·
tuerlne Rea.erch Rea.rY. welcomes
visitors to its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from
10 am-3 pm: parking lot and trails open
Mon-Fri, 8 am-4 pm, through April 30,
Fr99. Tours may be arranged , Laudholm
Road, Wells, 646-1555. 646-452t.
Outdoor Hotlln. Call 774-1118 for a
listing of bicycling, hiking, cross country
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor activities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bicycle Club,
WInter Ecology Walks will be offered for
groups of all ages by Maine Audubon
Society through March 29, The walks
are conducted at the 6O-acre Gilsland
Farm sanctuary, 118 U.S, Route 1,
Falmoulh, School groups, scout troops,
neighborhood groups, senior citizens and
others are invited to make reservations
for the 1991 season, Each 1-112 hour
walk introduces participants to the many
ways plant and animals prepare for
winter. Participants look for animal signs,
tracks and homes, and leam about the
properties of snow and other forms of
natural inSUlation, The outdoor tour is
followed by i1door activities that reinforce
concepts presented during the walk. Fee
is $3 per person, with a minimum of $15
per group. Reservations must be made
in advance by calling Carol LeMere at
Maine Audubon Society, 781-2330 ,

FOR
KIDS
Audl.nc. Pertlclpetlon In School·
h _ . Playa will be the theme in February at the Schoolhouse Arts Center in
Sebago Lake, when two children'S productions, "The Emperor's New Clothes'
and "The Further Adventures of Maid
Marian' will be presented. Children of all
ages will enjoy the upbeat music, and
the opportunity to participate on stage
with a cast that ranges in age from 6-14,
The show opens Feb 22, and runs
through March 3, It runs Friday and
Saturday nights at 7 pm, and Sunday
afternoons at 2, Ticket prices are $4, The
Schoolhouse is located at the Juncture of
routes 117 and 135. For more information, call 642-3743.
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Cutaways

$39.00!
(were $96.00)

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

Scarves $3.00
(were $16.00)

Feb, 22 Horsefeathers
23 American Heart Assn, Affair of the
Heart Fund Raising Bail, Sonesta, P'tld

Hours:

Man - Friday
9-5pm

•

We'll be back every Wed at Raoul's in May.
Spring and Summer dates are going fast - book your
wedding and functions now.

04101 • 772-86{)7 •

CALL 883·2802

Martin's Point
HEALTH CARE
CENTER

OPEN HOUSE
A school for children belween the ages of Iwo and
a half and six, Bright Beginnings is founded .a.n. the
principles of freeaom, respect and responSibility,

Saturday, March 2nd
1:OOpm - 3:00pm
Cathedral School Building
(opposite LeVinsky's Plaza)

bright~~~g!,:,n~~gs

BRIGHTON AVENUE

Walk-In Medical Care
• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X-ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

• Outstanding ProfeSSional Stoff
• Centrally Located
• A gym for indoor ploy

871-1588

For more information call 772-2833

Monday-Saturday, 8 AM-8 PM; Sunday, 11 AM-S PM

RESTAURANT & TAVERN
STOP IN AND WARM UPl
Homemade Soups, Chowder, Desserts, Burgers,
Sandwiches and Much More!

Rstauranteurs and Hotel Clerks
have come to know..•
We take the hassle out of
moving guests to and fro.

Call Us!

I111III
On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

-

TOWN TAXI
773~1711

or

772~0l1

The fare-est way to h£lp your cw.tarnel

2S
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FOR

KIDS

Fr•• h P.'nt, an art pre -school in
Brunswick, has limited openings now,
on Mondays and Tuesdays from 8:45 11 :15 am. Extended day care is also
The Children's Museum celebrates its 14th anniversary on
offered on both days for children two to
six. The philosophy at Fresh Pai1tis that
March 1. Happy birthday, Children's Museum. This local treasure
children can remaln creative In a stimu for kids from one to 10 year of age is waiting to be explored over
lating and nurturing environment using
at 746 Stevens Ave., and it's a smart way to spend a few hours at
all their senses. Creative activities and
the tail end of this dreary. never-say-<lie winter. The museum is
physical outdoor play are stressed. Older
children who wish 10 participate in studio
open seven days a week, from 9 :30 a.m. to 4 :30 p .m.
art classes this spring can have their
Be sure to stop in soon so you can witness a brand new exhibit
parents call to put their names on the
entitled "Maine Down Under." This ambitious display focuses on
waiting lisl. For registration information,
geology throughout the state
call director Linda Rosen at 725-4983.
Friday Free Movf. . offered by S. Portof Maine. Kids get to walk
land Public Library from 3 :30-4 :30 pm.
through a cool cave, where
A" ages welcome. (No movies during
they'll gaze at mineral
school vacations or snow days.) 482
deposits, stalactites, stalagmites and even a stuffed bat. The
Broadway, S. Portland. 77S-1835.
fluorescent special effects alone are worth the trip.
H.art Deslg. . lit the Chlldren'a R.source Cent.r for kids ages 3-5, Feb
If you are new to the Children's Museum, the facility is
21, 26 , 27 & 28, at 10:30 am and again
subdivided into thematic rooms, to create different worlds for
at 1 pm. The center offers Art Fun sesyour kid s and to activate previously dormant parts of their
sions for 3-to 5-year-olds on Tuesdays,
imaginations. These rooms include the following:
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Sessions
focus on a creative activity and cost $1
Snug Harbor Here the kids can watch colorful fish in the 55perchild. Children must be accompanied
gallon aquarium, sit in a real lobster boat, go to the " beach" or
by an adult and reservations are necparticipate in a fish story.
essary. Activities for 6- to 12-year-olds
Toddler Room This indoor playground is for kids fivlC and
are also scheduled. Cost varies according 10 activity. Thompson's Point,
younger. It offers creative rides, slides, mirrors and slapstick fun.
Building III., 741 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Dino Den The age of the dinosaur i s back. Kid s get to follow
Register for a" activities by calling n3tracks, do cave drawings, find eggs and parti cipate in a lighted
3045 ; reservations are necessary.
diorama.
Horne Alone The City of Portland offers
Radio and TV Station Kite Your kiJ can go "on the air" like
this course designed to help children
who spend time alone make the right
Tom Brokaw or Barbara Walters. Each child gets to see the
decisions. Sponsored by the ROC: Cross.
performance i n living col or. You have to wait awhile for the
For elementary age children . Held on
ratings to come back, though.
Feb 23, from 11 am-noon, at Reiche
Orthopedic Office Save on your medical bills. Here you'll fi nd
Community Center, 166 Brackell SI,
Portland. Free, but preregistration is rehospital beds, X -ray machines, wheelchairs and extra bones (not
quired . For more information. call 874for the dog).
8873.
Science Lab This display changes approximately every six
Uf.lI". Youth Fitness Program USM
months.
Currently the museum is featuring the five senses and
Lifeline wi" be starting this program on
it's called "Coming to Your Senses." Cerebral, these people.
March 5. Session runs for 10 weeks and
meels Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7Country Store Learn how to shop for bargains, or to spend all
8 pm, and Saturdays from 11 am-12
y our money. Kids can use the working cash regist er and check
noon. Youth Fhness is a circuit weight
out emergency groceries before the next storm.
training and cardiovascular fitness proArt Gallery Thi s room is currently being updated to accommogram designed for boys and girls, athletes
date live performances in music, puppetry and animal shows.
and nonathletes. ages 13-17. A" classes
w~1 be held at the Portland campus gym
Movie videos are also shown here.
on Falmouth SI. For more information ,
Computer Room Kids use the computer with supervisi on, and
call 780-4170.
are challenged with games and exercises for their age levels.
Mond.,. Evening Bklilt Bhllw"" Peak
Workshops are offered at the museum on a regular basis for
Ski any three Monday nights, from S-1 0
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
nearly every topic imaginable, some for preschoolers, others
youth , adults and seniors, and options
during after-school hours. Learn about arts and crafts, science and
include renlals and 1-112 hour lessons.
the culture of other countries.
For more information, call PorUand RecIf I were a kid, I think I ' d spend all day at this place_Maybe I
reation at 874-a793 or 874-8300, ext.
8791 .
will anyway.
Th. Portl.nd Public Library'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the week
Mike Quinn
of Feb 21 is as follows: Feb 22. 10:30
am, Tales for Twos; Feb 23, 10:30 am, Sea Mammal Feeding. Join the animals Young Peopt.'. C.nt.r for the PerMovies (children of a" ages) ; Feb 25,
forming Art. A unique ballet-plus- lheat Maine Aquarium through the tall and
10:30am, Preschool Story Time (3-105atre experience tor children. Ballet for
winler for lheir daily feedings. Penguins'
year-olds); Feb 27, 9:30 am, Finger Fun
ages 7-16. pre-ballet for ages 4-6. Secfeeding lOam, seals ' feeding 11 am,
for Babies; Feb 27, 10 :30 am, Preschool
ond semester womshops: musical comseals' training 1:30 pm, penguins revisStory Time ; March 1. 10:30am, Tales for
edy, scenic design. lighting, costume
lied 2 pm, seals revisited 3 pm. The
Twos; March 2, 10:30 am, Family Story
design and jazz dance. For more inforsharks dine on a less regular basis so
Time (ages 3 and up). All programs are
mation or to register, call Barbara
plan to join them on Tue's. Thu 's and
free and open to the public. Five MonuGoeIman at 766-2857.
Sal's around 4 pm. Crooked Jaw the
ment Square, Portland. For more informoray eel and the Caiman alligator dine
mation, call 871-1700.
on an irregular, catch-as-can basis. Route
Riverton BnlllCh Ub ... ry offers the fo~
1, Saco. For more information , cal 284lowing programs for children : Wednes4512.
days - Tales for Twos, 10:30 am; V.c:.tfon W. .k prog ...m. lit Portland
Thursdays - Aflerschool Films, a' ages,
MUMUm of Art The museum wi" offer
3:30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies,
the following workshops for children of
9:30-9:45 am; Preschool Story Time (3a" ages the week of Feb 21 : Mobiles
toS-year-oIds), 10:30am. Library hours:
(explore balanced, moving shapes and
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
make a mobile). Feb 21; Hats (explore
12-a pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600
depictions of hats in the museum's artForest Ave. For further information, can
works and create your own) . Feb 22;
797-2915.
Making Badges (view collages and other
types of modern art in the galleries and
Rof .....lultfngLfteon. Portland Recremake your own modem badge), Feb 23;
ation will offer lessons 10 beginners. designed to instruct youngsters in the baGuilaris1llocal musician Staid Cleaves
sics of rollerskating, including forward
wi' perform the music of Woody Guthrie
skating, turning, slopping and thecorrecl
in conjunction with the exhibition of "Of
Time and Place : Walker Evans and Wilway to fall . Classes for advanced beliam Christenberry,· free with museum
ginners wi" cover backwards skating
admission, held in the Great Hall. A"
and advanced tumlng techniques. For
children ages 6-10. Classes wil lake
workshops will be held daily from 1-3 pm Adult Indoor Soc:eer Portland Recreation sponsors pickup games every Fri·
place from 9-10 am with a free skate
and are free with museum admission
day night. from 6-8 pm, with skills rang (aduns $3.50, childran ages 6-18 $1 ,
from 10:30 am-1 pm, on four consewing from intermediate to advanced. For
live Saturdays: March 2, 9, 16 & 23. Cost
children under six free). Art activities wi"
those 18 and older. Cost: $1 .50 for
is $24 for residents, $30 for non-resibe lead by area art instruclors and mudents. Call 874-8873 for registration
seum slall. For more information, call
residents, $3 for non-residents. Formore
information , call 874-8873.
forms.
n5-6148.

Children's Museum
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INTERNATIONAL POP OVERTHROW
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Now on sale at these locations:
Bad Habits, Portland
Play It Again, Yarmouth
Bull Moose Records, Brunswick
Digital Dungeon, Windham
Tangerines, So. Portland
PolyGram
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HEALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland
772~7779

For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are
offering our Massage Special for the Fall &
Winter season.
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MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772·7779

kids

SPORT

Auto Rally The Cumberland Molor Club
w~1 oontinue its rally season with a 75mile TSO (Time-Spaed-Oistance) auto
raly Feb 23. Slarts at the Gray Plaza,
routes 100 & 26, Gray. Registration and
raly school at2 pm, flfst-dass car starts
3 pm sharp. Fees per car including Q-iver
and navigator: CMC members $12, other
teams $17. Must be at leastt8 or have
parental permission . Op.lioense, vehicle
reg. and proof of insurance required. For
more information, call Patrick O'Regan
at~5036on weekends or Gary Webb
from 6-10 pm at 1-800-287-3550.
8ocfy8hop USM L~eWne is offering membership in the Bodys/lop, a supervised
weight-training program for all ages and
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
orientation and traini1g for participants
whether they simply want to tone up or
get in condition for a particular sport.
Bodyshop is an ongoing program;
memberships are offered for 3 months, 6
months or 1 year. Call 78()'4170 for
more information .
D., Trip. to Bhllwn_ P..k Portland
Recreation offers two programs this
March : Day Trip to Shawnee Peak, a day
of skiing for second graders-high school
seniors, with transportation provided by
Maine Line Tours. March 15 (a teacher
service day), 7 am-6 pm. Cost: $24.
Also, Wednesday Trips to Shawnee
Peak, an aftemoon of skiing for second
graders-high school seniors, with transportation provided by Maine Line Tours.
Feb 6 and March 6 (both half-days for
schools), from 12:30 pm-9 pm. Cost:
$19. Rentals $6 extra, snowboard rental
$8 for both programs. For more information or 10 reserve spaces, caU Portland Recreation at 874-8793 or 8748300, ext. 8791 .
Hot Shot Mfnl-Colf Tourn.m.nt
Tuesday night golf Iournament with teeoff at 6:30 pm. Prizes for low scores.
Everyone welcome . Hot Shot Mini-GoK
is located at 87 Marginal Way, PorUand.
For more information, call n3-1441 .
Monel., Evening Ski .. ShIIwnee Pe.k
Ski any three Monday nights, from S-10
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
youth, adults and seniors, and options
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
For more information, call Portland
Recreation at 874-a793 or 874-8300,
.ext. 8791 .
Red Cro.. "fet, Courses Portland
Recreation will be ollering the following
water safety courses: Water Safety Instruclor, begins March 4; Lifeguard Instructor, TBA ; Lifeguarding . begins
March 6. Certain prerequisites are required for each course. To register and
for additional information, call the pool at
874-8456.
S.turd.,. Morning Swfm Le. .on.
Portland Reaeation is accepting registrations for the spring session of swimm ing lessons for infantslloddlers/
preschoolers, as well as beginners
through swimmers. Classes begin March
9, and will be held at the Riverton Pool,
1600 Forest Ave. Registrations wi" be
taken in person at the pool or by phone,
beginning aI12 :15pm, Feb 25. For more
information or to register, call 874-8456.
Senior AdultW"er Exercfae ProgrlllTl
The City of Portland is offering classes at
the Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave)
every Friday afternoon from 12:1S-1 :15
pm. Transportation to and from the pool
is available (a van leaves the Cummings
Center, 134 Congress S~ Portfand, at
11 :30 am and returnsat2 pm). CosUs75
cents. For more information, cal 8748870.
Snowbo.rd ... m .t Sund., RIver is
slated for the weekend of Feb 23-24.
The Good 'n Fruity Snowboard Jam
provides the public an opportunity to
demo lop manufacturers' snowboards
and boots, receive beginner tips and
enjoy a post-event party featuring
snowboard videos and prizes. The event
oosts $1 0 plus a Sunday River liflticket.
A major credit card or $400 check for the
snowboard deposi ~ a driver's license
and $10 cash time deposit are all required. Participants under 18 must be
accompanied by adult. Registration begins at 8 am and is limited, so early
arrival is suggested. Sunday River is
located in Bethel. For more Information,
call 824-2187 .
Spor1a M ....... USM Llfe"ne is offeri1g
an introductory course to sports massage. Designed for athletes and their
supporl people, the course will give
participants a broad overview of the
value, beckground and applicetions of
sports massage. Course will be held
Monday eves, March 4 , 1" 18 and 25
from 7-9 pm in USM's Payson Smi1h
Hall, Falmouth St, Portland. Fee is $SO.
Registration deadfine Is Feb 25. For Information, call 78().4170.
IIwImmf"llLfteons The Portland YMCA
wit be starling a new session of swimming lessons beginning Feb 25. Lesson
limes are Tuesday & Thursday, 4-5 pm,
or Saturday momings. For more Information
874-1111 .
W"'",aff Join the Casco Bay BIcycle
Club everyThursday at 8:30 pm. People
of all abi~ties are wak:ome . Pizza afterwards. For more information. conlact
Walleyball Rand at7~4013 .

ca.
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by Lynda Barry

CRAFT

DEMONSTRATIONS
EVERY SATURDAY

1 P.M.

FEBRUARY 23
HAND DIPPED &
MOLDED
CHOCOLATES
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A D., of Beauty is a comprehensive prepageant and educational seminar for
prospective pageant conleslants featuring information and presentations for
pageant preparation. Sponsored by the
Miss Greater Portland Scholarship Program, a non-profrt organization . Feb 24,
from 8 am-3 pm, at the Holiday Inn West
atExtt8, Westbrook. Registration begins
at8 am. Pre-registration oost is $20 for
prospective contestants, $15 for chaperones, $25 at the door, and includes a
sit-down lunch. For more information,
call 767-4666.
Flah Chowder Lunch.on. South
Freeport Church offers a full chowder
lunchfor$4.50froml1 :30am-1 pm,Feb
22. These luncheons are held on the
seoond and fourth Fridaysofeach month
to benefrt the South Freeport Church
ministries. South Freeport Rd, S.
Freeport. For further i1formatlon, call
665-3659.
The lee C.ped. . will be performing at
the Cumberland County Civic Center
through Feb 24. This season's show
highlights The Simpsons; Barbie, the
wOf1d's most famous doll; and Olympic
and World Silver Elizabeth Manley and
Natalie and Wayne Seybold, America's
pair champions. Tickets are priced from
$9 -$12.50. For information and tickets,
call n5-3458.
JourMUat Exch.ng. Get published in
national weeklies and other Soviet
newspapers. If you have access to a
telefax and want to participate in writing
informative articles on young people's
lives and current fads in America, this Is
your opportunity. For more information,
contact Andy at 871-8039.
lIInd for PorlIMtd CIIrclen .... A group
of would-be Portland gardeners needs
land to plant vegetable gardens. If you
have a lawn, lot or rooftop that you could
lend, donate or barter whh other people
for the purpose of planting vegetable
and flower gardens in the city of Portland,
or If you would like to participate in any of
these projects this spring , call Eniott at

The Lightship .12 Nantuck.t The
Lightship is an in-the-water dockside
maritime museum that offers guided tours
on board, Sat's from 10 arn-4 pm, and
Sun's 12-4 pm. Adults $3. seniors and
children $1.50. Groups by appointmen l.
Maine Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay
Ferry Terminal). For more Information,
call n5-1181 .
The Porttand Fotk Ctubmeetsevery first
and thirdTue of every month at7:30p.m.
in the Sweden borg Ian Church, 302
Stevens Ave, Portland. Pickers and
players of every description are encouraged to anend, as well as storyte"ers and people who just want to listen. A
donation of $1 appreciated. For more
information , call n3-9549 .
Silent Pr_nee for Peaee: a few moments of silent reflection and prayer wi"
be offered Wednesdays, at 5:30 pm, at
the Unitarian Universalist Church. 15
PleasantSt, Brunswick. For information,
call 729-5825 .
Southern Main. Sfngf . . Socl.f Croup
meets on weekends at various locations
from Portland to BIddeford. Meet new
friends, ages 35 and over. No fees.
Please call us at 934-1692, 284-9322 or

Afro-Brazill .... Dance Work.hop from
"Congo to Brazil" The Casco Bay
Movers School of Jazz and Tap Dance
will host a workshop with Carol Dowd
and Nego Gato. The purpose of Ihe
workshop is to introduce students 10 the
Alrican-BraziWan cunure and its traditional
andcurrenlinnuenceon the music, song,
dance and religion of Bahia Brazil. The
workshop is for all levels of dancers. Feb
23, from 11 :30 am-1 pm. 11 will be held at
the studio, 341 Cumberland Ave, Portland. The oost is $9 . On the same day.
from 1 :30-3 pm, there wil also be a
family Class for all ages, aiso held at the
studio. The oos1 for children will be $4,
for adults $9. For more information or
reservations, call 87H013.
Balllain Symphony Tlck.t. The Portland Symphony Orchestra is offering 50
percent discount tickets to students.
Groups of 10 or more senior citizens can
receive a 15 percent discount for series
nS-I553.
concerts. Portland City Hall Auditorium
Southworth Planetarium Off.... Asis located at 30 Myrtle SI. For more
tronomy Shows, 7 pm, Fridays and
informalion , call n3-8191 .
Saturdays, including A Tour of the Solar
TIl. Bon. . 1 Society of the Pin. Tree
System. The Birth and Death of Stars,
St.l. will hold lheir monthly meeting on
The Mars Show, Introduction to the
Feb 27 , at 7 pm, at Woodfords CongrePlanetarium and What's Up and Where?
gational Church, 202 Woodfords St,
Laser light shows, 8:30 pm. Fridays and
PorUand. A video presentation on rock
Saturdays, including Son of the Wellplantings wi" be shown. For memberTempered Laser with classical selecship information, call n2-7884.
tions, Best of Pink Floyd and others.
The C.ptaoln'. BIIIf - An Aff.r of the
Southworth Planetarium, Science BuildHe.rt The Portland COt1Y11Unily Chaming , PorUand. Admission for adults is $3,
ber of Commerce presents ·The
for children and seniors $2.50 (children
Captain's Ball,· a rollicking , romantic
under five are not admitted). For resershipboard evening to benefit the Preble
vations and information on special
Street Resource Center. Feb 23, 6 :30
Sunday presentations, call 780-4249.
pm, attha Sonesta Hotel (157 High St,
Southworth Planetarium's -Alter School
Portland) . wnh dinner and dancing 10
Thursdays,· programs designed for
music by The Red Light Revue, live
students of a" ages, are held at 3:30 pm.
entertainment at The Boatswain's
Cost is $2.50 . Also good 10 know: Sky
Cabaret and The Caplain's Own -Win,
Watch Hot Line, 780-4719, features a
n5-0105.
Lose or Oraw Casino.· Tickets: $65 per
new message every week about what's
L
.
.
bliln
c.y
Flfm
Featlv.
Benefit
person, $125 per couple. Sami-formaJ
going on i1lhe heavens.
Out & Out is sponsoring a cut-a-thon on
attire. To reserve your berth. call m Feb 24, 10 am-5 pm, to benefit the T.rot Readfngs wi! be given at Basics in
2811.
Cape Elizabeth (Shore Roed) on Feb 24.
second annual Maine Lesbian & Gay
Children'. MUMum AuctIon The theme
Find out more about the forces currently
Film Festival i1 May. Get you hear cut
of this annual auction/raffle for Children's
active in your life. Fee is $25 for an hourand styled at Brenda Broder's shop,
Museum of Maine is -Up, Up and Away:
long reading . Ce" Basics, at 767-2803,
Amore, located on the third ftoor of One
An Evening Dedicated to Fun and tha
for more Information.
City Center, Portland. Call Amore at
Spir" of Youth." March 2, with silent
. O
n4-1n41o book your appointment.
. ...........·". . . . .
auction at 6:30 pm, live auction at8 pm.
Tickets are $20 per person in advance,
..
$25 at door. The Portland Regency Inn,
. . '
,
20 Milk St, Portland. For more Informa.,
tion, call 797-5483.
'
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Give Someone
You Love
a Dream
Catcher
Gooddn,,_
slip through
to the
skeperbut
b,,11 dn,,_
t,,"gk
perish
i" the web.
One oj"
lU"d gift tQ
cherish ,,[w"ys
price $22.

""Ii.

686

579 Congress St Portland,
207-772-8929

ME

Appearing in february :

CURT BESSETTE
Singer/songwriter
featuring songs
from his new

release "Harbo('
Beginning 216
WedS--11pm
Thurs
Frl S- 7pm, 9pm- midnlght
Sot Spm- midnight

TOP
OF THE EAST

Sonesta Hotel Portland
157 High Sireet. Portlond
775-5411
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

i·'"

.'

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

dating services

1·900·646·4646

personals
GWM 35 interested in meeting married men (bi or gay) who would like
discreet friendship without the fear of
commitment. Please don't respond if
you'd like to try something new. If
you're secure with yourself please
write. It could be fun. CBW Box 548.
Heyl Spirited SWF seeks affectionate, slightly outrageous SIDM
who has a sense of humor and likes
to dance. CBW Box 549.
Hey, I've got a nifty idea! What if I put
an ad in CBW to see if there are any
gay males out there who'd like to
meet other GMs to share friendship
and common interests - movies,
dinner ... Pretty good idea, huh. CBW
Box 547 .

,,

,'

,
"

IFDMS (Incredibly Free Dancing
Male Spirit) Attractive, super-safe,
sensitive, wise, sell-esteemed, fit
and chern-free seeks new friends for
roller skating, hiking and etc. Are you
attractive, fit, creative, willing to
grow, sell-confident, free and affectionate? Isolators and wimps OK, if
you are willing to change. Send
phone number and note to P.O. Box
704, Bath, ME 04530.
Jamie, I'd love to know a man I can
depend on. Write to me. Kathy. CBW
Box 551 .
Looking for attractive SWF 25-35
who enjoys dancing, movies, quiet
intimate times. If you're happy with
yourself, I'll be happy with you. SWM
30 attractive waiting to hear from
you. 'll" 5093.

MWM, 46, independent means,
recently arrived from New York with
invalid wife. Seeks S/MF, any age or
size with equivalent void in her life
for discreet and demonstrative
relationship. Non-smoker preferred.
Kindly address letters to : Box 10646,
Portland, ME 04104.
Male 50 Sensitive, passive, caring,
uninhibited,
seeking
dominant
counterpart to satisfy fantasies. Uke
cooking , movies. Favorite actor, Dustin
Hoffman;
favorite
movie,
'Tootsie." CBW Box 550.
Man Seeks
545, 'll" 5091

Buddha,

CBW

Married
Bi-sex ual
Woman
desperately seeks kindred spirits for
prurient relationship, for nights on
the town and intimate friendship.
Send descriptive letter, will answer
all. CBW Box 552. 'll" 5094 .
SWF 29, Outdoorsy, sports-oriented,
Quiet, comfortable with but still discovering myself. Interested in meeting honest, sensitive, healthy, SWM
29-35 to share friendship, activities
and fun . 'll" 5092.
SWM 40 seeks chem-free, nonsmoking SIOF 30-50 for firm
relationship and possible marriage. I
enjoy flee markets, music and being
at home. I'm kind, gentle and a onewoman man. Photo and phone number requested. P.O. Box 4382,
Portland, ME 04101.

.

HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL~
a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisersl
Ask for PERSONAL CA LL service when you place your Casco
BayWeekly personal ad. Then, you'll receive your own PERSONAL
CALLi!!> number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800
number to record your one-minute gre<.!ting message. Be creative!
You can change your message as often as you like to satisfy the
whim of the moment.
We do suggest that you leaveyour first name and ask the people
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address.
When you call the 800 number and enteryourPERSONALCALLi!!>
number and your private security code, the system will irrmediately
tell you how many new responses you have. From there, just follow
the easy prompts, You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2
to hear your responses,
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to
listen to your responses for up to three weeks after your ed appears
in the paper.

I

RESPONDING TO AN AD
WITH PERSONAL CALL~ SERVICE:
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Using PERSONAL CALL to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal
ads is fast and funl
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay
Weekly personal column and circle the ads that interest you.
The small telephone symbol- tr - next to the four digit number tells
you the person has PERSONAL CALL~rvice, With PERSONAL
CALL~ou don't have to listen to one message after another until
you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears in
Casco Bay Weekly, 90 check the date of the paper you're reading!
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-3702041.
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You will
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and
another and another"" Of lhe advertiser's voice greeting Is not yet
on line, you can still leave your response.)
The cost for using PERSONAL CALW\o respond to Casco Bay
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and will appear on
your telephone bill under 'Prsnlcall,'
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touchtone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions orfeadback about PERSONALCALlflll
, just call us at 775-6601, We like to hear from you,

SWM, 45, weathered good looks,
rugged seeks female, not afraid of
Ufe, has keen sense of humor, open
and honest, has a close acquaintance with and likes herself and is
strong in a quiet way. Must like the
outdoors and tolerate, if not like,
fishing, hunting, old trucks, stupid
dogs and Bozos who write ads like
this. Reply with particulars and name
of book you've read recentiy that you
liked. CBW Box 554.
Single Male 31 seeks young lady 2040 for possible relationship. I will
respond to all. I have no addictions
P.O.
Box
744,
except work.
Yarmouth, ME 04096.
Successful, educated gentleman, 50,
seeks relationship with caring, attractive, classy, pleasant (who WOUldn't)
bi or straight lady - to share good
life. No sexual marathons, but rather
loving, sharing and giving to each
other. To the real nice ladies who
might be reluctant to subscribe to
this form of introduction, may I say
this is my first trial with such an arrangement. I know not what to expect, but I know what is offered.
CBW Box 546.
The next-door-neighbor mystery continues ... The first week I told you to
write her, the second week I told you
to call her, THIS week I am going to
tell you what SHE is looking for...
SIOWM, between 27-32, who enjoys
life and slight imperfections... Are
you gentle, understanding and able
to love freely??? Then this week
write or call II I To Be Continued ...
CBW Box 542,'ll" 5090.
Wanted: Romance SWM 28 attrac·
tive professional seeking serious
relationship with responsible female
that enjoys midnight walks on the
beach, dancing, outdoor activities,
boating, etc. All letters answered.
CBW Box 553. 'll" 5095.

U.ten to thouaancta of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX., Men & Women who want to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. fun - e .. y
and includ.. Voicamllil for e"tra prlvac:y,

PERSONAL

$2/ min. More info: 305-565-4455 Ext. 5713

OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Ma" Cinema!

IFDMS (Incredibly Free Dancing Male
Spirit) Attractive, super-safe, sensitive,
wise, self-esteemed, fit and chern-free,
seeks new friends for roller skating, hiking
and etc. Are you attractive, fit, creative,
willing to grow, self-confident, free and
affectionate? Isolators and wimps OK, if
you are willing to change. Send phone
number and note to P.O. Box 704, Bath,
ME 04530
If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly personals,
your ad is automatically entered in the PERSONAL OF TH.E
WEEK contest. We are looking for ads that are creative, Witty
and fun , Winners will receive their tickets in the mail.

Just pick up the
phone,

REAL
GIRLS

Sensual and soothing hot oil body
massage. In-call and out-Q.II, 7
dayslweek, 10 am-I am. MlF dancers also available. 775-1795.

LlVE..QNE..QN-ONEI
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

u.S. A.~ian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beautiful,
faithful, marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- psi club call
702-451-3070 and leave your mailing address.

Romantic Singles await you. 1-900860-3279. $3 per minute. Receive
free singles magazine. Ladies'
secrets , unusual adults. 1-900-8603778. $3 per minute.

Where Are The

Single Men?

1·900·860·3377

.d,

t¥ix

..,;,;,
;t'~-""

",,'...,.

$3/min.
Must be 18 years old

Gay Matching!
...

ComQuest has found new
friends and partners
thousands of gay men. lei
us find someone special for

'Of

"'"0

MHo matter
you
M., 11Nn".omfOfN youl CaR toll free !Of'details
for whOm you.re '1M on our affordable computet

p.rt«r ",.,c.hr

matching services

CALL NOW! 1-800-633-6969

Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St.
Portland, ME, 04101

o

Do It

Like

This!

Correspondence is
forwarded before
the publication of
the next issue.

t .

If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here.
You see, we're not just another
dating service. We're Compatibles.

CaU Today for a Penonallnleroiew
88~ · 1066

DISCOVER
AN
ANCIENT
GATEWAY Have you lost interest in
religion because you didn't get the
answers that made sense? Discover
this scripture discussion group that
makes the Bible relevant to every
day life - come to feel, share, explore, disagree and grow. No one will
tell you what to believe. The
Swedenborgian
Church,
every
Thursday evening, 7:30-9, 302
Stevens Ave., Portland, 772-8277.
Rev. Ken Turley.

Space available in Women's Group a supportive atmosphere for healing
and personal growth. Call Carrie
Peterson, M.A., M.S. at 773-9625.

ROLFING: The cadillac of bodywork;
a process of intense change. Offered
by a competent caring and g.entle
practitioner. Appointments available
in Gardiner and Brunswick. Call Noel
Clark 582-4580.

INTUITION-AWARENESS-CREATION Tools to help you gain control
of your life. A one-day workshop
March 16, 10am-5pm. $45.00 led by
Winter Robinson, author of ·Intuitions, Seeing with the Heart· and
Discovering Intuition (audiocassette).
929-6960 for more information/to
register.

Suffering through the end of .a
relationship? This 10·week group Will
help you understand the process of
rebuilding in a supportive setting.
Call Carrie Peterson, M.A., M.S. for
information, 773-9625.
TAROT READINGS - Give your inner
truths a voice. Clarify where you are
and where you're headed. Call
Jeanne 799-86~8 .
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Enjoy a
Special Valentine Offer: 5 massages
for the price of 4. Relax, reduce
stress and ease tension. Sliding
scale. Pam Richards A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-6636.

Mf]/O?<Wd

Compatibles
"The Dating Sen-icc That Cares"

THERAPISTS
and
BOOYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available , fully set up, at·
tractive treatment room. Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily and hourly
rates. Please call Jeremy at 7755020, Acupuncture Health Care.
Womb Wisdom: A Gathering of
Women . In these six weekly classes
we will reclaim a 30,000 year tradition of feminine wisdom through imagination, intuition and sharing our
stories. Starting Feb. 27. Kathleen
Luke, M.A. Therapy for Women. Call
799-4927.
Barbara Loewenberg-Irfandy

IndividuaVgroup Counseling
Insurance reimbursable
·Sexualabuse
Sliding fee scale
·Codependency
By appointment 775-1658
·Substance abuse
'Personal growth
34 Columbia Rd., Portland 04103

M.A., RTC (Redly n-.PI' Certified!

Psychotherapy & Consultation
• Personal Growth • Depression
• Grief & Loss
• Addictions
24 VIctor Rd Portland • 774-8149

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW

By Appointment

Phychotherapist
• Lif~ TNtlsitiotl • G"id~d Re-p"Tetltitlg
• Self Est«m1EmpowerttUtlt

(Ji:l

892-7464

Little FaYs Chiropractic
ROXANNE H. BRACKETT. D.C,

Insurance Reimbursable

•

871-9256

DR. CHERYL FITCH·SOHN
• Wholistic Family Health Care • Network Chiropractic •
• Applied Clinical Kinesiology •
Complimentary examination for new patients

Chiropractic Center of Portland· 774·9666

- Portland
- Lewiston

New Group for Women Who Overeat
• Alternative to the 12-step approach We will meet Tuesdays, beginning
March 5 from 7:45-9:15 a.m .
• Emphasis on feelings, not food
The cost is $75. per month.
'Individual counseling available

Lisa Bussey, MA Certified Eating Disorder Therapist 775-7927

Certified Acupuncturist
21 Sebago lake Rd., Gorflam, Maine

RICK LYNCH, M.A,
Counseling Services
·Men

Life transitions,grou ps,
individual consulting
• Relationships
Couples, families
• Adolescents
.Clinical Hypnosis

874-0681
23 West st. Portland

FAX FREE THURSDAY! FAX FREE THURSDAY
For a FREE Personal Ad with PERSONAL CALL see details on page 22.

rates and fine print
RATES
All charges are per week.
$ g,oo
Up to 3D words
31-45 words
11,00
15,00
46-60 words
Each additional word
Iffer60
,15

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601

~g~----------------------------------------------

Name

Category _________

DEADLINES

,.

.

Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Address

Total Number of Words _________

PDLlCY
CSW will not print ads that seekto buy or sell sexual services for money or
goods, or ads with purely sexual content. CBW wi" not prinl full names,
5Ireet addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must either provide a Post Office SOl
number in Iheir ad or use the CSW Box Service. A" information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. CSW reserves
Ihe right to catagorize, refuse or edit ads due 10 inappropriate conlent. etc,

City, Zip

Basic Rate _________

Phone (days)I _________ (eves) _____ + Extra Words at_¢ Each _ _ _ __
WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay weekly & Maine Times One-St~p Shopping Sp~clal.
Please cal
to give me advertiSing
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __
No
Personal Call~ __~C:!.:ha~rg~e~_
Check One faO ..0
COST PER WEEK _ _ __
Multiply cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __

Aword is considered aword when it has a space on both sides. Aphone
numb.r is on. word, Punctuation is frel,

Complete payment must accompany
advertising. 10 REFUIDS. There is
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

ERRORS

TOTAl DUE _________
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weetly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stap
Shopping Info 0
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sat 12-3
Card , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp, date _ __
or call 775-6601

CBW shall not blliable for any typographical errors, omissions, or ctranges
in the ad which do no affect Ihl valul or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning,

REFUNDS

Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day 99¢1min

NEED A FRESH OUTLOOK?? I am
a metaphysical practitioner, well versed in Vipassana meditation, Jungian concepts, astrology, A Course in
Miracles, tarot, ACoA, Gurdjieff. Ed
Chanin, 883-9255.

The best ones are at Compatibles ...
aClive, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the right woman . ..
so they've come to Compatibles.

WHAT IS A WORD?

PERSONAL
CALL®

Social Anxiety Group: for people who
have problems speaking , performing,
eating or writing in public. $20 per
week
minimum.
week;
eight
Tuesday, 5:30-7 pm. Contact Millie
Donahue, LCSW, 688-4152.

f~'t"'

78~·lSOO

CBWBoxXXX

Are you looking for a therapist? Jane
Gair, MSW, is opening her practice in
Portiand. licensed Clinical Social
Worker,
individual
and
family
therapy. Special interest in people In
recovery. 774-4103.

APRIL WHITE, MS, RN, CS

IN MAINE!!

dating services

·I've got the empty romantic blues." "
you
are
an
attractive,
trim,
educatedibright, mentally fit, goaldirected,
honest,
monogamous,
spontaneous
and
affectionately
romantic
SiDWF,
then
this
handsome, passionate and sensitive
41 DWM Portlander, professional
needs to get togther with you for
evenings on the town, quiet times at
home and outdoor activities. Send
me a photo and your dreams to
CBW Box 544.

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?

body & soul

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775·6601.

29

Classified ads ale non-refundable. Credit will be iRued when aviable error
has been determined.
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apts/rent

roommates
Disaeet GM seeking clean. responsible roommate MlF to share spacious East End 2 br apt. $242.50 includes heat. Sorry. I smoke. Please
call 761-4091 .
M'F non-smoking roommate for 2
bedroom on Morning Street with
back porch water view. Apartment
has lots of windows . hardwood
floors. and resident feline. Available
immediately. $300 heated. 773-5282.
MlF nonsmoker to share country
home. 20 min. from Mall. WID and
storage. $2751mo. 1-929-4864.
M'F share two bedroom first floor
apartment in quiet South Portland
area with M. $280/mo + 112 heat.
elec. Security. W-D. basement.
garage. parking. yard . Non-smoker.
chem-free. no pets. 767-412OM.
MlF. NS to share sunny. 3-bedroom
Stevens Ave apartment. $208/month
includes heat! Must see. 761 -2141 .
Non-smoking roommate to share
sunny apartment in remodelled Victorian with two artistic. lefty. vegie
adults. two cats and a toddler. $185
+ 113 utilities. Room is small but
cheap. 761-1810.
Portland waterfront condo to share.
Professional woman seeks woman
to share elegant. triplex waterfront
apartment. private bedroom and
bath. parking space in enclosed
garage. security guard. $400/month
including utilities. For information.
call Ms. Feller. 879-9014.
Recovering woman seeks nls female
roommate. 2 rooms plus 112 bath in
upstairs of Sou1h Freeport home.
Partial waterview. Wooded area.
$350 + 112 utilities. 865-4584.

,
;
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Roommate MlF N/S to share spacious West End apartment. $250 a
month + 112 utilities. 879-9068.

i

Roommate Wanted - Male. Immediate occupancy. modem. 2 bedroom , fully applianced, w/w, laundry.
parking . heat. hIw included. $325
mo. 797-8731 . leave message.

'",

Roommate to share house in South
PorUand near Willard Beach, Great
neighborhood. deck for BBO·s.
washer/dryer. $350 includes heat.
Call Julie 799.{)806.

,l.J.

II 1• "':

1,.

,

Roommate wanted to share large
Saco house. You get 3 rooms.
cable/HBO. washer/dryer. partially
furnished. pets welcome. all utilities
included. $751wk or $300 month.
282-0381. leave message.
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Roommate wanted to share large.
sunny. 4 bedroom apartment with
part-time. ou1-<lf-town roommate.
$725 plus utilities. No cats. 5826297.

t,,'
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Wouldn't you prefer a bright. homey
apartment.
nice
neighborhood.
pleasant roommate and a good
landlord? If you are a non'smoking
female. look no further! $340 includes all but reasonable oil. On bus
line near Brighton/Stevens. My
schedule varies. so call 761 -3855
anytimel

c,

r :.

Yarmouth Colonial . 6 room apl. Huge
beautiful .
sunny.
pine
floors
throughout. Near Royal River Park.
15 min. to downtown Brunswick.
Pordand.
Quiet
considerate
housemate
seeks
same.
$300/month. Call 729- 1199 (d) 8465103 (e) .
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North Yarmouth One bedroom
apartment available 15 March;
references and deposit Heat and
electricity included $475.00. 829-

3584.
Not a cow barn. but irs big enough to
be. One bedroom on Park Ave .•
secure building. hardwood floors. on
site laundry. $3951month . Heat and
hot water included. 774~3.

Old Orchard Beach - Sunny. bright.
2-bedroom apl. Newly renovated.
new kitchen and bath, dishwasher,
wlw carpet. sundeck. right near
beach. $4951month. 773-5573.
Scarborough - Efficiency. Cable.
HBO, all utilities. $SO/week. 8834860.
Why rent just a room? One room
furnished with kitchenette and full
bath on Park Ave. $3OOImonth or
$751week. all utilities included. 774-

6363

,

fOXCROfT
Townhouses
-Rt OneScarborough
ONEMONfH
FREE RENT
$540. Mo. + UtiL

(with discount)
• TWO BEDROOM
.WASHER/DRYER HOOKUP
• WOODED SETIlNG
.5 MIN. TO PORTLAND

.. ...
""M'P
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APARTMENT LOCATOR Cumberland Ave efficiency, $250+. Valley St,
loft style, $375+. Spring 51. Victorian.
hardwood floors , $395+. West 51.,
great studio, $435+ . USM area. 1 112
bedrooms. $375+. USM area. 2 bedrooms. $400. Veranda 51. . 2 bedrooms, $525+. Many others available. 774-9303 .
Apartment for Rent - Gorham. Two
bedrooms. nice location. 2nd floor of
Victorian House. easy commute.
$550 + sec. 892-5356.

wanted

Artists' Studios - All inclusive. wonderful creative atmosphere . Starting
at $1 OOImonth . From darkrooms to
suites. Beautiful views! 799-4759 or
799-7890. Can anytime.

photography
ALL-PURPOSE - Weddings and
Portrait work (and keep the
negatives. too!) Corporate/Publicity.
Legal. Print Media, Etc. RICK
CROCKETI PHOTOGRAPHY: The
Affordable Choice for All Oocasions.
774-4732.
,
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883-3753

ABACUS APARTMENTS

FOR RENT
FEATURED APARTMENT:
Deering Cenler- Large. sunny.
fireplace. laund'6' parking. 3 BR
$675, 4 BR $75

LAN~~~~87:t3T91

offices/rent
Furnished Office with sacretarial and
bookkeeping services available. Approximately 400 sq. It. Also available
800 sq. ft. unfurnished office. Parking available. Monument Square
area. Call 772.f3527.
THERAPISTS
AND
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individJai and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available , fully set up. attractive treatment room. Interoffice
referrals possible . Daily or hourly
rates. Please call Jeremy at 7755020. Acupuncture Health Care.

SINGLE OFFICES
FOR RENT

BASIC OIL PAINTING CLASS 8
Saturday A.M.s. March 16·May 11
(skip April 20). $200. Call Sarah
Knock 829·5750 lor more information.
Tai Chi Chuan Ongoing
Tues. evenings 6:30-7:30
Main
Dance
Studio.
Westbrook. Instructor Don
854-9257.

classes.
at The
Street.
Labbe.

CELEBRATING THE DREAM An
Experiential Workshop for leaming
ways to understand and integrate
dreams in daily ~ving and for healing.
Friday evening Feb 22 and all day
Saturday. Feb 23. $50 fee. Register
earty as group size is limited. Call
Barbara Hare Noonan m-1896.
Pottery Classes at Studio 132•
Portland are a great way to have fun.
Affordable prices, expanded hours.
incividual instruction and personal
satisfaction. Come join us! 772-4334 .

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine
Polarity Therapy is the healing
science of aligning the living
energy fields of the body. It is the
healing art of recognizing and
working with the life force to bring
about the highest leve! of clarity.
inner truth and vitality.
OUr 160 hour Polarity T'-apy
CertHlcatlon Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months.
beginning March. The progrwn
covers all aapeclB of Polarity
Therapy with an emphasis on
personal transformation.
Approved by Maine Dept. Ed.
Nurses CEUs. Member APTA
A BMP affiliated school.
Please call for infonmation.

music lessons
GUITAR AND MANDOLIN LESSONS Country. blues and rock
guitar. Beginning and intermediate
levels. Mandolin lessons too! Call
Lex Luthier Custom Guitars at 7618084 .
PIANO LESSONS! Release the
pianist within you . No knuckle rapping or guilt trips. Ten years teaching
experience at Waynfl ete School. Call
Chrystal Wing 773-0476.
Coaching on Voice
TochnlQue & Production

Broadway
Clasaical
Opera

Stee I $1500-3000
14k SZOOO-5000
18k $4000- 7500
Also buying Patl.'k PhIlippe , Vacherotl
& COflstantin . Audelllar Piguet. l1o...ado

Tiffany , Gubelln, lecoultre. Bnetl ing, most Rlodel!. of these timepieces

Ca 11 II:ny1 ime 174-0025
By Appt.

D.J.
Progressive music D.J.
needed for Wednesday night
gig at XS Dance Club.
Record collection required.
Pay commenserate with
experience. Send cover letter
and demo tape to:
Jim Vereault, General
Manager, 200 Riverside St.,
Portland, ME 04103
$200-$500
WEEKLYAssemble
prodJcts at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801-3792900 Ext. MDI15H.
$40.OOOIyrl READ BOOKS and TV
scripts . Fill out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fan, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Labor shortage.
guaranteed paycheck. Also Correc$30.000.
Read
TV
tions...
Scripts ... $50.000,
Number
Make
InPages ...$21 .ooo.
dex ... $30.000. FREE 24 Hour
801-379-2925
Ext
Recording.
MG115B Hurry! Offer ends soonl
$40.OOOIyrl READ BOOKS and TV
scripts . Fill out simple "like/don1Iike"
form. EASYI Fun. relaxing at home,
beach,
vacation .
Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801 -379-2925 Ext. MEI15B.
EASY ASSEMBLY any hours,
$339.84 week. family of 3 earns
$4417.92 monthly. FREE 24 Hour
Recording Reveals. 801 -379-2900
Ext. M115H.
Girts Wanted from Portland and sur·
rounding areas , between the ages of
9-19, to compete in this year's 2nd
Annual MISS PRE-TEEN & TEEN
1991 Portland PAGEANTS. Over
$15.000.00 in prizes and scholarships including an all-expense paid
trip to Nationals in Orlando. Fl. Call
for information 1-800·345-2330 ext.
1352.
Postal jobs, $11 .41 -$14.90lhour. For
exam and application inlormation call
1-800-999-9838. ext. ME 112, 8:00
a.m. - 8:00 p.m .• 7 days. Refundable
fee.

YOUR]UNK
COULD BE
SOMEONE ELSEIS

TREASURE

1Vt-806e
798-7272

advertise it
in the

IlEtH.j:E\ij

IIM44n"j
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

biz services
COMPUTER TUTOR Home/Business computer training or system
design . IBM-DOS, LOTUS, Paradox.
WordPerfect; MACINTOSH - Excel,
PageMaker. Microsoft Word. MacWrite. HyperCard. $ 121hour. CaU
Mark. 773-8886 after 5 pm or
weekends. Portland.
College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who wiU move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.

Classifleds

call 775-6601 for
more iriformalion

wheels

bulletin board

CHEAPI FBVU.S. SEIZED 84 VW...
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200 . 85 Mercedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals
Details 801·379·2929 Ext. MJ115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

DRUGLORD TRUCKSI...$I00. 84
Bronco... $5O. 89 Blazer... $150. 75
Jeep CJ ...$50. Seized Vans, 4x4's,
Boats. Choose from thousands start·
ing $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 80 1-379-2930 Exl.
MK115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

FREEl FREEl FREEl Junk car
removal. Any condition. car carriers
available. Call 774-0268.

I'm selling my baby I '80 FIAT XU9. 2
seater. Ml0 engine, 5-speed. convertible. owned by Fiat mechanic
and loaded with toys. Low mileage,
excellent throughout Needs a new
fanatic. 846-3834.

CARIBBEAN ONLY 1891 Why freeze
here when for only $189 you can be
stretched out in the sun of the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
Call 212-864-2000.

animals

lost & found

Friendly young grey male kitty cat
abandonned by low lifers needs a
new home. He's good with cats,
even other males. Call 772-2907.

Responding to a Casco Bay Weekly
Personal Ad has never been
easier""" 'fr PERSONAL CALL®

Lost, male black and dark brown
striped tiger cat in Wildwood section
of Cumberland Foreside. Reward. II
found. please call 666-3448.

Dial 1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day
99¢/min

Cooking. Meals prepared in your
horne ahead of time. ready for table.
just heat and serve. Over 10 years
experience cooking in home. USA
and England. Grocery shopping also.
767-1036.
FREELANCE
ADVERTISING
COPYWRITER who wears many
hats. Writer, Art Director. Production
Coordinator and morel Creative
catalogs. brochures. newspapers
and magazine ads. Reasonable
hourty rates . Call Kurt Hebert, 8280949.
Going on vacation? What abou1 the
pets? the house? I will care for bothl
Deb at 797-5650 .
Income Tax Prepared at Reasonable
Rates. Prompt personal service.
Ouick refund with electronic filing.
Many returns completed in one visit.
For estimate or appointment, call
John Hudson 772-1199.7 am-l0 pm,
7 days a week.
Need electrical work done? No job
too big or too small. Quality work
done al reasonable rate by licensed
master electrician . For a free estimate. call 773-5897 or 729~923.
Oddly Alternative . a Junior Achievement company, provides services to
the community. We will do anything
you would like us to do from shoveling. cleaning. basements. windows,
your car, etc. Anything to make your
life easier! Call days at 781-5013.
evenings at 774-9759.
Services Four offers income tax
preparation.
bookkeeping
and
secretarial
services
at
854
Broadway. S. Portland. Stop by or
call 799·2599. Reasonable rates, inquiries welcome.
Spring Clean Ups. Garages. cellars,
yards. Also lawn care for summer.
You name the price. Please call after
4 pm at 775-1412.
TAX PREPARATION : Excellent rates
prompt and reliable service. also
word processing available : general.
medical and legal. Call anytime 7726620 for appointment or estimate
ask lor Caroline, evenings and
weekends available.

Quizinart
We've "processed" nine objects and
scattered their remains at the right.
Using the bits of graphic information
provided, see if you can identify the
items, on the lines below.
1)______________________
2) ______

____________

3)
4)

5)
6)

7) ___________________
8) _____________________

9) ____________________

CLASSICAL BEUY GRAMS
By]anitra

+ All occasions

patties • armiversaries -

birthdays - etc.

282-5374

business opps
Exclusive State Distributorship New
Revolutionary Braking and Jackknife
Control System for Trucking Industry.
Patented Worldwide. Profit Potential
in Millions. In Doubt? Check It Out.
1·800·845-6026.
WANTED 25 hardworking individuals
for a business opportunity of a
lifetime. Make all the money you
want. This isn't a get rich scheme.
Work part or full-time. 773-1416.

stuff for sale

Student Rat.

Voice & Piano Lessons
Small prominant historic brick
building. high ceilings. lots of
windows and natural light. Prime
waterfront location on comer of
Franklin & Commercial Sts. Reasonably priced from $275. includes heat & electriCity. Copier,
Fax & parking also available.

DAYTONA' COSMOGRAPH

employment

learning

508-356-9376

.. O:~
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BUYING ROLEX

Studio - Monument Square area perfect for artisl/craftsperson. From 4001200 square feet. Light and ~at included. Parking available. No lease
required. Call 772-0527.

",

850 Washington Ave. 1st floor
apartment. Sunny, spacious, 2·bedroom. Washer & dryer. oil heat. parking, yard. $540 + utilities. 775-2797
days. 871-1514 evenings.

'

I, 1I I '
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E. Prom area. 30 Vesper 51. Great
two-bedroom duplex. Parking, back
yard. deck. $625 +. 773-1035 or 8791634.

Responsible, straight female nonsmoker to share three-bedroom
apartment.
$233/month +
1/3
electric. West End. 761 -7071.

. 'r

J

Downtown Portland One bedroom
penthouses with sliders to large
deck, starting at $875. Two ~oom.
two bath apartments with brickwork,
beams. and tall windows. starting at
$S25. Unique. loaded with character.
P~s include heat. AlC. hIw. parking space. Pets welcome. ~ax1er
Place. 775-4710. 305 CommerCIal.

studio/rent

Credit card debts got you down?
SWitch your balance to a lower rate
cardl Get our 1991 source listing of
banks offering low APR 12%- 16.5%
aedit
cards
to
consumers
nationwide. Send $5 to Northem
Info-Management. P.O. Box 2211 .
Bangor. ME. 04402.
Get better grades with WHERE
THERE'S A WILL THERE'S AN "A."
VHS videos and manual nationally
sold for $90. Only $50. Call 7741938.

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from
Alberta' s for the first prize winner, who
will receive it in the mail. The second
prize winner receives free admission for
two to The New Blues Party on Feb. 28
at 8 p.m. at Raoul's Roadside Attrac-

tion. The winner should contact Raoul's, at 7736886, for details. Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is
allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be
received by Wed., Feb 27. The solution to this

week's puzzle will appear in the March 7 issue
of Casco Bay Weekly, Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #59
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101

T..

Solution to Real Puzzle #57
The following parties participated in the puzzle (clockwise from top left):
Paul Newman
Tom Jones
Ted Williams
Phyllis Newman
Jennifer Jones
Andy Gibb
Rex Reed
Dean Jones
Randy Newman
Robin Gibb

Andy Williams
Robin Williams
Lou Reed
Steve Martin
Donna Reed
Paul Williams
Billy Martin
Shirley Jones
Barry Gibb
Dick Martin

~I
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This week, Cindy Jurgenson of
Scarborough wins a gift crtificate for
Alberta's. Karen McMannis of East
Lebanon and a friend will party at
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, where
they'll see Broken Men on Feb, 23,

31
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"THIS MONTH ONLY"
2.80/0 APR Financing Available On

The 1991 Ford Escorts
35 ESCORTS IN STOCK!

B444

If you've never financed a new vehicle before now's your chance. Your Price $7195.00. $295.00
cash or trade. 48 payments of $152.11. Total $7301.28. 2.80 APR. Deferred payment price $7596.28.
srand New!

;r '"
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1991 Tempo L 4 Door

V6 engine, air cond., power steering, power locks, rear def., stereo, auto.

$12,395

i

I

1991 Taurus Sedan

$281.50

$7,995

per mo.

<P ---....-:~

Your Price $12,395. $295.00 cash or trade. 60 payments of $281.50. Total
$16,890. Deferred payment price $17,185.00. 14.00 APR

Your Price $7995. $295.00 cash or trade. 60 payments of $179.16. Total
$10,749.60. Deferred payment price $11,044.60. 14.00 APR.

1991 F-150 4x4 XTL Lariat

$342.04

$14,995
•
•
•
•
•
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Your Price $14,995. $295.00 cash or trade. 60 payments of $342.04 .
Total $20,522.40. Deferred payment price $20,817.40.14.00 APR.

r------------------------,
:OIL &
FORD CARS ONLY

!FILTER ~$6.99

:

Looking for a dependable used car or
truck at a fair price?

I CLIFF'S BACKYARD

I MOTORCRAFT OIL
I
with coupon, 1 to a customer I
I MOTORCRAFT FILTER
I
I
I Ford trucks slightly more (turbo, diesels & Sho's excluded.)
I
________________________
~
2/28191
I
ILExpires

Visit

Coastal Maine's largest indoor showplace. Shop in
comfort where you're always welcome rain or shine.

Tel. 721-1163

AWARD WINNING SERVICE DEPARTMENT.
DEDICATED TO CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT IN CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

"

1 ,:.

permo.

Air Conditioning • Trailer Towing Package • 5.0 L VB Engine
Bright Low Mount Mirrors. Ught & Convenient Group
Tilt Steering Wheel • Chrome Rear Step Bumper • Speed Control
Power Locks • Cassette Stereo • Sliding Rear Window
Tinted Glass • Cloth Seats • P235/75x15XL All Season Tires

•,

J

per mo.

"

,

J

$176.16

Cliff Kilfoil's
157 Pleasant St., Brunswick

725-5555
Dedicated to Service Excellence and Customer Satisfaction

